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In the present work, the longitudinal form factor of picosecond electron bunches at the TESLA-

Test-Facility linac is investigated with Hilbert transform spectroscopy by analyzing coherent

far-infrared broadband transition radiation with Josephson junctions made of the high temper-

ature superconductor YBa2Cua07. The investigation of the nonlinear dynamics of a pulsed

driven Josephson junction within the Focker-Planck formalism, by introducing a difference re-

currence scheme, allows us the consequent derivation of the detectors maximum rf-power ratings

beyond the present linear Hilbert theory. Because of the combinatoric of a dense line spectrum

an increase of the pulse pause, contrary to a decreasing pulse width in the delta pulse limit,

can not be compensated by increasing the rf-power for a constant detector response without

reducing the quality of the spectral reconstruction. The frequency dependent spectral decrease

of the detectors response limits the detectors dynamic range and prevents a detailed reconstruc-

tion of the far-infrared time domain signal. A spectral compensation of the signal before the

essential demodulation process is required by using quasioptical components and variation of

the junctions critical current by external magnetic flux. To increase the dynamic range and

the measuring bandwidth for a single-bunch measurement, measurements of serial arrays of up

to 200 Josephson junctions, quasioptical replicator stages of Fabry-Perot interferometers, ultra

low-noise broadband amplifiers and analytic spectral correction functions are presented. The

generation of well defined pulses produced by quasioptical components for junctions with in-

creased IcRn-product are investigated. The next generation Josephson junction arrays, so called

rf-dc-SQUIDs, using discrete spectra have been presented. They combine a low-noise signal

pickup, high readout bandwidth and voltage biasing of junctions with small normal-state resis-

tances. The sensor is independent of the junctions parameter spread and has the opportunity for

high integration. For spectroscopic applications using continuous rf-radiation the sensor offers

additional a chopper port, which promises the suppression of all l/f-noise sources. Measure-

ments of Josephson junctions made of the high temperature superconductor YBa2Cua07 based

on low loss LaAlOa bicrystal substrates using a far-infrared laser and Josephson self oscillations

confirm the detection of monochromatic radiation at least of up to several THz and the suc-

cessful broadband input coupling with logarithmic periodic antennas. Because of the mixing

effects of an arbitrary distribution of Shapiro steps, analytic spectral correction functions are

ded uced expecting a unique spectral reconstruction beyond the present small signal Hilbert the-

ory. Within the Focker-Planck formalism and stochastic solutions, asymmetric spectra and a

phase dependence of the stationary detector response for a high spectral degeneracy are found.

This promises a unique time domain reconstruction of the far-infrared signal and the realization

of integrated hybrid oscilloscopes of sub-ps resolution with high sensitivity as new applications

for Hilbert transform spectroscopy.



In der vorliegenden Arbeit wird der longitudinale Formfaktor von Elektronpaketen mit

Picosekunden Lange an dem TESLA-Test-Facility Linearbeschleuniger mittels Hilbert-

Transformations-Spektroskopie durch Analyse von kohiirenter breitbandiger, fernin-

fraroter Ubergangsstrahlung durch Josephson-Kontakte aus dem Hochtemperatursupraleiter

YBa2Cu307 untersucht. Die Untersuchung der nichtlinearen Dynamik eines gepulst betriebenen

Josephson Kontakts mittels der Focker-Planck Methode durch Einflihrung eines rekursiven

Differenzschemas erlaubt die analytische Herleitung der maximalen spektralen Detektorantwort

aullerhalb der linearen Hilbert- Theorie. 1m Gegensatz zu einer Verkleinerung der Pulsbreite im

Grenzfall kurzer Pulse, kann aufgrund der Kombinatorik eines dichten Linienspektrurns, eine

Vergriillerung der Pulspausen hinsichtlich einer konstanten spektralen Detektorantwort bzw.

eindeutigen spektralen Rekonstruktion nicht durch eine Erhiihung der Pulsleistung kompensiert

werden. Die spektrale Abnahme der Detektorantwort mit zunehmender Frequenz verhindert

eine detaillierte Bestimmung der Form des ferninfraroten Zeitsignals und erfordert eine spektrale

Anpassung des eingestrahlten Signals vor dem eigentlichen Demodulationsprozell mittels qua-

sioptischer Komponenten und Veriinderung des kritischen Stromes des Josephson-Kontakts iiber

einen externen magnetischen FluB. Zur Erhiihung des Dynamikbereiches und der Mellband-

breite fur eine Einzelpulsmessung der Elektronenpakete werden Messungen an Serienarrays

aus bis zu 200 Josephson Kontakten, quasioptische Replikationsstufen mittels Fabry-Perot

Interferometern, extrem rauscharme Breitband- Verstiirker und analytische spektrale Kor-

rekturfunktionen vorgestellt. Wir diskutieren die Erzengung von wohldefinierten Pulsfolgen

mittels quasioptischer Komponenten fur den Einsatz von Josephson-Kontakten mit erhiihtem

IcRn-Produkt. Die nachste Generation von Serienarrays, so genannte rf-dc-SQUIDs, fUr die

Verwendung von diskreten Spektren werden vorgestellt. Sie kombinieren einen breitbandigen

und rauscharmen Signalabgriff fiir Kontakte mit kleinen normalleitenden Widerstiinden. Der

Sensor ist unabhangig von Parameterstreuungen der Kontakte, hoch integrierbar und bietet

einen Choppereingang, was eine vollstiindige Unterdriickung des l/f-Rauschens verspricht.

Messungen an Josephson Kontakten aus dem Hochtemperatursupraleiter YBa2Cu307 auf

verlustarmen LaAI03 Bikristallsubstraten mittels eines ferninfraroten Lasers und Josephson-

Eigenoszillationen bestatigen den Nachweisvon monochromatischer Strahlung bis weit in den

THz-Bereich und die erfolgreiche Einkopplung mittels logarithmisch periodischer Antennen.

Aufgrund des Mischungsverhaltens beliebiger Shapiro-Stufenverteilungen lassen analytisch

abgeleitete Korrekturfunktionen eine eindeutige spektrale Rekoustruktion auch aullerhalb des

Klejnsignalfalls der Hilbert-Theorie erwarten. 1m Rahmen des Focker-Planck Formalismus und

stochastischer Liisungen beobachten wir asymmetrische Spektren und eine Phasenabhangigkeit

der stationiiren Detektorantwort fUr einen spektralen Entartungsgrad. Dieses verspricht eine

eindeutige Rekonstruktion des ferninfraroten Zeitsignals und somit die Realisierung eines

integrierten hybriden Oszillographen mit sub-ps Aufliisung und hoher Empfindlichkeit, welches

ein neues Anwendungsfeld ftir die Hilbert- Transformations-Spektroskopie eriifInet.
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a prediction of mass spectra of different particles for the minimal supergravity szenario, where
the bre:tking of symmetry is transmitted to our eigenworld by gravity [Zer02J. It can be shown,
that using supersymmetry, the three Standard Model gauge couplings unify up to a certain
accuracy, Fig.1.l (b). The gauge coupling unification determines one of them a, sin2 0, a,
theoretically in good agreement with the measured weak mixing angle. With high precision
measurements of a future linear collider different GUT models can be ruled out at shorter
distances. However, future data from e+e- linear colliders, TESLA in particular, will investigate
their mass spectra and couplings with clear signatures and high-precision measurements at a
center of mass energy of 500GeV up to 800GeV [TDROI]. Following a long tradition at DESY
building accelerating structures for entirely different research fields, the TESLA design includes

an X-ray free electron laser (FEL) delivering wavelengths around I A with a high peak brilliance.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic layout and picture of the TESLA Test
Facility (TTF). Module housing of several superconducting
accelerating cavities and bunch compressors are seen.

The TESLA-Test-Facility (TTF)
Fig.1.2 has been setup at DESY
to provide superconducting
standing-wave acceleration struc-
tures made of niobium and an
ultraviolet Free- Electron- Laser
(UV-FEL). Meanwhile, 9-cell
cavities reach an acceleration
gradient of 25MV 1m. The cav-
ities. operate at an rf- frequency
of 1.3GHz with a quality factor
of about Qo "'" 2.1010. Usually
the surface resistance increases
towards higher gradient fields
and the cavities are operated
in pulsed mode to reduce the
averaged cryogenic load. Elec-
trolytic polishing of the cavity
surface combining with several
multi-cell cavities, so-called
superstructures, promises a
gradient of 35MV 1m for the
TESLA-800GeV [LieDI, LilOI].

In this thesis, the focus lies on the measurement of coherent transition radiation with Joseph-
son junctions made of a high temperature superconducting material YBa2CuS07. C()ntrary to
Fourier spectroscopy, Josephson junctions promise a fast method to distinguish diffe:rent elec-
tron bunches propagating within the accelerator providing no complicated synchronization for
an operation at highest frequencies [Gro95J. Analyzing frequencies up to the far-infraded regime
away from the energy gap of conventional superconductors, requires HTS materials. Providing a
frequency selectivity, bolometric detectors, established for imaging applications in radio astron-
omy require higher order quasioptical filters for spectral measurements. Heterodyn receivers are
designed mainly for demodulation of several spectral lines and are not suitable for b:r<>adband
applications. As depicted in the electromagnetic spectrum Fig.1.3, the choice of high tempera-
ture superconducting materials for Josephson junctions is an attractive possibility for detecting
far-infrared radiation of the sub-millimeter wavelength range for a precise measurement of the
bunch shape.
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Conventional radio frequency (rf) electronics with their high power consumption meanwhile
enter the lower frequency range of Hilbert transform spectroscopy using Josephson junctions.
Josephson junctions intrinsically combine the demodulation by using a mixer and local oscil-
lator. As reviewed in chapter 3, measuring the current voltage characteristics of a Josephson
junction change caused by the transition spectrum allows its reconstruction by using the Hilbert
theory. Unfortunately the so called Hilbert transform spectroscopy is only a linear small signal
theory with respect to the irradiated spectral intensity and handles only time unlimited signals.
But in fact, the junction is a highly nonlinear device and a fast single-bunch measurement
requires limited sampling times.

At the TTF linac an UV-FEL has been operated to prove the viability of the Self Amplified
Spontaneous Emission (SASE) mode of free electron lasers. The requirements on the electron
beam quality of such a SASE-FEL are very demanding in terms of small transverse and
longitudinal emittances. Especially the requirements for the longitudinal phase space with
ItiC of charge concentrated in less than Ips and with small energy spread are the subject
of intense theoretical and experimental studies. To increase the sensitivity and to decrease
the statistical errors of the measurements in particle physics, high particle flux and energy
are required. Concerning accelerator physics this requires an improved spatial resolution and
smaller temporal resolution by shortening the beam pulses up to the sub-millimeter wavelength
regime.

In this thesis, the longitudinal charge distribution of electron bunches is determined by measuring
coherent transition radiation spectra with Josephson junctions.

The Josephson junction is a macroscopic quantum device having a small response. This
limits, by noise, the measuring bandwidth according to section 4.6. To increase the measuring
bandwidth, the detectors response, respectively its maximum rf-power rating, is analyzed
within the Focker-Planck formalism for pulse-type rf-signals and a possibly unique spectral
reconstruction as performed in chapter 4. Contrary to a decreasing pulse width, an inc.reasing
pulse pause cannot be compensated by incrE'.asing the rf-power for a constant detector response.
Therefore, according to chapter 6, well defined quasioptical pulse replicator structures are
investigated offering a sufficient seperated line spectrum. Several methods to increase the
measuring bandwidth are suggested. The most attractive one, so called rf-dc-SQUIDs, possibly
the next generation of Josephson junction arrays, are presented in section 6.2. Indeed, the
junction remains a frequency selective device and the demodulation process takes time. The
spectroscopy of a single pulse can performed by using an rf-filter to provide sufficient interaction



Chapter 1

One of the fundamental principles of modern science is the close interaction between theory
and the experiment. In the elementary particle physics community there is broad cousense,
that a linear collider, in particular TESLA (TeV-Energy-Superconducting-Linear-Accelerator),
will be needed for precise measurements and for the detailed exploration of new physics to
describe the fundamental constituents of matter and their interactions. Despite the great
success of the Standard Model; based on the gauge symmetry group SU(3) x SU(2) x SU(I)
describing electro-weak interaction and the quantum chromodynamics, many questions remain
unanswered. An essential missing cornerstone is the Higgs particle, which is thought to be
responsible for the short range of the weak force and the origin of lepton and quark masses. An
attractive theoretical extension of the Standard Model is supersymmetry (SUSY). It describes
fermions and bosons providing a unification of electro-weak and strong interaction in the
context of Grand Unified theories (GUT) of scale AGJr ~ 1016GeV in a stable way. Super-
symmetry predicts the existence of supersymmetric particles. Experimentally, the particles
superpartners are not observed at the corresponding particle energy. Their mass spectra differ
and supersymmetry must be broken. Several szenarios have been suggested. Fig.1.1(a) shows
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Figure 1.1: (a) Spectrum of Higgs particles, gauginos and scalar particles in the minimal su-
pergravity szeario, masses in GeV {Zer02}. (b) The renormalization group evolution of three
Standard Model gauge coupling constants assuming a simple SU(5) GUT gauge group and a
grand desert {Mura98}.



time with radiation, as shown in section 4.4.2. Once understanding from sections 4.5ff, that
the maximum rf-power ratings are caused from a high degeneracy of dense spectra, higher
order mixing effects are analyzed to provide spectral correction functions for the reconstruction
algorithms to increase the measuring bandwidth. Beyond the Hilbert theory, several effects
like spectral symmetry breaking or a phase dependence of the stationary detector response
might be very useful and promise a unique reconstruction of the time domain rf-signal, while
offering an absolute uncritical triggering of the rf-radiation for highest frequencies. Beside one
publication, up to now this thesis is unpublished.

II
For the very fast reader, the propositions marked by vertical lines of sections 4·4 -+ 4·6 -+ 4·5
-+ 5.5-+ 6.1.9-+ 6.£-+ 6.9 should be studied.

Chapter 2

This chapter provides an overview on the basic properties of transition radiation. Charged
particles can emit electromagnetic radiation under various circumstances. Synchrotron radiation
is emitted by accelerated particles traveling in vacnum. Cerenkov radiation is only emitted
when charged particles move with higher velocity than the speed of light in a medium. When
a charged particle passes a dielectric boundary transition radiation is emitted. In principle
the emitted transition radiation energy is frequency independent. But considering a finite size
of the transition region and diffraction at millimeter wavelength, the transition radiation gets
frequency dependent. The focus here lies on far-infrared coherent transition radiation for electron
bunchlength measurements.

If a point charge e is uniformly moving perpendicular to an infinite extended boundary of
permittivity change from vacuum to medium er the radiation intensity Jlwldwdl1 is emitted
into the backward hemnisphere and is given by the Ginzburg-Frank equation [Gin79J.

d2W e2fJ2 sin2IIcos2II I (er-l)(l-fJ2+fJVer-sin211) 1
2

dwdl1 = 41r3eoC(1 - fJ2 cos211)2 (1 + /3Ver - sin211)(cr cosll + Ver _ sin2 II) (2.1)

To derive the Ginzburg-Frank equation first of all the electric field carried by a charge distribu-
tion in a medium of permittivity er can be determined by solving the inhomogeneous Maxwell's
equations in frequency domain resulting in algebraic expressions concerning all transversal co-
ordinates x, y and time t. The radiation field propagating as a plane wave from the boundary
has to be solved from the homogeneous wave equation using the boundary condition 'il. D = 0
for the field of charge and the radiation field at both media, where the field of charge is not
of interest at infinity. As depicted in Fig.2.1a the emission of backward transition radiation is
indicated by the wave vector k and electric field vector E under the angle II. The velocity of
the charge is fJ = vIe. Supposing a metallic medium with infinite optical density €r -+ 00 fields
cannot penetrate and Eq.2.1 reduces to

e2/32 sin2 II
41r3eoc (1 - /32cos211)2

The maximum energy of Eq.2.2 d(JlwldwdfJJ/dll=O is radiated under an angle IImax with the
Lorentz factor 'Y given by



emitted transition radiation is polarized parallel and orthogonal to radiation plane, defined by
the vectors k and v. denoted by Ell and EJ. respectively. According to Fig.2.1c,d the transition
radiation is detected with a transition monitor located at y/I=-</>, z/I=O+1r/4 far away from
the radiation origin y« I, z« l. The appropriate radiation intensities for a medium with infinite
permittivity are given by

d2W e2{32 I cosl/;(cosO - f3 cos </>sin 1/;) 12

dwdflll = 41r3EOC(1-{3 sinO cos </>sin1/;)2_/32 cos2 0 cos21/;

d2W e2{32 I {3cos I/; cos 0 sin </>sin 1/;) 12

dwdfl.L = 41r3Eoc (1-{3sinOcos</>sinl/;)2-IJ2cos20cos21/;

The total energy emitted from a metallic screen per unit frequency interval over the angle
dO = sin OdOd</> increases with,,! values and results to

The total emitted energy W = fopt dW/dwdw increases with the electron energy. Within the
optical wavelength range b,.A = 400 - BOOnm the radiated energy per electron with "! "'" 100
produce an energy of 0.13eV. With a photon energy E7 = Iiw of about 2.5eV within the optical
frequency approximately 20 electrons are needed to produce one photon. Therefore for a bunch
of 5 . 1010 electrons the generated photons in the visible range are detectable with standard
CCD devices. The transition radiator at the TESLA-Test-Facilityis a thin 40nm aluminium
layer evaporated onto a 25J.Lm capton foil, which is mounted at an angle of I/; = 1r/ 4 with respect
to the accelerator axis for coupling out the backward lobe of transition radiation from the
vacuum chamber. As depicted in Fig.2.1 b, the oblique incidence for an infinite inclined metallic
boundary is discussed in [Ter72]. The angle I/; is defined between the electrons velocity v and
the z-axis. The polar angle 0 is between the emitted radiation k wave vector and negative
z-axis. The azimuthal angle </>of k and the xy-plane is defined with respect to the x-axis. The

Eq.2.5,2.6 reduces for normal incidence I/; = 0 to the Ginzburg-Frank equation, where the
perpendicular field component d2W/dwdfl1. vanish. For grazing incidence I/; --t 1r/2 transition
radiation vanish. For a beam incident angle of I/; = 1r/ 4 the backward radiation lobe is strongly
directed, centered at 0 = I/; and contributes mostly for small azimuthal angle </>= 1/ {3"!in the
radiation plane.

Transition
radiation
screen

Taking the source dimension of the electric field guided in the TTF's beam pipe of infinite
conductivity, radius b and a finite transition radiation screen of diameter d into account, contrary
to the Ginzburg-Frank equation, a frequency dependent spectral acceptance function occurs.
The projection of the fields carried by the charge distribution onto the transition boundary
yields the transverse size of the transition radiation. The fraction of the field components,
which are available and contributing to the radiation process can be estimated by a spectral
acceptance function

rd
/
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using the radial electric field Er(k, r) of a charge moving in a beam pipe of infinite conductivity.
The electric and magnetic fields of a bunch passing the observer E:, Er and 80 within the
perfectly conducting beam pipe are derived by solving the Maxwell equations with a Fourier
transform of the longitudinal coordinate of wave number k = 21r / >.. for a ring charge distribution
of radius a and its Fourier transform ~(k) [ScW97).
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Figure 2.1: Coordinates jor (a) normal and (b) oblique incidence oj a charye particle. The
xy-plane is choosen to be the joils surjace. (c) Pamllel dZW /dwdflll and (d) perpendicular
d2 W / dwdfl 1. polarized tmnsition mdiation detected with an overservation screen located jar
away jrom the mdiation source.

Assuming a line charge a --t 0, contributions of the vacuum chamber, expressed by the sec-
ond term of Eq.2.B, Eq.2.9 with Ko(kbJ-y), are suppressed within the optical range with
k "'" 107m-I. With E,(k, r) ~ Er(k, r)J-y and 80(k, r) = ({3/c)Er(k, r) the transverse electric



Figure 2.3: As shown in {Gei99} (a) Computed angular distribution of transition radiation using
the Fresnel-Kirchhoff scalar diffraction theory {Hec89} for a finite transition radiation screen
including diffraction effects. (b) Diffracted transition radiation power cannot be collected by a
parabolic mirror resulting in a decrease of spectral acceptance AU) for larger wat!elengths.

fields components dominate. Well located radial fields on the transition radiation screen at
low particle energy emitting high frequency transition radiation produce nearby a flat spec-
tral acceptance function, as shown in Fig.2.2. Estimating the field source dimension R, with
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Instead of using the Ginzburg-Frank equation the radiatied field distribution can be analyzed
by computing tbe angular transition distribution with the Huygens-Fresnel method [Hec89].

The superposition of transition radiation processes of N particles of a bunch is depicted in
Fig.2.4. The far-field approximation of the averaged transition radiation of N particles leads to a
dominant coherent part for bunch lengths Uz larger than the emitted wavelength'\ dependent on
N2 and an incoherent part [Han97). Using the longitudinal pL(z) and transversal pT(r, cf» charge
distribution p(r,cf>,z,t) = pL(z,t)pT(r,cf» for normal incidence of the particle the incoherent
transition radiation intensity is given by [Gei99]

Figure 2.2: (a)-(c) Fourier components of radial electric field rEr(k, r)I)'(k) of Eq.£.9 normalized
at r = 0 in a beam pipe of infinite conductivity for different frequencies and particle energies.
The light gray marked areas miss the transition radiation screen and cannot contribute to the
transition radiation. (d) Spectral acceptance function D(f) for different gamma values.

where the form factor p~,w denotes the Fourier transform :F of the longitudinal part of charge
distribution with respect to the transversal coordinates r, cf>and time t, respectively pr,w the
transversal charge distribution. Assuming a bunch with gaussian charge distribution yields

Ne I (r2
) ((Z-vt)2)p(r,cf>,z,t) = -----exp --2 exp ---0-

21l'ur ,J2;u z 2u r 2u;

Ne (W2u2) (q2U2) (iWZ)p~,wP~w = -;;-exp - 2J exp - T exp -;- .

R,Er(k, R,) ~ (kR,h)K1(kR.h) = lie at its lie decay results to R, =0.26c rl f. The source
dimension of far-infrared radiation for f = 300G H z at r = 660 is about R, = 16cm » d/2 and
increases towards lower frequencies. Diffraction effects have to be taken into acconnt when mea-
suring transition radiation at millimeter wavelengths. As depicted in Fig.2.3a,b the diffraction
of the transition radiation fields at the transition radiation screen boundary shifts the angu-
lar maximum of transition distribntion to larger angles partly out of the quasioptic.al detector
systems acceptance function resulting in a suppression of low frequency fields. This causes a
frequency dependent acceptance function, which can be estimated by the ratio of the radiat.ed
field distribution ER(k, r) from transition radiation. which is available and the collected one
from the quasioptical detector system Using the transversal wavevector of the radiation q = k sin 0 and its dispersion relation W = ck

the transition radiation int.ensity is then given by

A(f) = ! drdcf>21l'rER(k,r) / fO f" drd¢21l'rER(k,r).

detector system
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Figure 2.4: 1ransition radiation for a bunch of N particles. (aj For a: »>. the averaged transition
radiation depends linear on N from incoherent emission processes. (bj For a z «>. the coherent
superposition dominates and averages quadratically with N.

This chapter reviews basic concepts of a Josephson junction concerning its response on magnetic
and radio-frequency (rf) electromagnetic fields. In the latter part a closer view on its noise prop-
erties and reconstruction of irradiated monochromatic rf-signals by using the Hilbert transform
spectroscopy is presented.

According to Eq.2.12 the measurement of the spectrum of coherent transition radiation dW /d<v
determines only the product of the longitudinal and transversal bunch form factor. Therefore the
transverse form factor pr....limits the determination of the longitudinal form factor. 1b reduce
the influence of the transverse bunch charge distribution az » flar sin8 has to be fulfilled,
the transverse beam size spot ar focussed onto the transition radiation screen pf,w -t 1 and the
acceptance angle of the quasioptical detector system has to be minimized. Having the acceptance
functions Eq.2.7,2.11 in mind Eq.2.15 determines the longitudinal bunch charge distribution p(z)
by measuring the coherent transition radiation power spectrum.

At present, the ceramic compound YBa2Cu307_6 is the technologically best controlled and
mostly wide used HTS. Depending on the oxygen deficiency 6 the transition temperature
Tc reaches up to 93K. The crystal structure Fig.3.1 is orthorhombic with lattice constants
a=3.82 A, b=3.88 A, c=II.68 A.

dW I L 1
2

d<v=D(w)A(w)f(8,fl,N) Pq,w ,

Fig.2.5 shows three different longitudinal bunch charge distributions and their power spectra
normalized at f = o.
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Figure 3.1: Crystal structure of
YBa2Cu307.

The coherence length { in alrdirection is about {ab =
I.5nm at zero temperture and an order of magnitude
lower in c-direction, resulting in a highly anisotropic crit-
ical current density. The current transport takes mainly
place in the copper-oxygen planes along the alrdirection
with critical current densities of about Jc > lOsA/cm2

at T = 17K. Thin films are epitaxially grown in c·axis
orientation, deposited at high temperture 750 ... 850°C
in their tetragonal phase of YBa2Cu30S resulting in the
orthorhombic YBa2Cu307 by cooling to room tempera-
ture in oxygen atmosphere. Grain-boundary Josephson
junctions are fabricated on bicrystal substrates, which
are manufactured from two halves of a single-crystal fus-
ing together under a misorientation angle, which is trans-
ferred at thinfilm growth to the superconducting material
for a specific crystal orientation.

HTS are very suitable for rf-applications in the sub-millimeter wavelength regime, especially
with low power consumption, because of their larger energy gap of at least Eg = 4kBTc ... 7kBTc
in comparison to conventional superconductors. HTS thin film structures operating in the
sub-millimeter wavelength regime show a complicated angular dependence of the transmitted
radiation affected by the energy gap anisotropy in d-wave superconductors, anisotropy of the
substrate due to birefringence, resonance in the substrate modes, non-homogeneity and the
granular structure of HTS films [TarOI). The influence of the HTS material properties like the



surface resistance, penetration depth and dielectric properties [Kha02] on the electric response
properties are negelected in this thesis. a capacity, that particularly for low-Te superconductors shows hysteretic modifications of the

1-V-characteristic. Localized defect states within the barrier using a normal conductor provide
an intrinsically resistive shunt for the quasiparticles suppressing a hysteretic 1-V-characteristic.
Neglecting the coupling mechanism of the rf-radiation into the Josephson junction, the induced
rf-current is realized by a time dependent rf-current source ir/(-r) without any dc-component.A Josephson junction consists of two weakly coupled superconducting electrodes seperated

by a non-superconducting barrier for instance a thin insulating layer, acting as a tunnel
barrier. If the barrier thickness does not significantly exceed the coherence length (, phase
coherence appears between the Cooper pair wavefunctions across the barrier. In 1962, B.D.
Josephson predicted a supercurrent through the barrier [Jos62). Cooper pairs tunnel through
the insulation and a nondissipative current flows through the junction. Within the macroscopic
Ginzburg-Landau (GL) theory a pseudowavefunction 'l1 was introduced as a complex order
parameter [Gin50]. Gor'kov showed, that the GL theory is derivable as a rigorous limiting case
of the microscopic theory, suitable reformulated in terms of Greens functions to treat a spatially
inhomogeneous reginle. With the help of the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations the interacting
many body system of electrons in tbe superconductor is represented by a non-interacting
system of quasiparticles, namely electrons and holes. Interaction processes are represented
by renormalized energies and finite lifetimes of the quasiparticles [NoI92, Chr99]. Using tbe
Bogolinbov-de Gennes equations for inhomogeneous systems is more complicated than the GL
theory, which is restricted to temperatures near Te and to spatial slowly varying 'l1 and vector
potential A.

Figure 3.2: Equivalent circuit diagmm
for a current biased Josephson junction
within the RCSJ-model without exter-
nal components.

characteristic frequency We = (2e/h) IeRn,
voltages fi = Wj/we = (j / IeR.,.
currents i = 1/ Ie,
impedance r = R/ R.,.,
time T = tWCt

frequency n = wrtfwe,
voltage spectral density Su = Su we/ (; II';. ,
current spectral density Si = S/ we/ I;,
noise rounding parameter ro = 27fkBT/ifioIe,

McCumber Parameter f3e = (2e/h) IeR~C,

According to Fig.3.2 and the dimensionless parameters in Tab.3.1, the differential equation
for the time dependent phase <p(-r) of a current biased Josephson junction without external
components results to

. d<p(-r) d2<p(-r) .. .
S1l1<p(-r) + ~ + f3e~ = to + tr/(-r) + tN(-r), iN(-r) = ith(-r) + is] (-r). (3.3)

The noise rounding parameter describes the strength of a white noise source iN (-r), which consists
of thermal current noise ith (-r) from the normal-state resistance and injected noise is, (-r) from
current source. Additional low-frequency fluctuations of the critical current Me and normal-state
resistance oR.,., caused by stochastic occupation of localized states by electrons in the barrier of
the tunnel junction, leads to l/f-noise, which is well described by a small signal analysis within
the RCSJ-model [Mar96).

However, for layered superconductors of half-spaces, indexed by (1) and (2), a generalization of
the GL free energy density functional can be done [Scha99, Tin96]. Their functional derivation
by the vector potential A determines the junction current density jl.2 in plane ~ = (x, y) with
coupling constant '1 and barrier thickness d to

For a time dependent phase-difference <P=l{J2-<PI-;(l.2 there will be a finite potential difference
U over the barrier, independent of material properties. This and Eq.3.1 with the critical current
density je(~, T) is known are the dc- and ac-Josephson effect

ep(t) = ¥U(t).
In practice, the Josephson junction is driven by the bias current io and the voltage drop u( r) over
junction, namely its average value fi is measured. This is because the measuring instruments
and voltage pickup at junction has in general low-pass character compared to the Josephson
self oscillation frequency. Without any fluctuations iN(r) = 0, rf-radiation irf(-r) = 0 and non-
hysteretic contacts f3e« 1 Eq.3.3 reduces to

According to the ac-Josephson effect Eq.3.2, not only the supercurrent carried by Cooper pairs
of the superconductor contributes to the total current, but also electrons tunnel the barrier.
The current is described in the RCSJ-model by the ideal Josephson junction characterized
by -the critical current Ie and a parallel shunted resistance R.,.. Experimentally the biasing
of the junction is realized as a cunent injection with the bias current 10 and rf-signal Ir/,

so the contacts are rather described by the phenomenologically RCSJ (Resistively-Capacity-
Shunted-Junction)-model than by the microscopic deduced tunnel junction models [Ric97]. The
R.CSJ-model is useful for a homogeneous current distribution and small junctions with Joseph-
son penetration depth smaller than geometric dimensions. In correspondence with the circuit
diagram in Fig.3.2 a displacement current between the superconducting contacts is modeled by

. d<p(-r).
SIU<p(-r) + ~ = '0,

and can be solved for -1<::; io :S 1 with f(J = const leading to zero voltage u( -r) =0, namely the
superconducting state. Separation of varia hies leads for liol > 1 to the phase Eq.A.2, respectively
voltage Eq.AA and taking the time averages over a Josephson oscillation, the 1-V-characteristic
without rf-radiation follows a hyperbolic formula as shown in Fig.3.3.

fi = { Ji~O-1
liol :S 1
liol > 1 '

_ { 0U = R.,.JIJ - I~
\101 :S Ie
1/0\ > Ie
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Figure 3.3: Runge-Kutta simulated (a) V-I-characteristic, differential resistance rd = du/ dio
and (b) voltage time traces 01 Josephson junction lor different bias currents io.
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The JoY-characteristic with monochromatic rf-radiation ir,(r) = ir,sin(l1r) can be calculated
from

. () d<p(r) .. '(11) (36)SID <p r + ~ = 10 + lr, Sill r. .

Under the assumption that the perturbation current ir, is sufficiently smaller than the bias
current io, the time averaged current change ~i from unperturbated 1-V-characteristic, can be
obtained by solving Eq.3.6 using the slowly varying phase approximation ~961, as outlined
in section A.2.2. Under the condition of a constant average voltage u = .p(r) = const at bias
point iO(iL) the averaged current change ~i results with the Josephson oscillation u=Wj/we for
monochromatic rf-radiation in second order perturbation to

1
~i( U, 11) = - 4io (112_ u2) i;,

M(Wj,wr,) = - 41 (~~ 2) f;,o Wr, - Wj

Fig.3.4 shows a simulated Y-I-characteristic of a Josephson junction irradiated with monochro-
matic radiation and corresponding voltage time traces u( r) for vanishing noise parameter. The
small signal approach Eq.3.7 is only valid for very small rf-currents irf. In the noiseless case
the quadratic behavior of the first order Shapiro step width from induced rf-current is, also for
llumerical simulations according to Fig.3.5, not realized for bias points at U = 11. The propor-
tionality between current response and rf-power i;, is expressed by the frequency dependent
term in Eq.3.7 far away from its divergence. A broadband spectral reconstruction based on
Eq.3.7 requires an integral definition excluding the divergence for the noiseless case, namely
the Hilbert transform spectroscopy introduced in the next coming sections. Fortunately, due to
the damping of intrinsic noise sources the unphysical divergence of Eq.3.7 is not present in real
Josephson junctions, as shown in Fig.A.2 for an operation with fo >O. According to Eq.3.5 a
noise current causes a voltage drop over the Josephson junction aU, which stochastiCally modu-
lates the noisefree voltage U. Under the assumption of a gaussian distributed noise signal a(u),
realized by the following replacement within Eq.3.7

;.I i
Frequency 0=1.0
rf-current i.=0.8

;::: i
g i~ s

:i !: ~
~V1
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Figure 3.4: Runge-Kutta simulated (a) V-I-characteristic with monochromatic radiation. (c)-(g)
Corresponding voltage time traces u( r) lor different bias currents io under the influence of a (b)
switched rf-current.

~i(u 11) = i;, ( u - 11 u+ 11 )
, 8iou (u- 11)2+ r2 + (u+ 11)2+ f2

r(u,ro) = ror~(u.ro)(1 + ~(~ )).
210 U,ro

f = A/We denotes, without any external noise sources, the Josephson self oscillation linewidth,
which depends with Eq.3.5 on Nyquist noise of the source resistance R" for io » I, differ-
ential resistance Rd and bias current io, recognized from the unnormalized linewidth A =
(2e/1i)2kBT(R~/R,,)(1 + t;/2I2) [Lik96]. Eq.3.10 is only valid for small rf-signals. Accord-
ing to Eq.A.21, this is fulfilled for phase deviations I~<pl ~ b1ir, < I, resulting in



Obviously, as depicted in Fig.3.5, driving a monochromatic rf-signal on a curved V-I-
characteristic reveals, higher harmonics depending on its amplitude. These higher order
Shapiro steps, index by n, occur at multiples of the rf-radiation frequency fi = nfl, n ~ 1. The
Oth order Shapiro step is the suppression of the critical current itself. For lower frequencies
n « 1, reslJectively high IeRn-products, several Shapiro steps are simultaneously activated
making broadband spectroscopy difficult.

drop occurs and, as depicted in Fig.A.l, the non-zero time averaged voltage drop leads to a
noise rounded I-V -characteristic. The degree of noise rounding increases with increasing noise
rounding parameter

kBT 2'1l'kBT
fo=-=--·

EJ lJ101e

Additional noise fluctuations from bias current io or reversed impressed current noise sources
from voltage readout system can also lead to an increased noise parameter and change the I-V-
characteristic. The normal-state resistance provides Nyquist noise with a frequency independent
current noise spectral density Sl.th' The corresponding voltage noise spectral density SrJ.th of
the Josephson junction at frequencies much less than the Josephson frequency is given by [Lik96]

(a) (e)
'<] <i~ ~
'0 '0.~ .~

e e'5. '5.
co co~ ~en en

(b) 1.0 (f)
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co co~ ~en en

1
S/.th = 4kBTlf,

n

R2 [ 1 (1 )2]
SU.th = 4kBT ~ 1 + 2 To .5u,th = 4ror~ [1 + 2~5]

where the differential resistance results from the noise rounded I-V -characteristic. The term
1/2i5 accounts for noise contributions at frequencies close to the Josephson frequency, which
are mixed down into the low-frequency regime by the inherent non-linearity of the Josephson
junction.

• l/f-noise

Resistance fluctuations oRn and critical current fluctuations Ole produce a quadratic increase of
the voltage noise spectral density Sv (f) with frequency. Trapping and release of quasiparticles
into a high density of localized defect states within the junctions barrier modulate the cooper
pair transport, resulting in resistance, respectively current fluctuations. Defining the fluctuation
densities SR(f), S/(f) and cross fluctuation density S/R(f) the voltage spectral density within
a small signal analysis of the RSJ-model is given by [Mar96]

iii~~L~
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

If-current irl

Sv(f) = (V - RdI)2S/(f) + 1/2SR(f) + 2C(O)(lf - ~I)V S/R(f) with

SR(f)=lo~12, S/(f)=10212

, S1R(f)=lo~IIOiel
(3.16)

(3.17)

The correlation between resistance and current fluctuations can either be measured and de-
fined in the time domain C(O) or frequency domain -y(f) [Lud97]. The correlation definition in
frequency domain -y(f) determines C(O), reveals much more information and is more suitable
for spectroscopy. A comprehensive work on the physical origin, novel correlation measurement
techniques for l/f-noise from Josephson junctions has been discussed earlier [Lud97].

3.3.4 Hilbert transform spectroscopy excluding noise

In the case of a continuous rf-radiation source with normalized current. spectral density 5j(n) =
S/(w)wel J';, Eq.3.7 generalizes for a symmetric spectrum 5j(n) = 5;( -n) with the replacement
and identity

·2 J (fl)dn roo 5j(fl)2fi dl1 = roo 5;(fl) dl1. (3.18)
IT! --+ Sj , Jo 112_ fi2 J-oo 11- fi

to the Cauchy principle value integral, denoted by P, excluding the pole at fi = fl, where 11.is
actually the Hilbert transform.

Figure 3.5: Simulated nth Shapiro step width L1i in dependence of irradiated rf-current irf for
different monochromatic frequencies n and noiseless operation.

• Frequency independent noise

The lower limit of the junction noise operated at. temperature T > 0 is given by the thermal
noise of the normal-state resistance Rn. If the thermal energy is of the order of the Josephson
coupling energy EJ = nIo/2e, the noise current temporarily disrupts the phase coupling of
the superconducting electrodes, at which the phase slips by a factor of 2'1l'. Thus a voltage t>i(fi) = -~ 11.[5;(11)]

8/ou
1 100 5·(11)with 11.[5;(11)]= -P i--:=dl1.
7r -00 H - U
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g{u) == -lli{u)io{u)u

11"

is fulfilled. As expected, the spectrum is smoothed out by the Josephson linewidth profile for
"YJ{O- (/) = f{O')/((O - (/)2 +f(O')2). The irradiated spectrum 5J(0) can be reconstructed
numerically from Eq.3.25 by using a first kind of integral equation solved by the nonlinear
method of minimization [Kos02]. Limitation effects from a finite measuring interval of the
response function and an enhancement of the spectral resolution, so called supperresolution,
can be considered. Using a deconvolution by assuming a frequency independent linewidth is
a rather inaccurate approximation near the critical current. To simplify correction factors for
broadband and smallband spectra are introduced.

• Broadband correction factor kb{O, ro)

For smooth IKrt(O)1 and small f, compared to the signal bandwidth reO)« llB (IKrt (I1)15;(I1)),
according to Eq.3.1l for bias points io » 1, respectively high frequencies and low noise parame-
ters, the measured spectrum 59(11) is evidently equal to the original spectrum 5;(11). Especially
for a nearly constant broadband spectrum 5l{l1) "'"canst. the correction factor kb{l1, fo) of the
spectrum results with Eq.3.25, Eq.3.1l, rd(l1) = -(I + 0-2) 1/2, io = (I + 112)1/2 for fo -to to

Changing to unnormalized units the spectrum 5;(11) identifies as a current spectral density.
Therefore Eq.3.19 is strictly only valid for unlimited rf-signals, otherwise the spectral density
vanishes. Furthermore the spectrum has to be bandlimited, otherwise the current response is
divergent. With Eq.3.l9 and the inverse Hilbert transform 1l-1 = -1l, the irradiated spectrum
can reconstructed by measuring the voltage dependent change of the current response lli{u)
and 1-V-characteristic i{u) in the small signal limit.

The Hilbert transform Eq.3.l9 averages over the incoming spectrum 5;(0), multiplied by a
shifted sample function 1/0, detecting changes of the spectrum at bias point u. For a smoothed
spectrum, positive and negative contributions near the divergence of the sample function cancel
and prevent a divergent current response lli. Therefore, the spectrum recovery for smoothed
measured responses remains finite, although Eq.3.20 bases on Eq.3.7 including the unphysical
divergence. Due to this, Eq.3.l9 and Eq.3.20 are not suitable for sharp bandlimited spectra or
numerical simulated current responses for vanishing noise.

3.3.5 Hilbert transform spectroscopy including noise

The Hilbert transform, respectively the response function Eq.3.20, do not compensate the change
of current response Eq.3.10 due to the frequency dependent linewidth of JosephsOn junction
Eq.3.11. Considering noise sources, especially Nyquist noise from the normal-state resistance
R•• for fo >0, symmetric irradiated current spectrum SilO) = Sit-Oj, the integration over each
frequency 0 of Eq.3.10

lli{fi) = r: lli{fi, 0) dO (3.21)

leads, for spectrum 5;(0), ffitered by the transfer function of rf-guiding and antenna IKrt(O)I,
with 5J(n) = IKrt(O)ls;{O) detected by Josephson junction, to

11" 1100 O-fi
lli( fi) = -8' .. .qsJ(O)] with K[sJ{O)J = - - (O _ -)2 f2 sJ(O) dO.

IOU . 11" -00 U +

The broadband correction factor kb(O, fo) is shown in Fig.3.6b for different noise parameters.
The factor has nearly no effect for bias currents io »1.

• Smallband correction factor kl(O, ro)

If IKrt{O)1 is a more narrow-band function compared to Josephson oscillation width f(O) »
llB(IKrt{O)l5i{0)), Eq.3.25 give the shape of Josephson oscillation. The smallband correction
factor kl{O, fo) compensate the change of junction response Eq.3.10 due to the frequency depen-
dent linewidth. For this, we calculate the frequency dependent maximum response for a series
of discrete, enough seperated frequencies On, modulated by a spectrum IKrt{O)l5;{0),

SJ{O) = L IKrt(On)l5i(On) a(On - 0)
n

As expected for f -t 0, the kernel of Eq.3.22 with the replacement Eq.3.24 reduces to the principle
value P (1/{0- fi)) and leads to K=1l. By multiplying Eq.3.22 with 8iofi/1I",K[5J(0)J actually
reduces to the measured response function g{fi).

8
g(fi) == -lli(fi)io(fi)fi

11" Under the assumption Eq.3.27 of a non-overlapping spectrum from Josephson junction, the right
term of Eq.3.28 dominates for frequencies 0 =On, resulting in

O-fi l( 1 1)
(0 - fi)2 + r2 = 2 (0 - u) + if + (O - fi) - ir

S;{On) = IKrt(On)I-1W1 [g(tL;.)]1I"k,{On, ro) 'r/ reO)>> llB(lKrt{O)l5;{0))

with k,{On, ro) =[(On).

The smallband correction function k,(On, ro) is actually the Josephson self oscillation linewidth
and shown in Fig.3.6a. The factor compensates the change of junction response Eq.3.l0
due to the frequency dependent linewidth. Fig.3.7a shows the response spectrum 59(0) for
a normalized band limited spectrum [01,02J Sharp structures of the spectrum are smoothed
out by the Josephson oscillation linewidth. Fig.3.7b shows the spectral response of an
rf-pulse with cutoff according to Eq.3.25. The smooth part of the spectrum is evidently
more equal to the original spectrum than its sharped filtered part. Concerning the TTF

Eq.3.25 describes the change of reconstructed spectrum 59(0) from irradiatedspectrurn Sl(O)
due to the linewidth of Josephson junction. As shown in appendix A.3, unfortunately -KK of 1
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To compute contributions from cutoff to negative, respectively positive frequencies sl(fl), sr(fl)
we continue the response function Eq.3.20 by the asymptotic behavior of a single Shapiro step
response. From Eq.3.10 we obtain in the limit u» fl, f the asymptotic behaviour of a single
Shapiro step as a 1/ u functioll.

1
gl(U) = IJr::It u« fl,u

1
gr(u) = IJr::: It ii» fl

u
2 3 4 0 2 3

frequency (1 frequency (1

(a) Smallband correction factor k, and (b) broadband correction factor kb· Here the scaling factors IJr, IJr are introduced. They are determined by the continuity of the
measured response function g(u) and the asymptotic functions gl(fl,), gr(flr) and its derivation
at cutoff frequency fl" fl" respectively iit. iir for the asymptotic functions.
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The asymptotic correction of the Hilbert transform with cutoff results for the positive asymp-
totic range sr(fl), and respectively in the same way for the negative asymptotic range sl(fl) t.o
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Figure 3.7: Simulated (a) normalized bandlimited spectrum [D1 = O.g, D, = 1.1] and (b) rf-pulse
spectrum with cutoff from Eq.3.!!5 for different noise parameters r.

The asymptotic functions Eq.3.34 and therefore the correction spectra Eq.3.36 and Eq.3.37 are
strictly valid only for monochromatic radiation spectra based on Eq.3.10. For an unknown co-
herent broadband spectrum the corrections differ and numerical methods must take into account
[Kos02].

application, we are only interested in the single rf-pulse spectral envelope of the discrete
distributed frequencies from bunch repetition. Negelecting the intermediate spectral infor-
mation the system of equations Eq.3.28 has to be solved at discrete frequencies at fl = I1n
and cutted at finite indicies N, M. The detailed spectral information in the low frequency
regime from accurate Eq.3.31 is absolutely neccessary for a realistic time domain signal recovery.

It is obvious, that a time domain signal irl(t) cannot be reconstructed unique by its power
spectrum, respectively spectral density without knowledge of its phase distribution ,p(fl).

s;(I1) = lim ...!.. S'(I1)S(I1) with S(I1) = F[irl(r)] = ~(I1)ei.p(n)
T...•oo 2T

1 11'

sg(flm) = 1i-1 [g(um)] =;;: L. an,m si(fln) = a· Sj
n=-N

1 f(fln)
Sj = a-I. 58 with an.m = 1f (11m _ I1n)2 + f(fln)2 IKrl(fln)1

However, under the assumption of strictly causality the real and imaginary part depend
on each other by the Kramers-Kronig-Relation. For a given symmetric power spectrum
e(fl) = 8*(fl)S(fl) a minimal phase ,p(fl) can be given [Schm99 , Gei99] resulting in the
reconstructed time domain rf-signal irl(r).

,p(fl) = 2fl P (00 In [HI1')/~(I1)J dl1'
1f lo 112 - 11'2To calculate the Cauchy principal value integral in the Hilbert transform, usually direct com-

putation or Fast Fourier transfrom techniques are applied. Both of them require a large region
of sweeped bias voltage in order to avoid lack of resolution and disturbation of the spectrum.
Due to the finite boundaries of the bias voltage fl, and flr, correction functions, deduced from

Fig.3.8 shows the phase and time domain signal reconstruction of a series of threee gaussian,
respectively squared pulses according to Eq.3.39. The inverse Fourier transform is performed
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Chapter 4

Characterization of the spectrometer

4
lime I IPS] In this section the characteristics of the TTF-spectrometer for continuous radiation and

pulsed coherent radiation is examined concerning the voltage sensitivity, frequency resolution,
temperature behaviour and measuring time. Since the interaction time of radiation with the
spectrometer is substantially smaller for pulse-type radiation with long pulse spacing than for
continuous radiation, one expects a smaller detector voltage, which limits dramatically the mea-
suring time of the detector. A larger detector voltage can be achieved by increasing the induced
rf-current in the Josephson junction, whereby the Hilbert transform spectroscopy looses its valid-
ity as small signal theory. The following questions cannot be answered within the Hilbert theory.

I I I
Reel. puis width t.=300fs

- Original signal -
- Reconstructed signal

(hanning windowed)

-

-

I I I

• It is possible to take a spectrum of a single pulse within finite measuring time ?
• How are the rf-power maximum ratings defined for a unique spectral reconstruction?
• Is a phase reconstruction of the rf-signal possible ?

4
lime I [ps] Therefore numerical simulations are investigated and analytic expressions of the voltage expec-

tation value within the Focker-Planck formalism are presented for different types of rf-signals at
maximum rf-power ratings by introducing a first order difference recurrence scheme. Because
noise sources and the Josephson oscillation dominate the junctions spectral response the Focker-
Planck method is an ideal tool to investigate the junction dynamic for broadband rf-signals.
Including noise, I derive, that the maximum rf-power ratings for rf-pulses are independent of
the pulse period within the delta pulse limit. Contrary, a decrease of rf-pulse width can be
compensated by increasing the rf-pulse peak rf-current for a constant voltage response. The
maximum peak rf-power rating for pulse-type rf-signals is approximately of the same order as
for monochromatic rf-radiation. Furthermore we present analytic correction functions for dis-
crete spectra for multi-harmonic mixing effects and higher order Shapiro steps out of the small
signal approach. I reveal ghost spectra and its symmetry breaking mechanism and a phase
reconstruction of the incoming rf-signal far away from limits of Hilbert theory.

Figure 3.8: Phase reconstructed (b) gaussian and (d) squared series of three rf-pulses, respectively
its spectral real and imaginary fractions (a), (d).

by using a hanning window [NumOO]. The rf-pulse amplitude differs more from original rf-pulse
series with increasing signal window. Due to the lower cutoff of the Josephson junction the
reconstruction of long tracing rf-signals is limited. Therefore rf-oscilloscope applications requires
a combination of slowly sampled and high frequency time domain windowed reconstruction of
signals of the Josephson junction.

To ensure a unique reconstruction of the irradiated spectrum, preferentially weak-link type
Josephson junctions with non-hysteretic 1-V-characteristics are used. The differential equation
of the RCSJ-model for the time dependent phase <p(T)

. d<p(T) d2<p(T) .. . .
srn<p(T) + ~ + f3c---;J;2 = '0 + Ir,(T) + Ilh(T) + 15/(T) (4.1)

is solved by numeric integration methods, as the 4th order Runge-Kutta method. A random
number generator generates the noise current i1h(T) for each time value with step width f>T.



Using a gaussian shaped distribution of the probability density of random numbers, one obtains
likewise a gaussian shaped amplitude distribution of currents ith (r), whose spectrum is frequency
independent up to the frequency 2tr/Cu. After the phase time traces <p(r) swings out for given
initial value and fixed bias point io, the voltage time traces ti(r) can be determined, as well
as the expectation value of the voltage fit r) from Josephson junction by averaging over many
periods from rf-signal. Alternatively the averaging process can be performed by a low-pass filter
characteristic, representing bond wires, antenna and the rf-ampli£er stage.

fi(io) = lim -T
1 rT cj;(r, io)dr

T-+oo 10
Expecting small detector voltages of pulse-type rf-signals with long pulse spacing and an oper-
ation of the TTF -spectrometer at liquid nitrogen temperature near 77K, the determination of
the I-V-characteristics with a Runge-Kutta method is practically not feasible due to the long
averaging times. Analytic expressions derived within the Fokker-Planck formalism are more
suitable than stochastical models.

Instead of solving the equation of motion Eq.4.1 stochastically, an ensemble of systems is pre-
pared, which differs by its stochastical quantities. The probability density W(I", r) of finding
the phase I" at time r in the interval [I", I" + dl"J is given by the number of appropriate systems
divided by the total number of systems in the ensemble. The Fokker-Planck (FP) equation is
the equation of motion for the probability density of macroscopic variables <p, r. Once having
W(<p, r) expectation values (I(<p(r))) of the system can be determined. A FP equation can be
given, if a deterministic equation is additive to a stochastic term with frequency independent
spectrum. For non-hysteretic contacts f3c« 1

. () d<p(r) . , () . ( )
Sill <pr + ~ = to + trf r + tN r , (iN(r)) = 0,

(iN(r) iN(r')) = 2foo(r - r'),
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Figure 4.1: FP simulated (a) Vol-characteristic with monochromatic radiation for noise param-
eter To = 0.0042. (c)-(g) Corresponding voltage time traces ti(r) from Runge-Kutta (shadowed)
and FP method (thick) for (b) a switched on rf-current.
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the appendix A. 7.3. For pulsed-type radiation this ansatz is more efficient, than methods using
the Fourier expansion in time. as derived for monochromatic rf-radiation in the appendix A.7.1,
A.7.2.

where S( <p, r) is a probability currrent. According to Eq.4.3 the averaging of noise over all imsem-
bles for every time vanishes. The normalization of the probability density and the expectation
value for the observable f(<p, r) at time r is given by Inserting Eq.4.6 into the FP equation 4.4 a tridiagonal recurrence relation with time dependent

coefHents can be given

The voltage response for a switched monochromatic rf-signal, solved by the stochastical and
FP method, is shown in Fig.4.l. The voltage response of the FP solutions extract the essential
interaction with rf-radiation and by suppressing the Josephson oscillation. To calculate the
voltage response of a Josephson junction with arbitrary rf-signals within the FP formalism the
ansatz of the probability density with time dependent coefficients en (r) is presented in detail in

The normalization of probability density leads for n = 0 to co(r) = 1/2tr. Using its periodicity
with respect to the phase <p one can obtain Eq.A.63 the voltage expectation value ti(r) at time
r or averaged expectation value fi assuming dc-free rf-signals and vanishing noise contributions
by averaging over the ensembles.



u(r) = io + irj(r) + 27rIm [ct(r)],

1 fTu=io+21T lim -r Im[cl(r)]dr
T~oo 2 -T

(4.8)

(4.9)

(iO +irj(r) -foin -*-Jr )c,,(r) +Hc,,-I(r) -c,,+I(r)) = 0

(io + -foin )c,,(0) +Hc,,-I(O) -c,,+1(0)) = 0

resulting in the DRR equation
Because of the dependencies we laxly call u( r) the FP 1st order recurrence coefficient. respec-
tively averaged FP 1st order recurrence coefficient. Eq.4.7 is solved by a !ist order differencing
scheme in time leading to a tridiagonal system with constant coefficients. The hierarchy of
equations 4.7 read explicitly

(

:~ (io+trf(r)-foi-tfr)-)
+~ (to+irJ(T)-2rot-~ar)-~

o +~ (to + irf(r) - nfot - *fr)
(

co(r) )cl(r)
c(r) = c2~r) . (4.10)

c,,(r)

The details for any recurrence order n are explained i.n the appendix A.8.3 for constant rf-
currents. To simplify we truncate EqA.12 for n=1 neglecting tlc2(r)=c2(r)-c2(0)=0. Taking
into account. that t.co(r) =co(r) -co(O) =0 vanishes exactly, olle obtains

d~ C} (r) + i (io + irf(r) - foi) cdr) = i(io - foi)Cl(io• fo),

solved by the first order DRR equation

4.2.1 Difference recurrence relations (DRR)

The rf-signal spectrum is extracted from differences of irradiated and unperturbated I-V-
characteristics, respectively their recurrence coefficients. As described by EqA.7 and shown in
FigA.2 a low recurrence cutoff corrects the expectation values from ideal line far away from
actual IInperturbated I-V-characteristic, indicated by a dashed line. As shown in detail in
the appendix A.8. 7. a low recurrence cutoff changes the unperturbated I-V -characteristic and
produces therefore different scaling and mixing of voltage responses concerning the frequency
dependence. For periodic rf-signals without any dc-shift the effect changes only the scaling and
justifies the adjustment of higher order effects in the low rf-power regime by the small signal
theory, as outlined in section 4.3.3.

2.0

1.5

~
OJ
OJ 1.0~
(5
>

0.5

, current io
Figure 4.2: For spectroscopic applications solv-
ing of difference recurrence relations gives reli-
able analytic expressions for a finite cutoff.

The integration constant C is determined by the initial working point Cl(0) = CI(io, fo) of the
unperturbated I-V-characteristic. As outlined in detail in appendix A.8.7, we conclude, that

II
Proposition 2: Analytic expressions implying low recurrence cutoffs are reliable for spec-
troscopic applications, when using the DRR method.

Furthermore, the unperturbated coefficients factorize in the expectation values for periodic dc-
free rf-signals. Using the DRR method, a more precisely spectral reconstruction based on an-
alytic expressions, considers multi-harmonic mixing and higher order Shapiro effects causing a
junction operation with higher maximum rf-power ratings and finally faster measurements.

For optimum detector operation the maximum current response of a Josephson junction is an
important feature. Besides the characteristic parameters !eRn of the Josephson junction, their
voltage response depends on irradiated power i;f' frequency 11,working point io(u) and the noise
rounding parameter fo. Fig.4.3 shows the FP simulated voltage response, current response,
response function and Hilbert reconstructed spectra for monochromatic rf-radiation for different
frequencies with constant amplitudes by using the smallband correction Eq.3.29 and cutoff effects
Eq.3.36, 3.37. Due to the approximated linewidth Eq.3.11 of the smallband correction factor the
amplitude of the reconstructed Hilbert spectrum FigA.3d vary in the low frequency range. In
the small signal limit the maximum change of current response Eq.3.10 occurs at approximately
u=11 ± f for f«l1. For a symmetric Shapiro step It.i(l1+f, fo)1 "" Itli(l1-f, fo)1 the maximum
current, respectively voltage response becomes

tli __ '2 ~ 1 [211 + r ~]
ma:r - trf 8 (11+ r)io(l1, fo) (211 + f)2 + r2 + 2f If irf « 1

tluma:r "" -rd(io, f) tlima:r , with r(11, fo) = for~(I1, fo) (1 + 2i5(~' f
o
)) .

A method is introduced, suitable for
spectroscopic applications, by solving
Difference Recurrence Relations (DRR)
within the FP formalism despite us-
ing a low recurrence cutoff implying the
knowledge of unperturbated coefficients
c,,(io, fo). Instead of solving the time de-
pendent recurrence relation the FP coef-
ficient c,,(r) itseU using EqA.7, the DRR
method handles the change of coefficients
tlc,,(r) = c,,(r) - c,,(0) from well known
unperturbated coefficients. The essential
finite recurrence cutoff at n negelects only
coefficient differences tlc" (r) = c" (r) -
c" (0) = 0, instead of the cutoff coefficient
c2(-r) =0 itself.

For small voltage responses the coefficient changes remain as well small, as it is the case for the
linear theory. As depicted in FigA.2, the voltage responses vanish without any rf-signal for the
DRR method exactly to the unperturbated I· V-characteristic. Consequently, the difference of
the pertur bated and unperturbated recurrence relations are solved
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Proposition 3: Without any rf-signal compensation discussed in section 6.3, we conclude,
that the characteristic frequency of the spectrometer should be nearly equal to the center
frequency of expected rf-radiation wrf "" We'

In the small signal limit and low-noise operation of the spectrometer the unnormalized maximum
current and voltage response increase,

Figure 4.3: FP (2nd order) simulated (a) voltage response, (b) current response, (c) response
function and (d) Hi/bert reconstructed spectra for different monochromatic frequencies fln =
0.952n-0.252 with constant amplitude.

For a smooth spectrum the current response Eq.4.15 is transferred into the measured voltage
response Eq.4.16 by the unperturbated differential resistance rd(io, fo). The simulated behav-
ior Fig.4.4 is essentially in accordance with measurements of the frequency dependent current
response for. various noise parameters [Div93]. To find the optimum operation condition for
spectroscopy at low-noise operation f ---+ 0 an analytic expression for maximum current change
can be evaluated. With rd(io,fo) "" rd(fo -4 0) = -i/u and lu-fll < fl, the second term in
Eq.4.15 dominates and the maximum current, respectively voltage change becomes at u=fl+f
for f«fl, io=Vi+fi2, rd=--.!f+TI2/fl and monochromatic radiation

'2
C>.i = ± trf I

max 8fl~2f

C>.i __ i2 1 fl 1
m"" - rf 8 ~ (3 + 2fl2) fo

and therefore the measuring time decreases for lower temperature T and higher normal-state
resistance R,. of Josephson junction. Because of the frequenc)' dependent acceptance function
of the rf-coupling from spectromter, the current response characteristic deviates from Eq.4.18.

'V f ---+ 0, f « fl, irf « 1

_ .2 1 1 1
C>.umax = trf 8 (3 + 2fl2) fo .

Further the maximum current response of Josephson junction outside the small signal approach
is of interest. Especially for the TTF broadband application, a maximum current and voltage
change outside the small signal limit is absolute necessary for fast measurements. As expected
from small signal theory the current response is proportional to the incident rf-radiation power.
This is only valid up to a critical rf-power. Th specify this limit, numerical simulations are
necessary. We define three different maximum rf-power limits for continuous radiation of the
first order Shapiro width characteristic.

- second order perturbation limit from Hilbert tbeory
-3dB deviation from linearity of perturbation limit
percentual ratio of second/first order Shapiro step width
limit of uniqueness of rf-power from 1st order Sbapiro step width

The maximum frequency dependent current change Eq.4.18 appears 'at frequency
flopt = 0.5( ~ - 1)0.5 "" 0.81, at somewhat lower frequency compared to the measured
results [Div93]. According to Fig.4.4 at low frequencies fl < flopt the current response decreases
due to the increasing Josephson oscillation linewidth f. For higher frequencies fl > flopt the
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According to FigA.5 several definitions of the maximum rf-power limit lead to nearly frequency
independent first order Shapiro step widths. Tills is evident, because the frequency characteristic
of the current change EqA.18 is compensated by the frequency characteristic of maximum rf-
power i;/,-3dB' leading to the following nearly constant maximum current changes.

tli2nd '" 0.001,
tli2nd/lIt '" 0.2,

tli-3dB '" 0.2,
tli.b.olute '" 0.8

/'
Noise parameter r0
- - - 0.0042 - - - - . 0.0210
- - 0.0084 •.•••.. _. 0.0252
- - - 0.0126 0.0294
- . - •. 0.0168 --- 0.0336

As expected the important parameter for a maximum current change is the critical current Ie of
the Josephson junction. Inserting EqA.18 and the working points for maximum current change
u=fl ± r into Eq.3.l2 the maximum rf-power limit of the 2nd order perturbation

i;/,2nd=min[(1- v'1~fl2)fl, (Jl+flLl)(l+2~2)rOr1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

frequency n
is plotted in FigA.5. This small signal approach Eq.3.l2 is the most conservative definition
of the maximum rf-power i;/,2nd for a Josephson junction detector. The absolute maximum
rf-power limit i;/,ab.olut. is defined by the uniqueness of rf-power versus 1st order Shapiro
step width characteristic. FigA.6a summarizes the frequency dependent maximum rf-power
limits. According to the inset of Fig.4.5 we find the maximum rf-power i;/,_3dB(fl, ro=0.0323)
by a smoothed spline in the frequency range fl E [O.6,4J. Inserting this and the temperature

Figure 4.6: (a) Maximum rf-current in dependence of frequency for several szenarios. The shaded
area defines the absolute maximum rf-current by the uniqueness of rf-power versus 1st order
Shapiro step width characteristic. (b) Maximum voltage response according to the maximum
rf-power limits for monochromatic rf-radiation and different noise parameters.



dependence of the maximum rf-power limit i~j,_3dB(fl=1,fo) from Fig.4.7 into the rf-current
response EqA.15, the maximum response of the junction is found, as depicted in FigA.6b.
Consequently an operation of the detector with a lower cutoff frequency of approximately fl:::::I
is recommended. The expected maximum current change is nearly frequency independent
fl.i -3dB:::::0.2 for liquid nitrogen cooling of the detector.

Aimax = Jf (W-) ih (fl, f)

fl.i2,max = Ji Cri) ;h (2fl, f)

with - I fl I
1)1-t 1)\ = '2 io(fl, f) r'
V f -t O. f « fl

II

Proposition 4: With an operation at maximum spectral rf-power, we conclude, that the
lowest frequency of rf-radiation should be higher than the characteristic frequency of the spec-
trometer Wrj ~ We'

This small signal adjustment compensates the lack of information from finite recurrence cutoff
needed only for the construction of unperturbated V-I-characteristic and not the essential
rf-power dependence. Because the induced rf-current is unknown, the 2nd order current
response is given by the current response ratio. The ratio is given with Ji(x)= (xj2)4 for x«1
in the small signal limit by

According to the results of the temperature dependent maximum current limit fl.L3dB(fl, fo)
of FigA.6b, we find the unnormalized maximum current of the Josephson detector. fl.i = fl.i2 ih(2fl, r) = fI.·2 4f i~(fl, f)

2,max max ijr(fl, r) lmax flio(2fl, r)

Using EqA.30, higher order spectral contributions can be considered in the rf-signal reconstruc-
tion analysis resulting in a higher voltage response and faster measurements. Using a spectrum
with constant spectral density, which is not scaled up to the maximum rf-power limits by an
rf-signal compensation, the frequency dependent response falls from maximum current change
AL3dB inversely proportional to fl2. The current, respectively voltage change, increases with
decreasing operating temperature T due to the increasing temperature dependent critical cur-
rent Je(T) and characteristic frequency We' However, to fulfill EqA.23 for a given rf-spectrum
the characteristic frequency, respectively critical current and therefore the response, is limited.An analytic approximation outside the small signal theory succeeds by introducing the DRR

method, preferable for spectroscopy, within the FP formalism. Th simplify we make use of the
voltage response from section 4.5 derived within a more generalized description. In detail a
single monochromatic frequency is given by

fl.fi = 27rIm [C1(iO,fO) ((iO - foi) f .J~ ~W-) . -1)] ,
n=-oo 1'0 + n - fOl

[ (
J2 (~) . )]Afi± :::::27rIm cdfl ± f, fo) (11± f - foi)_l_rJ_ + J~ (lrl) - 1
±f - fOl. fl

In this section we will investigate the maximum possible current response of the Josephson
junction for a successful reconstruction of pulse-type rf-signals. Due to the frequency selectivity
of the Josephson detector it acts as a smallband filter. Obviously, a constant spectral power
density of rf-radiation at fixed frequency should produce a constant response of detector, no
matter weather low amplitude and high repetition rate or high amplitude and low repetition rate
rf-pulses are applied. For the Josephson detector this should be valid, if the collected spectral
power ;;I.•;(rJ)(fl, fo) from the rf-signal does not exceed the previously defined monchromatic
maximum ratings i~j._3dB(fl, fo) within the detector spectral resolution. This is because the
Josephson junction can not distinguish spectral lines within its spectral resolution. A further
increase of the incident spectral power beyond the linearity leads to a decrease of the current
response. A sufficient condition for the maximum ratings for continuous spectra should be

where n indexed the nth order Shapiro step contribution. The maximum Shapiro step occurs
at approximately fi± = fl ± f. The essential 1st order Shapiro step width for small noise
parameter dominates for terms with n E {-I, O} away from critical current it::::: fl ± f for io» I,
In(x)=(-I)''Ln(x), and

fl.imax :::::Jf Cri) 1)\ (fl, fo)

fl.i2.maz :::::Ji Cri) '12(fl, r)

with (fl f) = 27rIm[cdfl, fo)] 11~
1)\, rd(fl,fo) f2+ft

with 1)2= 1)\(2fl,f).

1 /.IHr(rJ)/2
i;j .• (rJ)(fl,fo) = - si(fl/)dfl/. (4.31)

• 1r rJ-r(1l1/2

In this subsection we investigate, if the assumption EqA.31 for the maximum ratings is applicable
to Josephson junctions. A series of rf-pulses irj(r) with spacing rR is given by the convolution
of a single pulse irj,p(r) and a series of delta pulses with spacing rR. With the repetition rate
flR = 2rr!rR the Fourier transform :F of the rf-signal is given by

An~lyzing dominating terms of Eq.4.2G at n E {-2, O} the '12 parameter derived for a 2nd order
current response fl.i2.max results to '12=1)1(211,r). Because the parameter 1)1,'12depends only
on properties of the unperturbate I-V -characteristic and not on rf-power, 1)\ separates and can
be adjusted to the small signal scaling. Using J'f(x) = (x!2f for x« 1 and compare EqA.27
with EqA.15 we redefine 1)\, leading to the maximum onesided 1st, respectively 2nd order
current response beyond the small signal limit.

. {LO(r-nrR)*irf,p(r)Vlrl:ST
trj(r)= On 'v'lrl>T ;=: :F[irj(r)J=flR~o(fl-nflR):F[irf,p(r)l. (4.32)

The definition of the spectral density and therefore the Hilbert transform spectroscopy, is limited



to time unlimited signals. For an unlimited rf-pulse series s;(\l) the current spectral density with
a single pulse power spectrum Sp(!1)
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results, as derived in the appendix A.4 to Eq.A.55. Inserting this with IK,f(!1)1 = 1 into Eq.3.22
the current response results to

Eq.4.34 reduces for n=±l and symmetric spectrum Sp(\l) =Sp(-fl) to the response ofmonchro·
matic radiation Eq.3.10 with amplitude \lR. The pulse spectrum Sp(O) must be bandlimited,
otherwise the response is divergent. Inserting the current spectral density of a rectangular pulse
shape. characterized by pulse width 'Tp and peak current ip,

. ('T) _ {ip 'I I'TI:::; 'Tp/2
"f.p - U 'I else

8

10' 102

rf-signal pulse pause tR

Proposition 5: As depicted in Fig.4.8 the stationary current response of a Josephson junc-
tion driven by an rf-pulse series in the limit of vanishing response structure 'TR » fhr / Fo
fall inversely proportional with the pulse pause 'TR. In the limit of non-overlapping responses
'TR« 211'/ Fo it falls inversely proportional with 'Tl

As shown in Fig.4.8c the current response fall inversely proportional with 02 for the delta
pulse limit 'Tp ~ O. The rf-power dependence of the current response for a gaussian rf-pulse
series is shown in Fig.4.9. Th prevent dc-shifts and a saturation of the junctions response a
Butterworth low-pass filter of 10th order with cutoff frequency OF is used for filtering the
rf-radiation. Due to the delaying of rf-pulse from filter cutoff, a very high peak rf-current causes
the I-V -characteristic to be completely suppressed for high pulse pauses, as shown in Fig.4.8b.
Out of the maximum rf-power rating the reconstructed spectra show higher order gaussian
spectra at. the multiple filter cutoff frequencies, which are referred as ghost spectra. The ghost
spectra are asymmetric and described in detail in section 4.5. Fig.4.8b shows the collected
power according to Eq.A.73 including overlapping effects in dependence of the pulse pause 'TR

for an rf- pulse series at working point near the cutoff frequency. Numerical simulations of
the junctions spectral response of a filtered series of rectangular rf-pulses for various repetition
rates are shown in Fig.4.10. The information of the essential pulse shape from voltage response
Fig.4.lOa at higher frequencies fall at least inversely proportional with !12• Acccording to the
Ieconstructed Hilbert spectra Fig.4.10d the responses fall inversely proportional with the pulse
pause 'TR, as predicted by Eq.4.36. As derived in the appendix A.6, the maximum peak current
ratings for the series of rf-pulses Eq.4.35 with sufficient dense spectrum OR«r(O) is given by

Noise parameter
Peak rf·current

De~a pulse IIm~

ro=0.0105

Ip =:r/Tp

lp ...• 0

lId decay from
I-V-characteristic

1ftR' decay for non
ove~appino Shapiro
steps r«2n/tR

1ftR decay for
vanishing response
structure r»2wtR

Figure 4.8: (a) Response function for a series of rf-pulses. (b) Collected powel' according to
Eq.A.73 including overlapping effects in dependence of pulse pause 'TR for a sharp filtered series
of rf-pulses at working point near the cutoff frequency. (c) Current response in the delta pulse
limit 'Tp~O.

Experimentally the peak current i~ is adjusted to the maximum average current response of
a Josephson junction for a fixed pulse repetition rate. Inserting the maximum peak current
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makes a spectral sensitive device. Out of the maximum ratings the multiplication process of
Josephson junction gets nonlinear, namely instantaneously out of the working point on a curved
I-V-characteristic Fig.3.3. This produces, after averaging, the nonlinear current response and
Shapiro steps. Because the non-linearity is inherent in the extreme fast multiplication, before
averaging by parasite low-pass elements, the maximum rf-power represents time domain peak
limits and not spectral limits. Maximum ratings for slow physical processes, for example, ther-
mal heating of conventional diodes etc. requires maximum spectral definitions. Instantaneous
limitations require maximum rating definitions in the time domain. The derivation of maximum
ratings requires nonlinear models of the junction. Especially for dense spectra the linear Hilbert
transform spectroscopy is limited to very small current responses and only time unlimited rf-
signals. As shown in the next chapter the investigation .of voltage time traces within the FP
formalism is more efficient. The current response reduction is not only caused by the rf-pulse
repetition rate l/rR, but also from the measuring bandwidth.

Eq.4.37 into the current response Eq.4.36 a pulse pause rR independent current response
results for a discrete dense spectrum I. This result is expected from a linear theory, but the
Josephson junction is a highly nonlinear device. Numerical simulations Fig.4.11 for a filtered
series of rectangular rf-pulses operating in the structureless limit rR » I/fo show in contrary
to Eq.4.37 a nearby pulse pause independent maximum rf-power ratings i;,-3dB' According

In this section we will investigate the possibility to perform spectroscopy of a single rf-plilse
by averaging and sampling the voltage response of a Josephson junction. According to the
rf-power dependence Eq.4.36 the linear Hilbert theory cannot deduce maximum ratings. The
current response of Josephson junction, deduced from small signal theory Eq.A.19 deals only
with the averaging over time unlimited rf-signals. For time limited signals, especially a single
rf-pulse, the current spectral density Si(rl) Eq.A.55 and the current response vanish, according
to Eq.4.34. Instead of extending the slowly varying phase approximation to time limited signals.
I investigate the time dependence of the voltage response for a given sample time rB within the
FP formalism outside the small signal approach.

1(f~ 10.3 10.2 10.1 10° 101

rf-power i/
Figm-e 4.11 : (a) FP (2st order) simulated current response in dependence of peak rf-power for a
filtered un-limited series of rf-pulses near the filter cutoff frequency. The dotted curve marks the
maximum rf-power ratings i;.-3dB and the inset the corresponding current responses.

The introduced DRR method for spectroscopic applications allows the determination of reliable
analytic expressions within the FP formalism by solving difference recurrence relations. As
explained in detail in section 4.2.1, it is cleverer to deal with the change of coefficients L::.c"(r) =
c,,( r)-c,,(O) for a finite recurrence cutoff with L::.c,,+l(r) =0 instead of negelecting the coefficient
itself c,,+1 (7') =O. This is due to the fact, that for small voltage response the coefficent change
remain small as in the case of the linear theory. However, as proceeded in detail in section
A.8.4, the averaged voltage response after sampling time rB for a single non filtered rectangular
rf-pulse with peak rf-current ip and pulse width rp

. { ip V region 1 : 0 < r < rp
~rf(r) = o V region II: else

by solving the difference of the perturbated and unperturbated first order recurrence relation
simplifies for the noisefree limit fo -+ 0 to

to section 5.5.4 measurements at the TTF coherent radiation source do not confirm the
compensated current response for small repetition rates and increased rf-power i;. Obviously
the Josephson junction operated out of the maximum rf-power rating i;._3dB' We conclude, that

II
,ProPosition 6: The maximum rf-power ratings for a Josephson junction represent time

domain peak limits and not spectral limits.

The defined spectral rf-power rating Eq.4.31 is not suitable for Josephson junctions. This is
plausible, because the junction can be modeled by a nonlinear multiplication process of Joseph-
son self oscillation and the radiation frequency. The averaging of this down convoluted signal

A - _ A - 271"1·[ (. 0)) i; sin [(io +ip)7'pJ
uu-uUdc+ mCI~O, .( .. )

rB to ~o+ ~p (io+ip)

L::.udc = ip7'p [1 + 27rIm[cI(io,0)] _(' 1. )]~ ~+~

211'lm[cdio.0)] = io-Ji~-l (4.39)

1A more details analysis derived in section A. by taking into account. that neighbouring spectral lines conv()-
luted by the Josephson junction noise produces additional spectral power, results also in a pulse pause independent
maximum Cllrrent response.

The actual down mixing process of the rf-signal components is rewed by the readout system
transfer function, which has typically low-pass filter characteristic consisting of bond-wires,
strip-lines and rf-amplifiers. To simplify, they are modelled by a pure averaging of the voltage
response up to the ideal measuring bandwidth l/7'B, respectively sampling time rB. The term



dominates the quadratic detector reponse, which makes spectroscopy impossible. The existance
of the Quadratic response is shown in Fig.4.12b for subtracted linear effects. Fig.4.12c.d
show FP simulated time dependent voltage responses for different rf-currents. The linear
effects results from the rf-pulse working point change t.Ude = u(io +ip, fo) - u(io, fo) from the
junctions 1-V-characteristic. The linear voltage effects t.Udc identifies as the averaged first
order dc-shift of rf-pulse. According to Fig.3.5 the linearity between small rf-currents and first
order Shapiro width in the noisefree case fo = 0 is expressed by the last term in Eq.4.39. The
more spectroscopic aspect of the response Eq.4.36 is expressed for increasing noise parameter
fo and the identity 2sin2(x)=1-cos(2x) by the cos term in Eq.A.144 representing the rf-signal
spectral density. Unfortunately, although the noise parameter is increased linear effects from
the unfiltered rf-signal, namely its dc-components dominate the quadratic response, as depicted
in Fig.4.12a for every sample time. According to Eq.4.39,4.40, this is due to the fact, that
both, linear effects t.Ude and the response fall with the same time dependence, namely inversely
proportional to the sample time TB. We conclnde, that

ide = ipTp/TB identifies as a pure averaged dc-shift of working point from rf-pulse duration. In
accordance with the Hilbert transform theory, the response Eq.4.40 fall inversely proportional
with the averaging time TB in the limit TB» l/fo.

10.e
0.0001 0.01

If-power i/

20 30
time t

II

Proposition 7: It is not possible to measure a spectrum of a single unfiltered rf-pulse by
Hilbert transform spectroscopy without any regulation or detection of the induced averaged
voltage response caused from linear effects.

0.01

If-power i /
Detection and compensation of linear effects must be done from other devices and cannot
be done by the junction itself, because linear and quadratic voltages both appear only with
rf-radiation simultaneously and cannot be separated after the junctions multiplication process.
Linear effects can be avoided by suppressing the time dependent rf-pulse dc-components idc( TB)
using a sufficient high-pass filtering in the rf-system.

Fig.4.13a shows the rf-power dependent voltage response by using a high-pass filtering. The
maximum rf-power ratings are independent from sample time TB in the limit of vanishing r~-
sponse structure in accordance with the results for a series of rf-pulses in Fig.4.11. The FP
simulations are carried out by using a butterworth high-pass filter with a sharp filter character-
istic and low cutoff frequency OF to prevent a dc-shift of working point, namely idc(-rB). For an
ideal sharp filter characteristic in the delta pulse limit the dc-shift from rf-filter is given by

,.
!
I* ig 04 •••• I" 1,,+1, 'I

00
08101.21416181

cUlTent I"
II 'I~' IINIIIII It,'I~m I

FP 1st coeff averaged !
~ nF~

idc'HP(TB)=T~/irf(T)dT idea~toff idc.HP(TB)=ip(l-~) / _si_n;_~_')dT'. (4.41)
o 0

According to Fig.4.13a. the transition between the linear and quadratic response is clearly seen in
the FP simulations for a sampled single rf-pulse. For small sample times, before dc-components
from the rf-signal are completely filtered out at sample times TB with idc.HP(TB)>> It.U-t.Udcl,
the rf-pulse directly shifts the working point of the amount idc,HP, resulting in a large voltage
response. The oscillating filter response results in a time dependent dc-shift of working poinl.
which dominates the quadratic junction response making spectrosopy impossible. Near tbe
maximum rf-power ratings with sufficient long sampling times TB with idc.HP(TB)« ltl.u-t.Udcl,
where dc-components from rf-pulse are completely filtered out after the prohibit time of the
rf-filter is exceeded, respectively effective filtering, spectroscopy is possible. For having an
increased voltage response, the single rf-pulse has to be repeated by repetitive delay structures
to refresh the voltage response.

20 30
timet

Fi~e 4.12: (a) FP (1st order) simulated voltage response in dependence of peak rf-power for
an unfiltered single rf-pulse. (b) Response without linear effects. The thick line mark the lin-
ear, respectively quadratic rf-power dependence. (c), (d) FP simulated time dependent voltage
response for different rf-power.

Fig.4.12a shows the voltage response Eq.4.39 in dependence of peak rf-power for an unfiltered
single rf-pulse. Because there is no rf-filter, linear effects from rf-pulse dc-components ide

Proposition 8: To perform spectroscopy of a single filtered rf-pulse the sample time TB
must occur at sufficient small rf-filter oscillations and linear effects compared to the quadratic
detector response. For refreshing the voltage response a series of rf-pulses and an efficient
high-pass rf-filtering to supress linear effects is of advantage.
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However, here within the FP formalism, the maximum ratings for the spectroscopic mode of
junction operation can be investigated for different noise parameters. To simplify its derivation
I make use of the fact, that according the time dependent solution of the FP coefficients c{(T),
cf (T) is invariant against Qt, Q1 from the appendix A.8.2. As proceeded in detail in section
A.8.4, the spectroscopic mode of operation of the rf-pulse driven Josephson junction is given in
the noisefree limit fo -t 0 by

-=~I [ (. O)Ji~Tilsin[(io+ip)TP/2112
flu m Cj 10, . (..) /2

TB 10 10+lp Tp

According to Fig.4.12, Eq.4.42 is not the strictly derived voltage response of an unfiltered
single rf-pulse, but as depicted in Fig.4.13, it describes the spectroscopic properties of a filtered
single rf-pulse, especially for long sampling times and small cutoff frequency. In comparision to
Eq.4.36, Eq.4.42 contains the quadratic rf-power dependence in the low rf-power region and we
pointed out, that we automatically obtain the correct pulse pause dependence, namely l/TB
for a structureless response fuuction. Finally, oue obtain the important absolute maximum
rf-power ratings for a filtered single rf-pulse for the spectroscopic mode of operation in the delta
pulse limit Tp -to, while remaining ipTp constant, from Eq.4.42 to
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Inserting Eq.4.43 into the current response Eq.4.36 decreased by an increasing pulse pause TR

reveal the fact, that for an operation at maximum rf-power ratings the response cannot be
compensated by increasing the rf-power i~.

Proposition 9: The maximum response of a pulse driven Josephson junction at maximum
rf-power Eq.4.4£ differs significantly from the monochromatic driven device with frequency
independent rf-power ratings Eq.4-21. Only the voltage response and maxium peak ratings at
minimum sampling time are comparable to the monochromatic values.

4.4.3 Time domain traces of a series of rf-pulses

In this section we will investigate analytical the absolute maximum rf-power ratings for a
Josephson junction driven by a series of rf-pulses with pulse width Tp and pulse pause TR. To
guarantee a dc-free rf-signal periodic boundary conditions are introduced, which prevent a shift
of working point and therefore linear effects in rf-current. As derived in appendix A.8.5 the
averaged voltage response in the noisefree limit fo-t 0 is given by

As expected, the voltage response has no linear effects in the rf-current dependence. For the
investigation of the spectroscopic mode of operation of the device, we obtain the same result
as Eq.4.42 with TB -t TR for the averaged voltage response. Therefore, the absolute maximum
rf-power ratings for a dc-free rf-pulse series in the delta pulse limit is also given by Eq.4.43.
According to Fig.4.14b, a refresh, represented by a series of rf-pulses, is needed to prevent a
decrease of the voltage response after the first rf-pulse, The corresponding averaged current

102
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Figure 4.13: (a) FP (Ist order) simulated voltage response in dependence of peak rf-power for
a (b) single rf-pulse and different sample times TB. (c),(d),(e) Voltage and averaged response
deduced from stochastical method and 1st order FP coefficient Cl(T) in and out of the -3db limit.



response was analyzed in Fig.4.8a. Depending on the rf-filter characteristic, linear effects ide

from rf-pulses are completely filtered out after a few rf-pulses resulting in a stationary voltage
response. As depicted in Fig.4.14c an efficient low-pass filtering must occur to suppress the
dominant Josephson self oscillation of working point and rf-filter oscillation.
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Figure 4.15: FP simultated (2nd order) voltage response of a sampled single rf-pulse in compar-
ison to a series of rf-pulses in dependence of noise parameter near the filter cutoff. The inset
shows corresponding maximum rf-power ratings.
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Within the linear Hilbert theory, the voltage decrease of response function for rf-pulses with
increasing pulse spacing is clearly coming from its spectral density reduction. It seems, that
nothing speaks contrary to a compensation by increasing the rf-current. In this section, we
will reveal the essential reason for this lack of response compensation concerning the rf-pulse
spacing TR as the superposition of higher order mixing effects of Shapiro steps. This prevent,
preferable for dense spectra, a unique reconstruction of the signal spectrum.

I will present analytical approximations of multi-harmonic mixing effects in first recurrence or-
der, as well as numerical corrections. I will reveal a stationary voltage change from rf-signal
phases. We currently observe a broken sy=etry on stochastical and Focker-Planck simulated
I-V-characteristics under dense spectral irradiation. Furthermore we will investigate iterative
methods for the measured current response as a target function. Using a frequency domain rf-
signal compensation (FDSe) requires the correction of multi-harmonic mixing effects. Ignoring
them causes additional ghost power, preferable in the low frequency range, and falsifies the re-
constructed time domain signal. Unfortunately for an equidistant spectrum these effects appear
at the same frequencies of the essential spectrum.

Figure 4.14: Runge-Kutta and FP simulated (2nd order) (b) voltage response of a (a) sharp
filtered rf-pulse series at low-noise operation and its low-pass filtered voltage change.

As depicted in Fig.4.15, the maximum rf-power ratings of the voltage response for a single
rf-pulse with continuously spectrum differs only slightly from the structure less voltage response
of the rf-pulse series. Its noise parameter dependence is only weak.



4.5.1 Higher order spectral corrections using analytical approximations

Now. I will determine the correction function for an arbitrary distributed disrete spectrum caused
from first order mixing effects. As proceed in detail in appendix A.8.6 tbe current reponse for
tbe first order recurrence by using the DRR I)lethod is given for a discrete equidistant spectrum
of nearly Don-overlapping Shapiro steps and K spectral lines including phase shifts 'Pk

K
irf(r) = Likcos(kflRr+'Pk)

k=1

(a) (b)
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current io frequency n

~ X2 kl + XS k2 = b~ Range Type

1 : o 2 + o 5 0 neutral Oth order Shapiro step kl, k2
2 : o 2 1 5 -5 positive 1st order Shapiro step k2
3: o 2 + 1 5 5 negative
4: - 1 2 + o 5 -2 positive 1st order Shapiro step kl

---t 5: - 1 2 1 5 -7 " Oth order multi-harmonic mixing klo k2
6: - 1 2 + 1 5 3 neg~tive
7: 1 2 + o 5 2 (4.49)

---t 8: 1 2 1 5 -3 positive Oth order multi-harmonic mixing kl, k2
9: 1 2 + 1 5 = 7 negative

2' : o 2 2 5 = -10 posltive 2st order Shapiro step k2
4' : -22 + 05= -4 2st order Shapiro step k2
10 : 2 2 15= -1 1st order multi-harmonic mixing k1• k2
11: 1 2 - 25= -8 1st order multi- harmonic mixing kl, k2
12 : -22 - 1 5 = -9 1st order multi-harmonic mixing kl,k2.

by

tl.imax =7k"il(k'flR, f)
(2N+I)K (2N+I)K

with "Yk'= L a~(ik> flR) + L 2a~(ik' flR)ae(h, flR) cos(c~, -c~),
~ 11:1, (:11::1,(' :::zL{<e".

"(,,,,-Ai' bt=b(,=-Ir'

K
b~= LXk(Ok,

k=1

K
c~=L Xk(~)'Pk'

k=l

(4.46)

(4.47)

I use the permutation ~ with element Xk(O E [-N, +N] from variation and repetition of permu-
tation (Xl, ...• Xk>... , Xl{) E V}/N+I) defining a~ = a~(ik' flR)' In principle every frequency k'flR
is generated. Its intensity depends on the number of permutations. which contribute to Eq.4.46.
To simplify higher order down mixing contributions are investigated at frequency k'flR caused
from two spectral lines at frequency k1flR, k2flR without any degeneracy of b~ and

Main contributions to Eq.4.46 are given approximately for ~ = ~', b~"" -k for io« k'flR in the
noiseless limit. Because the Besselfunctions fall rapidly with higher order we restrict to first
order effects Xk(O E {-I, O,I}. In this case the permutations are listed in the table of Fig.4.16.
Fig.4.16a shows the simulated 1-V-characteristic and differential resistance of a junction irra-
diated with two spectral lines and the current change marked by the corresponding permuta-
tions, as depicted in Fig.4.16b. The permutations ~ E {5, 8}, marked by arrows, represent with
(Xk"Xk,) E {(-I,-I),(I,-I)} the difference and sum frequencies k' E {(k2 - kl),(k2 + kl)}
and cause dominant mixing effects. Inserting this into Eq.4.46 the maximum current response
6ik,.k,.m;:r; at difference frequency k'flR results to

6ik"k"m;x = Jf (k:riR) Jf (k:~R) ijl(k'flR,r). (4.50)

Replacing the unknown rf-currents by Eq.4.27 leads to the current change from first order
down. respectively up mixing effects of two single spectral lines.

Figure 4.16: Runge-Kutta simulated (a) 1- V-characteristic and (b) current response of two spec-
tral lines. Multi-hannonic mixing and higher order effects with corresponding permutations.

three types of interaction processes dominates with permutations ~ E {I, 2, 3}, which represent
with (Xkl' Xk,) E {( -1,0), (1, -1), (-1, -I)} a Shapiro step, difference and sum frequency, listed
as follows.

6'± (ijl(k'flR,f) )6' 6' 'th k'=k2±kl,'k, k, mix = - (k"" f) - (k"" f) 'k"max 'k"max WI, , 1]1 1"R, 1]1 -2"R,

Type Type Sign, number of terms Interaction type

~'~ (Xk"Xk,) +-t (x~"X~,) COS(c~,-c~)

11: (-1, 0) +-t (-1, 0) 1, K Shapiro step +-t Shapiro step
12 : ~-1, 0) +-t ( 1, -1) 0 Shapiro step +-t Difference frequency
13 : -1, 0) +-t (-1,-1) 0 Shapiro step +-t Sum frequency

---t 22 : ( 1,-1) +-t ( 1, -I) 1, (K -k')2 Difference +-t Difference frequency
23 : ( 1,-1) +-t (-1,-1) -1, (K-k'J(k'-1)/2 Difference +-t Sum frequency
33 : (-1, -1) +-t (-1, -1) 1, (k'-I) /4 Sum +-t Sum frequency

(4.52)
To correct an arbitrary, broadband and discrete spectral line distribution dominant sum contri-
butions of Eq.4.46 have to be analyzed. By increasing the number of spectral lines, the degener-
acy of the summation condition, namely b~=b~, increase rapidly, especially in the low frequency
range. To simplify only first order Besselfunctions N = 1 and a symmetric 1-V-characteristic with
rf-phases 'Pk. = -'If /2 for all K spectral lines are analyzed, especially for pulse-type rf-signals.
In this case, according to tri- and quadharmonic mixing effects investigated in section A.8.6,

A Shapiro step 6ik',max and a sum or difference frequency tl.it"k"m;x simply superpose with-
out any phase dependence. According to Eq.A.I88 the summation over all mixing corrections
tl.ik' ,m;:r; for a given discrete bandlimited spectrum of K spectral lines results to



K-k' K-k' J f:::,.ikl.k'+kl.mi:r~ik:l.k'+k2,mi.1'
71"

L).ik'.mi:r = 2 L L V 'Pkn=-2' (4.53)
k,=1 k,=1

l(-k' (k'-I)/2 J6ikl.kl+kl.mi:rAit2,kl-k2,mix-2 L L l~Y~K, K>1.
kl=l k>=1

(a)

30x10·3

(k' -1)/2 (k' -1)/2

+2 L L J.6.it,.k'_kl,mi,.6.it"k'_k"mi'·
k,=1 k,=1

The mixing correction of difference frequencies dominates in the low frequency range. According
to section 6.3, supposing a well compensated spectrum, respectively constant spectrum with
.6.i",,m.' = const., the mixing correction simplifies with "h (k'lln, f) = 1/(2r) for J(» k'» 1 to
.6.ik',mi' = 4fJ(2.6.i~"m.,· For a bandlimited rf-signal spectrum till." the number of spectral
lines is given by till."/fln leading to the mixing corrections of a bandlimited constant spectr'um

A • 4f (!:ill.,,) 2A ·2 with K k' 1. (4.54)
utk',mix = OR utk',max' // //

~, I I mUltl.hannonlc
~ mixing effects

Compensation high~pass filter

fc=20THz. HOdB/decade)

Temperalure T=30K
Critical current 1c:=4801JA
Normal resistance Rn=2.S0

Square pulse width \, =SOOfs
Pulse pause tR=6ps
Peak rf·current i.=40
Cutoff (1oth order) ',=2SOGHz

-30
o

The factor I/flk in Eq.4.54 model the high degeneracy of b{ expressing the fact, that mixing
effects dominates for small repetition rates in the non-overlapping regime of Shapiro steps.
According to the current response Eq.4.34 of a series of delta pulses Sp(fl) = i;Ti Kr,(Il)

. _ 1 1 o~ nflR - fi ,..,2·2 2
L'.1(U) = -- ---:-= L.. (,.., -)2 f2 "R 1pTp Kr,(nflR),

271" 810u 0=-00 nun - u +

(b)

25x10·3
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the maximum current response at freqnencies u= k'fln ± r for non-overlapping Shapiro steps

reduces to
. 1 1 2·2 2

.6.1k'ma.x ":! - -r flR 1pTp'
, 1671"

where the spectrum is completely frequency compensated by using an rf-guiding transfer
function Kr,(fl) with Kr,(fi) = iou, as discussed in section 6.3. Introducing the quality Q of
the reconstruction algorithm by the ratio of the current change Eq.4.56 and mixing corrections
Eq.4.54

confirm, that

1\

Proposition 10: A reduction of the repetition rate flR of rf·pulses decrease the current
"esponse and cannot be compensated by increasing the rt-pulse current peak power i: without
disturbing the quality of recanstructlUg .ts spectrum.

Increasing the rf-signal spectral bandwidth !:ill." reduce the quality of reconstructed spectra,
because the number of difference frequencies increase and more disturb the spectrum 2. Fig.4.17a
shows the current response of compensated rf-pulses of width tp=0.5ps. Obviously, when using
a frequency compensation with increased high frequency components outside the small signal
approach, mixing effects must take into account for a time domain reconstruction. As expected
in Fig.4.17a, mixing effects dominates in the low frequency range. By tmncating the spectrum
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'It is more convenient for numerical simulations Fig.6.22 to use another fixing for the frequency compensation
I1./(u)MJ;" = iou. In this case the cnrrent peak power i~has to he increased for increasing the rf-signal bandwidth.

Figure 4.17: (a) Current response, (b) current correction from Eq.4.55, (c) 1)1 function. recon·
structed (d) spectrum and (e) time domain rf-signal for compensated rf-pulses.



High-pass filtering (Butterworth type) of rf-pulses Eq.4.32 for a frequency
compensation Kr/ (2nd order) and low-frequency cutoff flF (10th order)

shown in Fig.6.22b by using a state-space representation of filters [Mat98J:

i~/(r) == Kr/(r). ir/(r)

because Eq.4.46 is limited to -adequate noise parameter caused from analyzing only the first
recurrence order within the FP formalism 3. The reconstructed spectrum with and without
using the corrections by using Eq.6.21, Eq.6.22 is shown in Fig.4.17d, respectively time domain
reconstructed rf-signal by using Eq.3.39.

Determination of the current response Liik, .,im at frequencies
k'flR by the stochastical solution of the RSCJ-model Eq.4.1:

Liik'"im ==~[i~/(r),fol

4.5.2 Higher order spectral corrections using numerical methods

Once having the measured current response LiiM, the following iteration repeats until the dif-
ference spectrum Si,n+l-Si,n has no progress. Starting from spectrum Si,O==t'[1r 1[b.iM, fo)] one
might find the spectrum without having spectral components from higher order effects using
linear Hilbert spectroscopy.

Iteratively find irradiated current response b.ik' ,m= by
using first order mixing corrections Eq.4.51,4.53:

b.ik'"im == b.ik',mi,,(b.ik',m=, ;h(k'nR, f)) ?

b.in == ~[ir/,n(r), fo]
~

Si,n+l == t'[Si,n -1£-I[Liiu - b.in, fo)]
~

irf.n+dt) == n[si.n+d

Spectral reconstruction for non-overlapping Shapiro steps using Eq.6.21,6.22:

si(k'nR) "" IKr/(k'nR)I-1b.ik',71l4" 4k'nR io(k'nR,fo) 2k,(k'OR, fo)

The transformation 'RCSJ denotes the determination of the stationary current response for a
given rf-signal ir/,n (r) by the stochastical solution of the RCSJ-model Eq.4.1 for a junction. 1£
denotes a discrete single spectral reconstruction Eq.6.21, Eq.6.22 or maybe Hilbert reconstruc-
tion Eq.3.29 including mixing corrections represented by instructions 4.60. £ denotes the low
frequency extension below rf-filter cutoff 4.61 and n the phase reconstruction represented by
instructions 4.62. The details on correction functions and higher order Shapiro steps effect only
the convergence of the algorithm and not the result itself.Gaussian extension below cutoff frequency OF with a spectral fit of

parameter ip"ao at the spectrum si(k'nR) in the frequency range
[nF,nF+30R] marked by the gray bars in Fig.4.17d:

{
'2 (~)si(k'OR) == Ip, exp 2<70

si(k'OR)

Linea: interpolation si(k'nR) -+5i(O), phase reconstruction using Eq.3.39 and
an ,Inverse Fourier transformation :F-1 using a harming window [NumOO]:

ir/,p(r) ==:F-1[Vsi(0)eit/J(O)j with ,p(fl) ==2fl pl""ln [Jsi(fl'l!Si(fll] dO'
11" fl2 - flJ2

o

4.5.3 Uniqueness of reconstructed time domain rf-signal

As shown in Fig.4.19c, despite the equality of current responses, which is per definition fulfilled
for solutions of the iterative method as previously discussed in section 4.5.2, an original and
its iteratively obtained time domain rf-signal differ. According to the iteratively reconstructed
spectrum in Fig.4.19b, rf-signal power in the low frequency range is reduced, because mixing
effects from spectral maxima are replaced by rf-signal power. Vice versa the increase of rf-signal
power produces mixing power in the low frequency range leading finally to a flat spectrum
after several iterations. However, comparing the spectra shown in Fig.4.19b reveals the fact, that

II

Proposition 11: A unique spectral reconstruction with broadband characteristic outside
the small signal approach is impossible, because a single junction cannot distingush between
mixing and rf-signal spectral power.

v k'==[O,flF/flR]

V else

Figure 4.18: Complete time domain reconstruction algorithm from Eq.4-57 to Eq.4.62 for nearly
non-overlapping spectra using mixing corrections derived from FP formalism.

using high- or low-pass filter it is shown, that mixing effects are caused from interactions of
the low and high frequency spectral range. The complete reconstruction algorithm is shown in
Flg.4.18 by E~.4.57-4.62. Fig.4.I7b shows the extracted current change and iteratively found
nllxmg correctIOn by using all first order interaction terms of Eq.4.46 for N = 1. Considering
a linn.ted numbers of measuring points of the junction I-V-characteristic, Shapiro step maxima
by using Eq.6.21,6.22 were analyzed instead of Eq.3.29. Our experience show, that it is more
convenient for reconstructions at noiseless operation in the limit of non-overlapping Shapiro
steps to use the function lji(fl,f) ==3/(2iof) shown in Fig.4.17c instead of Eq.4.30. This is

To prevent this, according to Eq.4.55, mixing effects can be distinguished from spectral rf-power
by using another Josephson junction with different rf-guiding transfer function K~/(fl), supplying
a changed repetition rate flR or spectral degeneracy a{(ik, flR)' By measuring a current respollSe
from filtered rf-signal by elimating lower or higher spectral mixing contributions is more useful
for integrated rf-oscilloscope applications. Fig.4.17a shows the suppression of mixing effects with
a low-pass, respectively high-pass filter. A method more recommended for the TTF broadband
application is to measure a current response of twice the repetition rate flR -+ 2flR and half rf-
current amplitude ip -+ ip/2 leading to the same spectral current response envelope but reduced

'Furthermore the small signal adjustment using the Hilbert transform theory, based on Eq.3.10, is not a good
approximation for the noiselessoperation ro = 0 at adequale rf-power, as depicted in Fig.4.7. A more detailed
discussion is performed in section A.8.6.



- Original rt-slgnal
- Iteratively reconstructed The it.eration repeats until the difference spectrum of both spectral systems (L'!l.iM - L'!l.in)= 0

and (L'!l.i~1- L'!l.i~) = 0 do not change leading to the spectrum Si,n+l = Si,n, respectively time
domain rf-signal irj(r). Unfortunately the iteration method Eq.4.65 detects mostly only local
minima. To prevent this, the method of simulated annealing &A to find the global minimum is
used [NumOO]. For vanishing simulation temperature Tn the algorithm simplifies to the downhill
simplex method by using the geometrical concept of simplex P including reflections, expansions
and contractions in parameter space. The method minimizes the target function T by changing
the discrete current values irj(rm) at time rm. The initial starting simplex is given by a phase
reconstructed current trace. Similarly in a solid state the global minimum is found by decreasing
the simulation temperature.

iteratively Original
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Unfortunately finding the global minimum in the M-dimensional space requires much more
computational effort. It seems, that the uniqueness of a spectral reconstrution is guaranteed out
of the small signal approach below by using several junctions operating with different rf-guiding
transfer functions.

Using small averaging times and a single Josephson junction operating in the low-noise regime.
the Josephson oscillation must take into account by analyzing the stochastical solutions of
the RCSJ-model. Unfortunately, for spectroscopy, all available models handle with averaged
expectation values excluding the dominant Josephson oscillation. Consequently

1
t

current change
7th i1eration

02468
frequency f [THz]

Figure 4.19:' (a) Time domain rf-signal, (b) spectrum and (c),(d) curent responses for an orignal
and iteratively reconstructed rf-signal for different rf-guiding transfer functions.

II

Proposition 12: To suppress for spectroscopy the Josephson oscillation either a series
connection of several mutually decoupled junctions with an incoherent phase addition or a
sufficient long measuring time is required for a low-noise operation.

According to Fig.4.20a,b an operation near Shapiro steps nn causes, similar to a heterodyn
receiver, a low IF frequency due to noise sources and requires at least averging times rB of
aboutmixing effects according to Eq.4.54. Taking this into account, the algorithm is extended by

another Josephson junction operating with a different rf-guiding transfer function.

L'!l.in= RCSJ[Krj(r)*irj,n(r),ro], L'!l.i~= m:.w[K~j(r)*irj,n(r),roJ
-l-

Si.n+l = £[s;,n -1l-1[T[.6.iM, L'!l.in, .6.iM . .6.i~l· roll
J.

irj,n+l(r) = R[Si,n+l]'

If a sufficient number of NJ junctions are connected in series and mutually decoupled their
phases add incoherently and restriction Eq.4.68 is no more valid, because the Josephson
oscillation averages out. In this case the voltage response can be described within the FP
formalism. The overall Josephson oscillation vanishes and therefore its phase dependencies with
rf-signal do also. Despite small oscillation linewidths ro, decoupled junction series arrays allow
high measuring bandwidths but reveal no phase relations about. the rf-radiation Fig.4.20c,d with
respect to the Josephson oscillation. For spectroscopy it. is more helpful to study stationary
effects of the voltage response from phase shifts between the rf-radiation components itself, not

T denotes the essential target criteria for iteration. The function must fulfil T = 0 for .6.iM = L'!l.in
and L'!l.iM= .6.i~ realized by an alternating superposition.



caused from transient effects from triggering of the rf-radiation appearance and the Josephson
oscillation. For a low-noise operation and high measuring bandwidth we use junction arrays
described within the FP method. An important phase dependence of the stationary voltage
response Eq.4.46 is predicted caused from higher order effects, similar to interband modulation
effects from nonlinear mixer theory [Gun92J.

II Proposition 13: According to Eq·4·46 a stationary voltage change from Josephson junction

I
II depends on the rf-radiation phases for a degenerated spectrum b( = b~ and ( -I (' outside the

small signal limit of the Hilbert theory.
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In detail, analyzing Eq.4.46 for a single spectral line K = 1, the allowed permutations for
b{ = b{, simplifies to ( = e and c( = cf with a vanishing stationary phase dependence, as
expected. Considering two spectral lines Fig.4.16, dominant contributions are given for (= ('
leading in first order again to no phase dependence. As depicted in Fig.4.20f, higher orders
Xk(()E {-4,-3,-2,-1,O,l,2,3,4} with

(

-t 40:
-t 41:

X2 k1 + Xs k2 = b( Range Type

4 2 2 5 = -2, positive 3nd order multi-harmonic mixing k1,k2 (4.69)
- 1 2 + 0 5 = -2,

reveal several permutations with b( = be with phase contributions c( -I c{" For this choice of
spectral lines the phase dependent stationary voltage change is quite small. A rough estimation
of phase dependencies by analyzing Eq.4.46 can be given by the

(2N+l)K

Voltage response: Llu ~ L a((ik, I1R)ae(ik, I1R)
~,{'=l,b(=b:,.~'

Bias current io=2.54
Critical current 1,=6.72mA
Normal resistance Rn-O.2.0

Number of junctions Ni=1, (~=1
Frequency k,=2. k,=5
rf-current T,=2. T,=2

Different simulation runs
{ ."\f\

\ I 1\\

Number of junctions NJ=1000
Josephson phase random
Low-pass fi~er fLP=5GHz
(.40dB/decade)

(2N+l)K

Phase effect strength: Llu~ L la((ik,I1R)ae(ik,I1R)I-
('=\,(''Ol,bf,t>/, ,(;"('

According to Fig.4.21 dominant phase contributions occur, if a down mixed frequency compo-
nent superposes with a Shapiro step. A more detailed analysis of bi-, tri- and quad harmonic
phase effects are derived in section A.B.6. For two spectral lines the phase dependent current
change is given by

"" amplifier slew rat.

k2=2k1 (4.73)

(4.74)

and allows a phase reconstruction of the rf-radiation. By using different rf-guiding transfer
functions and junctions all currents ik and rf-phases 'Pk can be determined. As depicted in
Fig.4.9,4.22 phase effects and a spectral asymmetry of the junction vanish for the small signal
theory. As depicted in Fig.4.22d stationary phase contributions outside the small signal limit
occur for a high degeneracy of b( by either increasing the number of spectral lines K or the
Bessel order N. As shown in Fig.4.22d,e,f an increase of rf-power for a dense spectrum produces
additional an asymmetry of the junction response in accordance with FP simulations. The
filling up of rf-power below the cutoff frequency is clearly caused from higher order effects.
According to Eq.4.74 an asymmetry of the 1-V-characteristic in first Bessel order, caused from the
interaction of Shapiro steps and down mixed frequencies, vanishes for an rf-pulse series having
equal phases 'Pk = -1f /2. Under the transformation b~ = -b(, respectively for permutation
elements x~(O = -Xk(O, the terms b~, c~ and its degeneracy remain invariant and therefore
symmetric. The asymmetry is caused from the identity Jx.W(x) = (-l)x.WLx.(x), which
changes its symmetry depending on odd or even permutation element Xk leading to an invariant
summation contribution a~ -I a( for K> 1.

Number of junctions NJ=1000
Josephson phase random
Low-pass~er fLP=5GHz
(-40dBldecade)

V·--'-.'--' '--.
.V·---~-

.••••. a •••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••

f,,. /,
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time [psI

Figure 4.20: Runge-Kutta simulated voltage response of a mutually decoupled junction series ar-
my for tlarying phase of (c) one and (e) two spectralline(s), respectitlely filtered' voltage transient
behaviour (d),(f). (b) Transient voltage response of a single junction for the low-noise operation.

K
b~= L x~(()k,

k=l

K

c~=LX~(O'Pk
k=!
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Figure 4.21: Runge-Kutta simulated (a) current response of two spectral lines for different rf-
phases and (b) maximum current response at different frequencies. As expected from Eq.4.74
dominant phase effects appear for kf = 2k1• if a Shapiro step superposes with a difference fre-
quency. The table lists the available permutations for the first order Besselfunctions N = 1.
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bi, current io

(e) 3

2and the symmetry of the term a~ has no influence for the product a{a{ ~ 0 without any phase
dependence. If the rf-radiation 'power decreases ik -t 0 dominant summation contrihutions,
beside the Oth Shapiro step, occur for a{ consisting of permutations identical to unit vectors
x = (0 .... , 1, .:.,0), namely consisting of one spectral line k. Using unit vectors imply mainly
contributions only for (= (' leading to the symmetric Hilbert small signal theory without phase
effects.
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Proposition 14: We recognize, that the spectral asymmetry is inherently connected to the
spectral distribution irradiated on the Josephson junction. 'rherefore phase effects can only
be detected outside the small signal approach. To distinguish phase effects with ( # (' from
higher order mixing effects (=(' different types of spectral envelopes and junctions biased by
the same rf-radiation source have to be used.

The extension of the phase reconstruction to more complex spectra requires difference equations
of Eq.4.46 of the measured current change leading to a nonlinear system of phase equations
'Pk. However, a more general theory describing the symmetry breaking mechanism of discrete
or continuous spectra predicting the rf-signal phase outside the Hilbert theory have to be
investigated in every recurrence order4.
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Figure 4.22: Simulated Eq.4· 70 voltage response in dependence of current for (a),(c) two spectral
lines and (b),(d) a series of dense spectral lines out of the small signal theory. Gray squares
marked contributions to the response Eq.4.71 responsible for phase effects ( # ('. Because of
plotting the response function Lluio the Oth Shapiro step is not shown. (e),(f) FP (2nd order)
simulated rf-power dependent rf-pulse spectm using parameters of Fig.4. g.

have equal significance. Exchanging them, we expect without any rf-radiation the same results
Eq.4.46 with vanishing iN(T) = 0 and external noise signal iTj(T), which can be identified as
the junctions intrinsic noise sources. By comparing the exponential phase difference term in



only noise voltages are effected by the measuring bandwidth. In this case. the ~ignal-to-noise
ratio is given by Eq.4.81. Because of l/f-noise sources from the Josephson Junctlon we employ
a band limited filtering. A filter characteristic, which does not essentially change the maximum
sampled voltage response from rf-pulse is assumed. The rf-pulse replication implies the duration
of an rf-pulse series during the complete measuring time f:>T. We pointed out, that the signal-
to-noise ratio of a single-bunch measurement Eq.4.81 differs by the tremendous factor fave
from macro-bunch measurement. In detail, we assume a wideband amplifier having white noise
SU.AMP and transfer function IAvU)I oflower corner fL, respectively upper corner fu frequency,
k-order characteristic for a transmission of nearby pulse-type responses of the junctiou. The rms
voltage OU from total noise spectral density is effected by the transfer function

{

-20k log(h/ f) '</ f < h
for IAvU)ldB = I '</ h > f > fH

-20klogU/fH) '</ f > fH.

Rq.4.46 with a small signal analysis of l/f-noise from the junction, reveals its dependence
on the autocorrelation spectrum of noise [Lud97], indicating by Eq.24 from appendix B.
In other words, the noise correlation spectrum might decided weather the unperturbated
1-V-characteristic Fig.la from appendix B, respectively differential resistance gets symmetric or
asymmetric.

For applications of broadband spectroscopy with Josephson junctions, like the TTF-spectrometer
or the proposal of integrated THz oscilloscope, a key feature is the measurement time. In this
section we investigate the required time for a spectral measurement with the Josephson detector
for pulse-type rf-radiation. Obviously, noise of the detector itself is the limiting quantity for the
measurement time of a spectrometer for applications using time limited rf-signals. For rf-pulse
spectroscopy only broadband high frequency voltage responses of the detector are important and
white noise sources dominate the system noise. We consider Nyquist noise SU,th from normal-
st.ate resistance R" Eq.3.14', I/f-noise resistance fluctuations of the junction and voltage noise
from the first input stage of amplifier SU,AMP or SQUID amplifier readout. We neglect noise
from current biasing, flicker noise and input current noise contributions from amplifier.
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A single-bunch measurement using replicated rf-pulses requires an averaging over several identi-
cal rf-pulses. Due to the small pulse-to-pause duration ratio at the actual TTF timing of about
Ips/l/ls:::::lO-6, a macro-bunch measurement using box-car techniques is better to improve the
signai-to-noise ratio (SNR) than averaging over the pulse pauses. First of all, the question of
the measuring bandwidth for optimal signal-to-noise ratio has to be answered. According to
the TTF bunch timing the optimal upper cutoff frequency fH of measuring bandwidth depends
on the replication time f:>T of a single-bunch and is given approximately by fH"" l/f:>T. To
show this, we calculate the signal-to-noise ratio of a -20dB / decade filtered squared response,
c.haracterized by f:>(j, f:>T underlying with white noise Suo We assume a sampling of a single
filtered rf-pulse response at t = f:>T, resulting in an signal-to-noise ratio of

f:>(j I - e-21f IH llT

USNR = ..fSU ../iTii
In the delta pulse limit fH«l/f:>T Eq.4.76 reduces with e%=l+x+O(x) to Eq.4.77. Despite
a frequency independent spectral density of signal and noise, the signaJ-to-noise ratio increases
with bandwidth, because the Fourier components from the rf-pulse are phase correlated contrary
to the uncorrelated noise components. If we average over a macro-bunch with time tM, instead
of sampling each single-bunch, the signal-to-noise ratio decreases according to Eq.4.78.
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Figure 4.23: (left) Wideband transfer function IAvU)1 with log[j H / hl "" 2 and corresponding
(right) time domain responses for rf-pulses of different time scales.

As depicted in Fig.4.23, the transmission of a pulsed current response requires a wideband
transfer function of the readout system on a logarithmic scale for optimal signal-to-noise ratio.
This is considered by defining the ratio of corner frequencies fp = fH/ /L and the effective
noise bandwidths f:>1)1for white noise Eq.4.81 and amplifier noise Eq.4.82, respectively f:>1)2for
l/f-noise Eq.4.85 by evaluating Eq.4.84.

Proposition 15: The nns voltage of Ilf-noise within a transfer function of logarithmic
scale is constant. Therefore it is not possible to further reduce the signal-to-noise ratio of the
measurement by increasing the measuring time. Breaking this is only possible by increasing
the current response. Other spectroscopic applications using time unlimited rf-signals do not
have this limitation.

f:>(j 211' IT 1
Single-bunch: USNR = ..fSU .j2V fH f:>T V f:>T < 211'fH < tM·

f:>(j I 1 f:>T
Macro-bunch: USNR = .;su ../iTii fave '</ 211'fH > tM, fave = t;; .(4.78)

When using the measuring bandwidth IH for maximum signal-to-noise ratio of a single-bunch
measurement Eq.4.77 given by

8USNR = 0 1 f:>(j r;;-;;;
81H -t fH = 41rf:>T -t USNR "" .;suvf:>T,

Now a temperature independent normal-state resistance R" and temperature dependent criti-
cal current Ie(T) based on measurements of Tab.5.6 for different junctions is assumed. Main
contributions to flicker noise in the high frequency range for 10 » Ie comes from resistance
fluctuations SR = loRn/ R"I caused of intrinsic localized trapping centers within the junctions



Flicker noise from resistance fluctuations dominates for a macro-bunch measurement using long
averaging times. Contrary, for fast measurements or a single-bunch measurement Nyquist noise
dominates. According to Eq.4.81ff the strategy for a single-bunch measurement gets evident.

Proposition 16:
1. Use high-Te junctions with high IeRn -products operating at low temperature.
£. Increase the response L1u by replication structures and higher order reconstructions.

S. Minimize junction resistance Rn low as possible despite an adequate input rf-coupling.

4. Use multiple junctions NJ to limit influence of amplifier noise SU.AMP·
5. Use a fast low-To SQUID amplifier pickup for an operation of a single high-Te junction.

barrier [Lud97J,[Mar96]. As depicted in Fig.4.24 a series connection of multiple uncoupled and
mutually decoupled NJ Josephson junctions is assumed.
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According to Eq.4.81 and Fig.4.25b the junctions !eRa-product and voltage response 6ii
mainly influence the measuring time. As depicted in Fig.4.8 the voltage response itself depends
strongly on repetition structure. As shown in Fig.4.25b,c a small normal-state resistance Rn.
high leRn-products of high-Te Josephson junctions and low-noise amplification having low-Te
SQUID amplifier readout performances. are neccessary for single-bunch measurements using
a single junction. The !eRn-products Un(T) are assumed to be temperature dependent and
characterized by the measured ones for bicrystal junction #L37, as shown in Fig.5.6a. The
rf-puLse replication limits the measuring time to approximately 6T < IOns ... 100ns for a
single-bunch operation with well defined reflection structures, marked by a circle in Fig.4.25c.
This regime requires a high-Te junction, a widebal1d ultra low-noise rf-amplifier or low-Te
SQUID amplifier readout, as presented in section C.2.

Figure 4.24: Simplified scheme for the spectral measurement of a series of rf-pulses within the
sub-millimeter wavelength regime by using a series connection of Josephson junctions.

U5NR = NJUn (T)6ii(ip: Tp, TR) with Un(T) = Ie(T)Rn, (4.81)

J dUli + dU~MP + dU~1 Ie(T) = Ie(O) (1- T/Te)X, 6T=ntR,

2k 2kouk = NJSU.th61)1 = 4kBTNJRn61)1, 61)1 = 2k-1 fH- 2k+l h. (4.82)

dU~MP = SU.AMP61)1 fH = 1/6T, h = fH/fp, (4.83)

-2 (h)22 2 1 [fH]WI/I = ~ frl NJRnfR 61)2 6'/2 = k + In h ' (4.84)

( -2() (h)22 2RnSu,Vf f) = U lo.T SR(f) = ~ f.1 fn-J with frl ~ fHrS:::, (4.85)

According to Fig.4.26a the experimental requirements on the amplifier, impedance matching and
voltage biasing are more relaxed using a series array of junctions. As depicted in Fig.4.26b.c
as a top view of Fig.4.8c: the spectral decay frOID pulse spectrum limits the dynamic range
of the detector requiring a frequency domain rf-signal compensation described in section 6.3.
As depicted in Fig.4.17, a frequency domain rf-signal compensation (FDSC) produce at least a
constant current response envelope for a successful spectral reconstruction for a series of rf-pulses
of about

for the actual implemented reconstruction algorithms. Evaluating the current response for
an rf-pulse series Eq.4.36 in the delta pulse limit Sp(rl) = i~Ti, Tp -+ 0 at maximum rf-power
Eq.4.43, we yield for non-overlapping Shapiro steps

6' 1 1 1
lmax = -2' - 2[(-)toUTR u

where the maximum resistance fluctuations within the measured bandwidth is analyzed by using
the'maximum operation frequency f HrS:::of the Josephson junction. The measuring time for
equal Nyquist noise SU.th and resistance fluctuations SU.1/1of operation at maximum frequency
f HrS:::is shown for a transferred pulsed current response in Fig.4.25a with k = I, log[jp] = 2 and
given by

According to Fig.4.ll we recognize, that the repetition dependence can not be compensated
by a frequency domain rf-signal compensation. But fortunately with increasing leRn-product,
respectively critical current, the junctions linewidth decrease and overlapping of different
Shapiro steps gets less important. According to the dynamic range of the voltage reponse from
rf-puLse spectrum Fig.4.27f, we conclude, that

Proposition 11: Beside using Josephson junctions with increased IeRn -product, low normal-
state resistance and a series array arrangement, for high freqeuncy spectml measurements
of pulsed rf-radiation a frequency domain rf-signal compensation (FDSC) is advantageous,
weather using fix rf-filter characteristics or regulations, as discussed in section 6.S.
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Figure 4.25: (a) Measuring time in dependence of operating temperature for maximum operating
frequencies fImr for equal noise contributions from Nyquist noise and resistance fluctuations.
Measuring time in dependence (b) of junction number and leRn·product and (c) temperature and
noise from voltage pickup for different resistances and amplifiers. The rf·pulse replication limits
the measuring time to approximately <1T < 1Ons... 1OOnsfor a single·bunch operation with well
defined reflections, marked by a circle in Fig.4.25c. A fast 10w·Te SQUID amplifier pickup is
also possible when using a high·Te Josephson junction with small nonna/estate'resistance R.n.
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The lcRn-product of bicrystal junctions have been increased recently by a misorientation of
their crystal orientations based on SrTi03 snbstrates by a factor of 3 ... 5 (Div02b]. As shown
in Fig.4.27, this effect is taken into account hy the replacement of critical current 1c(0) -t~lc(O)
characterized by the parameter ~. Despite using this additional gain of the voltage response from
junctions with intrinsically increased lcRn-product, the dynamic range of an rf-pulse driven junc-
tion is limited and reqnires a frequency domain rf-signal compensation, as depicted in Fig.4.27f.
Fig.4.28 shows the stochastical solution of the voltage response of a compensated rf-pulse driven
series array. In accordance with Fig.4.26c lower normal-state resistances increase the signal-to-
noise ratio.
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Figure 4.28: Runge-Kutta simulated response of a second order low-pass compensated filtered (a)
rf-pulse series and single rf-pulse with its (b) voltage response for N = 200 de!;oupled Josephson
junctions. Figure (c) shows the amplifier filtered responses.Figure 4.27: (a),(b), (d),(e) Measuring time for junction types with increased 1eRn -product, char-

acterized by the parameter ~. The curves are lines of constant measuring time. Dynamic range
of Ihe current response for the (c) delta pulse limit and (f) rf-pulse spectrum.



with series junction arrays Fig.4.29b the noise from normal-state resistance should be at least
equal the amplifiers noise for a specified operation temperature.

4.6.2 Averaging over responses of a single rf-pulse

This chapter is motivated by the dream of an integrated THz oscilloscope, without having a
quasioptical replicator structure. Once having a measurement time of approximately the same
order as from replication structures, a real on chip single-bunch measurement can be realized.
The reduction of measurement time in combination with a low oscillation Iinewidth r from
high leRn-products reveals dominant Josephson oscillations. A series array of junctions with a
statistical spread of critical currents prevent a phase coupling of Josephson oscillations. However,
the minimum measurement time for a single rf-pulse for the spectroscopic mode of operation
Eq.4.42 results at maximum rf-power ratings Eq.4.43 for the delta pulse limit to

2 1
t>umax = --:- 27l'1m[cl(io,Ol], V ipTp = 11', Tp -+ O. r -+ 0 (4.89)

TB '0

Instead of showing a spectrum reconstruction over the full spectral range, the analytic solutions
for dense spectra at maximum rf-power ratings are assumed. Inserting the values of Fig.4.17a
for a repetition time tR = 6ps, respectively TR = 24, we yield the maximum voltage response
UU,""'" "'" 0.01 in accordance with Fig.4.17a. Indeed, the measuring time is the prohibit time of
rf-filtering. The response falls inversely with measurement time. After sampling time TB = t>Twc
the signal-ta-noise ratio is independent of the individual IeRD-product of the junction and results
without considering I/f-noise contributions and working point io -+ 1 to

t>T _ (~)2 T'/INJ with _ fp(2k - 1)(2k + 1)
- e USNR (4kbTNjRn + SU,.4.MP) T'/l- 2k(2k(fp - 1) + fp + 1)' (4.90)

As depicted in Fig.4.29a, a single-bunch measuremeJ;lt without replication struct.ures might be
realized using junction series arrays with small normal-state resistances for integrated THz
oscilloscope applications without using quasioptical FPI structures. Once decided operating

According to the voltage response time traces of a single rf-pulse Fig.4.13 a faster settling
time can be achieved by using second order high-pass rf-filter characteristics instead of sharp
waveguide rf-filters Fig.4.31. However, the reconstruction of time domain signals from frequency
domain without phase information for non pulse-type rf-signals is not very accurate for long
measuring times. Furthermore, the spectrometers lower detectable frequency is approximately
lOG Hz, causing a maximum squared measuring window of about lOps, even the same sample
rate of fastest conventional scopes in single shot mode. An interesting extension is a kind of
hybrid scope shown in Fig.4.30, namely the spectral analysis in the high frequency range using
Hilbert transform spectroscopy at different frequencies fl ... fn in combination of sampling in
the low frequency range by using a conventional oscilloscope. According to the denominator
of Eq.4.90 a reduction of the measuring time can be achieved by the choice of a low operation
temperature of the high- Te Josephson detector and low-Te SQUID amplifier readout. Replicator
structures can be omitted if the measuring time exceeds its replication time of about t>T = lOOps.
As depicted in Fig.4.30 this might be achieved by using severallow-Te SQUID amplifier without
using any flux feedback regulations. According to section 6.1, quasioptical replicator structures
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(Sin!l. Shot)
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consisting of meshes providing a sufficient reflectivity operate up to frequencies of about 4THz,
as depicted in Fig.6.1c. According to the 1-V-characteristic shown in Fig.5.25, a single pulse
measurement far above this frequency without any replication structure might be achieved by
using a single high- Te Josephson junction operating at low temperture and the readout concept
of Fig.4.30. As depicted in Fig.4.32, the replacement of Bow-Tie type LC-filter circuit part from
LP-antenna by transmission line structures according to Fig.5.17, converts an LP-antenna to
a Vagi structure biased by Lecher lines. Now reflections of rf-pulses at mismatched antenna
ends occur and the signal-ta-noise ratio can be increased. For the current pickup planar rf-
transformers [KehOl, AppRF] or a SQUID amplifier can be used. The resolution in the frequency

Figure 4.29: (a) Measuring time in dependence of number of junctions and normal-state re-
sistance for a single rf-pulse at maximum rf-power ratings according to Eq.4.90. (b) Amplifier
noise according to Eq.4.91.
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Figure 4.32: (a) Simplified replacement circuit of an RA-LP-antenna from Fig.S.n to describe
pulse propagation along its dimension including reflections at mismatched antenna ends by using
a Yagi structure and L~her transmission line. (b) PSPICE simulated time response.

domain is limited by the number of junction arrays. Therefore the time domain rf-signal has
to be chopped either by the propagation of the signal by using shielding elements or high- Tc
switches by using microbridges under laser irradiation for a successful phase reconstruction.
The interesting question of a reliable time reconstruction for arbitrary signals depending on
their frequency intersection range of the n windowed detector channels has to be answered.

Figure 4.31: (a) Voltage response in dependence of peak rf-power for a (b) single rf-pulse at
different sample times TB. (c), (d), (e) Voltage and averaged response deduced from Runge-Kutta
method with noise and 1st FP coefficient Cl (T) in and out of the -3db rf-power limit:



Measurements with the spectrometer

In this chapter we confirm the operation of the TTF-spectrometer for monochromatic rf-
radiat.ion in the frequency range from several GHz to several THz. ·We present the time domain
reconstruction and bunch form factors of coherent pulse-type rf-radiation of ps-pulses from mea-
surements at the TESLA-Test-Facility (TTF) linac.

The TTF-spectrometer is shown in Fig.5.1. The rf-radiation from a far-infrared (Fill) laser,
rf-generators or the essential coherent transition radiation, caused from electron bunches at the
TTF, is guided into a horn antenna over a WRI0 waveguide onto the junction chip, which is
magnetically shielded by a cryoperm cup. The junction can be cooled either by liquid nitrogen
or helium. As shown in Fig.5.2, the actual temperature at the junction chip is measured and
regulated thermally at the junction chip by a stenan-pertinax holder with a heating element
and a PT-lOO sensor. The radiation is focused by a hyperhemispherical silicon lens through
the junctions logarithic periodic (LP) broadband antenna. The overall losses from input horn
antenna to the junction are approximately -50dB ... - 60dB. According to section 5.3.3,
main contributions to the insertion loss caused from the small geometrical active area of the
LP-antenna and impedance mismatch of the junctions normal-state resistance. The junction
is current biased. The bias current characteristic can be programmed for a macro-bunch or
single-bunch measurement triggered from TTF timing for different current ranges. The voltage
response is picked up hy non magnetic rninicoaxial cable with shield single sided grounded onto
the massive metallic chassis acting as the reference ground for the frontend electronic. The
voltage response can be detected by several types of ultra low-noise amplifiers using different
frequency bandwidths and voltage noise spectral densities. The amplifier and bond wires from
the junction chip act as a low-pass filter to average the response. Obviously, the upper corner
frequency of the anlplifier has to be lower than the minimum operating frequency of Josephson
oscillation. The low distortion power supply is linearly regulated and the digital ports to the
yME crayd are optically isolated.

The operation frequency of the spectrometer is selected by the bias current of the junction.
Similar to a heterodyn receiver, the corresponding, so called local oscillator (LO) frequency,
detects by a multiplication process down mixed frequency components from rf-radiation as the
intermediate frequency (IF) by averaging the junctions current response. Contrary to other
methods, the LO frequency can be selected over a wide frequency range very fast without any
channelization using different LO sources. The junction implies a voltage-controiled-oscillator
as an LO source with multiplier, which gets nonlinear for sufficient high input rf-power.

Figure 5.1: (a) TTF-spectrometer for pulsed or continuous rf-radiation in the frequency range
60GHz to several THz. Depicted are the linear regulated low distortion power supply, rf-sources
(77GHz/1m W, 20GHz-60GHz/lOm W, FIR Laser 500GHz-2THz/2m W), vacuum sample holder
for liquid helium or nitrogen cooling, ham antennas, magnetic shielding, Josephson junction
adapters, ultra low-noise rf-broadband amplifier (lOkHz-l GHz, 380p V/.,;'H;.), low-noise differen-
tial dc-amplfier (dc-500kHz,2n V/.,;'H;.), ultra low-noise Lock-In-Amplifier (10MHz,300p V/..JlIz),
ultra low-noise broadband ac-amplifier (10Hz-20kHz, 10kHz-I0MHz,140p V/.[H";), ultra low-
noise high speed bunch timing matched current source (16Bit resolution, 500kHz, MR
lO!,A,100!,A,lmA,10mA), digital timing adapter and optocoupled isolation for VME crayds.
(b) View of the sample holder and (c) rf-input coupling system.
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Josephson junctions #L37, #L40 operated at the TTF -spectrometer based on LaAIOs bicrystal
substrates and the series-array #£45 with more than 200 Josephson junctions, worked success-
fully sinc~"its first preparation cycle. The Josephson junctions were made on newly introduced
LaAIOs bicrystal substrates with YBa2Cus07-layers of about 80-160nm thickness and junc-
tion widths between 3-6j.lm for varying critical current Ie and normal-state resistance R". The
preparation process consists of laser-deposition of YBa2Cu307 on the substrate, conventioual
photolithographic structuring and argon-ion etching in a parallel plate reactor as described in
detail in [Hei97]. The substrate material have to fulfill several items .

• To grow Y Ba2Cu307 films epitactically in c-axis direction, the lattice constants of the
substrate material nearly have to concide with the a- and b-axis of the superconductor
YBa2Cu307.

• To prevent thermal twisting during operation and preparation process, the thermal expan-
sion coefficients of the substrate material and Y Ba2Cu307 films must be nearly equal.

For THz applications the dielectric constant Or and loss coefficient tan <5 of the substrate
in the appropriate frequency range should be small.

Fig.5A sbows the temperature dependent dielectric constant and loss coefficient tan <5 of some
substrate materials. According to Fig.5.5 the loss coefficient increases rapidly with increasing
frequency.

Figure 5.2: Sketch and picture of the sample holder. The rf-radiation is guided into a horn an-
tenna, coupled to a waveguide onto a hyperhemisphere silicon lens to the junctions LP-antenna.
The insertion power loss of the radiation input coupling system is discussed in section 5.9.9.
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Figure 5.3: (a) Top view of a chip with four Josephson junctions including LP-antenna bonded
in a four-point measurement geometry. (b) Boxed chip. The regulation of the chip temperature
is r'ealized by the heat flow from heater to sensor over a sandwiched stenax-pertinax plate.

Figure SA: Temperature dependence of dielectric constant Or and loss coefficient tan <5 for dif-
ferent substrate materials from [Sheg4].

The preparation process of Josephson junctions made of high- Tc (HTS) superconductor materi-
als like YBa2Cu30, is meanwhile a standard process at our institute. We pointed out, that the

The lattice mismatch from sapphire (Ah03) requires buffer layers between substrate and film
of strontium titanate (SrTi03), magnesium oxide (MgO) or lanthanum aluminate (LaAl03l.
The quality of layers is not very satisfying [Phi96J. Silicon reacts chemically witb YBa2Cu30,
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and buffer layers like yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) or ceriumoxide (Ce02) films are required.
The intensively investigated substrate material strontiumtitanate (SrTi03) with Or = 277 is
not very suitable for high frequency applications with low available rf-power. This concerns
not the TTF application with sufficient available rf-power according to section 5.3.3. Whereas
neodymiumgalate (NdGa03). magnesium oxide (MgO) [Che97) and lanthanum aluminate
(LaA103) are lattice matched and show suitable dielectric coefficients with low losses [Phi96J.

Due to the relatively reliable fabrication and excellent RCSJ-performance of 1-V-characteristic
we use grain boundary junctions based on HTS materials for the TTF-spectrometer. Their
maximal !cRo-products of approximately 3mV in the low temperature operation results to
a characteristic frequency of about 1.5THz. For liquid nitrogen operation the characteristic
frequency is about lBO/No Of course, especially when using a frequency rf-signal compensation,
the junction is driven far above the characteristic frequency.

The characterization of our junctions on LaAl03 substrates is shown in Fig.5.6 and Fig.5.7. A
more detailed description is given by [KiisOO].Here we focus on the temperature dependence of
the !c~-prodncts, critical current Ie, normal-state resistance R", noise parameter fo,eqnivalent
noise temperture TR, junction capacity CF and McCumber parameter Pc derived from RCSJ
fits from measurements of I-V-characteristics. The definitions for the noise temperature and
Mc-Cumber parameter are given by

~o
TR = 2rrkB Iefo. (5.1)

Josephson junctions for THz applications made of MgO bicrystal substrates are investigated
and reported by [VoIOO).Junctions based on (LaAl03) bicrystal substrates are available since
1999 initiated by our collaboration. Single crystal substrates based on LaAl03 are intensively
used for ramp-type or step-edge junction types. According to the following paper, we conclude,
that

30 40 50 60
temperature T [K)

IcRn-product
•..••..#l37JK2
-.- #l37JK3
-+- #L37JK4
•..•. #L38JK2
-+- #L38JK3
•.•... #l40JK2
•••....#L40JK4

#l37: H = 79nm
#l38: H • 79nm
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I, Junction R"
•..••..#L37JK2 ...,-
-.- #L37JK3 -x-
-+- #L37JK4 -<>-
•..•. #lJ8JK2 -0-

-+- #l38JK3 -0-
•.•... #L40JK2 -J:,-
•••....#L40JK4 -"V-

#l37: H • 79nm
#L38' H • 79nm
#l40: H • '58nm

JK2 : w· 3 ~m
JK314:w'6 ~

jc Junction RnA
•..••..#L37JK2 --i>4-

-.- #L37JK3 -x-
-+- #L37JK4 --<'-___ #L3BJK2 -0-

-+- #l38JKJ -0-
•.•... #l40JK2..,,-
•••....#L40JK4 --Q-

II

Proposition 18: Josephson junctions made of Y Ba2CU307 on LaAl03 bicrystal substrates
show RCSJ-like 1- V-characteristics in a wide temperature range and are well suited for high
frequency applications at lenst up to selJeral TH, by using Hilbert transform spectroscopy.

Figure 5.6: Temperature dependence of (a) IcR.,-product, (b) critical current, normal-state re-
sistance and (c) critical current density, specific resistance for different bicI·ystal junction.
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YBa2Cu307 Josephson junctions on LaAI03 bicrystals
for terahertz-frequency applications
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We prepared Josephson jWlctions made of YBa2Cu307 oD S)1TU11enic 24° LaAI03 bicrystal
substrates. For better coupling of high. frequency radiation, we structtued the contacts with
logarithmic-periodic antennas made of Y Ba2Cu30,. Characterization was done by measuring the
voltage-current cbancteristics to determine the critical current Ie. the normal-state resistance R,..,.
the noise parameter r. and the Stewan-McCumbcr parameter Pc as predicted by the resistively and
capactively shunted junction model (RCS!). The junctions sbnwed excellent RCSJ-like behavior
wilb fcRN products nf up to 2.0 mV at 10 K and 220 p.V at 77 K. To demonstrate Ibe possibility
to detect high-frequency radiation up to the THz regime, we used the Josephson junction as 8

detector for radiation from a far-infrared laser and we reconstructed the spectra by Hilbert
spectrnscopy. 0 2000 American fnsrirute of Physics. [S0003-695I(00)00945-I)

Josephson junctions made of YBa2Cu)O, can be used for
high-frequenc)' applications. especially for the realizatioD of
mixers and detectors in the frequency domain between 100
GHz aud several THz. Therefore, it is necessary to have
junctions with adequate properties on suitable substrates. At
this time. grain-boundary junctions are commonly used on
various substrate materials like SrTiO), I NdGaO,,2 Si,3 and
MgO' The substrate materials sliould sbow low bigh-
frequency losses and a good epitaxial growth of YBa,Cup,
films' SrTiO,-as state oflbe art material fnr superconduct-
ing quantum interference devices-is not suitable for high-
frequency applications because of its high losses in this fre-
quency range, Si can only be used with buffer layers to grow
epitaxial YBa,Cu,O, films' MgO is bydroscopic and
Mg(OH), is formed in contact with water "apor"" wbile
NdGaO) bicrystals art: difficult to obtain.

We present results for the bicrystal substrate material
LaAlO), which is well known as a single-crystal substrate
for high-quality ramp-edge' and step-edge9 Josephson junc-
tions. LaA10) shows low-loss tangents tan 6 of 5 X J 0-6

(Ref. 10) at 8.6 GHz and 77 K, compared to 6 X 10-' for
SrriO, and 3 x 10-' for NdGaO, (Ref. 5) at 77 K and 5
GHz. and 10-' (Ref. 10) at 100 GHz and 77 K, increasing to
10-2 at 3 THz and room temperaNre. II The low relarive
permlttivity Er of about 24 is almost temperarure indepen-
dent berween several kelvin and room temperature and the
lowest resrstrahl frequency is observed at about 5.5 THz,1O
so usage of LaAJO, substrates sbould be possible up 10 Ibis
frequenc)'. We investigated properties of Josepbson junctions
made of YBa2Cu30, on this material, such as tbe resistively
and capacitivel)' sbunted junction-like (RCSJ) voltage-
current curves, temperature dependence of the RCSJ param-
eters. and functionality at 77 K. We show its suitability for

o
80

Figure 5.7: Temperature dependence of (a) noise parameter, noise temperature and (b) Mc-
Cumber parameter, junction capacity.

high-frequency applications by detecting radiation up to 1.2
1Hz with 8 single Josephson junction using Hilbert
spectroscnpy. '

The Josepbson junctinns were made On LaAIO, biclystal
substrates" with YBa,Cu,o, layers of about 80-160 nm
height and junction widths bel",een 3 and 6 I'm to vary
critical current Ie and normalpstatt resistance R foi .We pre·
pared the junctions with logarithmic· periodic aJ1lennas to im-
prove coupling of high-frequency radiation IJ into tbe junc-
tion (Fig. I). The preparation process consisted of laser
deposition ofYBa2Cu}O, on the substrate. conventional pho-
tolithographic structuring, and argon-ion etching 10 a
parallel-plate reactor as described in detail before. I" Tbe
LaAIO) bict)'stal substrates sbowed no difficulties in the
preparation process and the standard parameters for single-
crystal preparation could be used.

To characterize the ReS] behavior of the junctions. we
measured the voltage-current characteristics and the differ·

FIG. 1. Phase conlTUt microaraph of a Josephson junction with •
lor.arithmic-periodic antenna on a L..a...••I~ bicl1'stal SUbstrlle, the bori..?ootal
grain boWldary in the middle of the picture and the twin boundaries in
LaAIOJ are clearly seen.
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entia! resistance dUldl by lock· in tecbnique in a tempera-
ture range between 10 and S5 K. Figure 2 sbows the
voltage-current characteristics of a Josephson junction on a
bAIO, bierystal substrate. The characteristics are RCSJ-like
and the junction works in a wide temperature range between
10 and S5 K. The parame'ers of the RCSJ model, critical
current Ie, nannal-slate resistance R N I Doise parameter f,
and the Stewart-McCumber parame,er Pc, were fined to the
experimental voltage-current curves by use of the least-
square met bods. Figure 3 shows a measw-ed voltage-current
curve and ilS fined RCSJ curve and the numerically calcu-
lated di (Terential resistances for both curves--the curves
show almost no deviation. The I cR '" product at 77 K is 220
1J.V and increases with decreasing temperarures up to 2.0 mV
at 10 K (Fig. 4). The critical cu""nt/c decreases from 545
p.A at 10K. to 63 p.A at 77 K, so the junction works optimal
at the temperarure of liquid nitroKen. It is possible to vary the
junction width to enlarge the critical current and reduce the
nannal-state resistance at 77 K. The normal-state resistance
RN of about 3.6 n chanses only slightly with temperature.
The internal Doise parameter r shows fined values from
0.001 at 10 K up to 0.065 a' 77 K and is about a factor 2
larger than tbat calculated theoretically by the RCSJ model!!
after Eq. (I a):

2.Ji.Tr=~. (I a)

2elcR),C
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FlG. 5. Musw-c:d t( u) ~UfVeli of the .Josephson junctioo sample L37 at 62
K .•••·ith aod IA•• ithoU1radiation from. FLRIas« It 762 GHz.(" - 393 ~m) and
P,Il-2.1 roW. The rtCon$truC1ed Hilbert spectrum sbows • peak at 762
GHz with • li.nc~dth of fi!fWHN-IOGHz. whicb is c:auKd by intrinsic
thenn:al ooist: of the nocmaJ-tt.l.1C rcsiSWl(C of the Josephson junction. AIIO
sho •••.,'fl is • spectrunl at 1.1 l'Ht1), -2.51 ~m, (or ample L40 at.5 K and
PI'I"-O.l roW, S~t>,.) with olUet and 20 X ~¥lli&d.

similar to the excess noise observed in other groupS.16 The
Stewart-McCumber parameler Pc." calcul3led by EQ. ObI,
ranges berween 1.3 at 10 K and 0.2 al 77 K and resullS in a
capacitance of the junction of about 64:!: 3 fF. Therefore, tbe
shunting capacitance per unit area is CA-= 133:!:6 fFifLm1,
which iS,larger than for step-edge junctions on LaAIO, single
crystals. presumably due to a differeDt planar geometry. For
evaluating the high~frequency properties of the junction, the
quasiparticle loss a is an important parameter calculated by
the expression II

spectrum has a center frequency of 762 GHz witb a full
width at balf maximum IFWHM) lin.width of 11 GHz. II fits
well with the theoretical linewidth due to the internal noise
of tbe junction of 10 GHz, wbich is calculated by'

(2.), R;(' I~)
ll/Flo,_=4'11' h k.TR;, 1+ 2J! '

where RJ is the differential resistance R,=dUldl. The reso-
lunon ratio is, therefore, 0.013 in the frequency domain at
762 GHz while the noise equi"alent power (NEP) is about
7 X 10-" WI {FiZ at 62 K and 762 GHz. which is in accor-
dance with other measurements.)·19 The Iinewidth and NEP
can be reduced if junctions at lower temperatures or witb
lower nonnal~state resistances RN are used. Also shown in
Fig. S is our lalesl measurement al 10K of a 1.2 TIIz line of
the far-iofrared laser delecled by a LaAlO, bierystal Joseph-
son junction. The linewidth is about 2S GHz while the re-
sponse is about a facror 20 reduced compared to Ihe 762
GHz measurement with 2.1 mW laser power, which is due to
reduced laser power of 0.1 mW at 1.2 THz.

In conclusion, Josephson junctions made of YBa2Cu)O,
on LaAIO) bicrystal substrates show promising properties for
high~frequency applications. They can be prepared with stan~
dard techniques and show RCSJ-like voltage-current char·

where j e is the critical current density. The junction showed
values between a=O.S for 10 K and 2.6 at 77 K, wbicb is
comparable to measuremenlS in lbe literature for 10Dg higb-
temperature Josephson ste~dge junctions. II

For high~frequency characterization we used gencntors
between 2 and 20 GHz, 40 and 60 GHz. 76 GHz generator,
and a far-infrared laser with single frequencies between 584
GHz and several THz. The incident radiation was guided
through a WR-I 0 waveguide into a cryogenic setup contain-
ing the Josephson junction cooled by liquid heliwn or nitro.
gen. The Josepbson juncrions were biased with a coosrant
correnL In the case of incident radiation, Shapiro steps occur
in the measured voltage-current curves at voltages which are
defined by the Josephson relation U =h wn •. The incident
spectrum was numerically reconstructed by Hilbert Iransfor-
mation of the difference ~l( U) between measured current-
voltage characteristics with and without radiation.2 To evalu·
ate the specrrum. the response function

4
g(w)= ~M(w)I(w)w.

'I1'Wc

has to be calculated, where the cb3I1lcteristic frequency we is
defined by wc=2e1cRNlh. The response function is trans-
formed into the spectrum S(ws) by inve"e Hilben transfor-
mation

1 f··.g(W)
S(ws)=W'[g(w)]=--P --dw

7T _OIl w-wJ

(P denotes the Cauchy principal of the integral).
Figure 5 shows the voltage-current characteristics U(I)

with and without radiation from the far-infrared (HR) laser
at 762 GHz (~= 393 p.m) and the reconstructed spectrum of
the laser i11lensity by Hilben speCDoSCOpy. The peak in the

acteristics. They work at temperalures between 10 and 8S K
and show IcRN products up to 2.0 mV at 10 K. We demoD-
strated the detection of far-infrared radiation up to 1.2 THz
by a single Josephson junction and reconstructed the incident
spectrum by Hilben spectroscopy. Therefore. LaAlO, bicrys-
tal substrates could become 'h. standard substrate for higb-
frequency applications with single Josephson junctions at
least up to frequencies of I THz.
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In this section the rf-guiding transfer function of the rf-input coupling system of the TTF-
spectrometer is investigated by simulations and measurements. To simpify the radiation char-
acteristic of the waveguide, the int.egrated broadband antenna and reflections within the sample
holder of the spectrometer are considered.

Obviously, the upper and lower cutoff frequency of the LP-antenna are limited by the largest and
smallest antenna structures. For frequencies above the upper cutoff frequency the antewla should
have dipole characteristics. As depicted in Fig.5.9 several antenna geometries, namely the right-
angled logarithm periodic antenna (RA-LP-antenna), rOlmded logarithm periodic antenna (BD-
LP-antenna) and the Bow-Tie type antenna are investigated. Now calculations of the frequency

A broadband antenna Fig.5.8 is characterized
by a constant impedance over a wide frequency
range. If the geometry of the broadband an-
tenna is scaled and the wavelength is scaled by
the same factor, all properties of the antenna
(impedance, polarisation, emitting characteris-
tic ... ) remain equaL. This scaling principle re-
sults directly from the Maxwell Equations for di-
electrics and conductors without loss and leads
to logarithmic periodic antennas (LP-antennas).
The LP-antenna features a geometric property,
namely a change of scaling maps its form onto it-
self. In other words, if the infinite antenna struc-
ture is described exclusively by angles, their
emitting characteristic is equal for all frequen-
cies [Gun92]. This construction scheme of an
LP-antenna shows some limitations in practice.

Antennas provide a well defined coupling to incident rf-radiation. A receiver antenna converts
the free propagating electromagnetic wave into an rf-current irj for the Josephson junction
and has to match the vacuum impedance Zo = 3770 to the junctions normal-state resistance
R" =0.1 ... 300. The antenna acts as a load (emitter antenna) or generator (receiver antenna)
and can be described by a frequency dependent complex inlpedance Z. The reciprocal theorem
states, that the impedance for an operation of the antenna as an emitter or receiver is equal
[Zin86]. To receive coherent transition radiation over a wide frequency range from 10GHz to
several THz a broadband antenna is recommended.

The finite size of the antenna breaks the ideal logarithmic-periodic property. The finite
antenna size should not significantly change the electric antenna properties. To fulfill this
for a fixed wavelength, the current distribution of the infinite LP-antenna has to fall at
least with r-1 from the feed point {Rum66}.

,. The LP-structure leads to a periodic impedance dependence on the wavelength with period-
ic·ity'T. To minimize the impedance change planar antennas must be self complementary.
The interchange of the conductor surface with the non-conductor surface and vice versa,
leads with an appropriate rotation, to the original antenna. The impedance of such self
complementary antenna is given with the vacuum impedance Zo by {Rum66}

Figure 5.9: Phase contrast micrograph of Josephson junctions with (a) RA-LP-alltenna and (b)
BD-LP-antenna on MgO, respectively LaAlOs substrote material. The grain boundary is visible
as a horizontal line in the middle of the Josephson junction. The Josephson junction width is
3~m for the RA-LP-antenna and 2~m for the BD-LP-antenna.

dependent impedance of a RA-LP-antenna using MAFIA (MAxwell's equations using the Fiuite
Integration Algorithm) are presented. Here we follow the more detailed report of lVolOOj.
MAFIA solves the Maxwell's equations by the method of finite integration [Wei84, Maf98].
According to Fig.5.10a, the antenna has to be meshed on a lattice of cell size {:,.x, {:,.y. {:,.Z smaller

I
MAfIAI

"Z

L. L.
Figure 5.10: (a) RA-LP-antenna meshed on a lattice by MAFIA. The dimensions of the under-
lying substrate is 4.1mmx 2.9mmx lmm. (b) Zoomed inner part of the current biasing part of
the antenna. An ideal conductor for the antenna, isotrop dielectric of substrate material LaAI03
with Or =23, a single sine pulsed current source and open boundary conditions are assumed.



than 1/4 the considered wavelength. As depicted in Fig.5.lOb, substrate material, antenna
properties, electric sources and boundary conditions have to be set for MAFIA's solver. Due
to the reciprocal theorem of antennas, the antenna is simulated as an emitting antenna biased
by a pulsed current source at their inner ports Fig.5.lOh . They act at the same time for the
voltage measurement. The antenna impedance is determined by the bias current /(t) and the
calculated voltage U(t). Their complex Fourier transforms i(j) = lileil'/(f), U(j) = IU!ei'Pu(f)
define the amplitude and phase of the antenna impedance.

U
IZ(j)l = T' 'Pz(j) = 'PuU) - 'PI(J)

fn = __c__ = c .
.jf;/jAn 7r~

The deviations of the resonance position above 500GHz are caused from the finite lattice reso-
lution and below from the finite voltage time scale of 40ps. The phase of impedance oscillates
arround 180 degree and therefore the antenna is nearly resistive caused from power loss of ir·
radiation. Now the influence of the substrate material is investigated. According to Fig.5.12a,
the radiated electric field distribution lEI of the antenna for continuous biasing is mainly con-
centrated inside the substrate material.

frequency f [THz]

Figure 5.12: (a) Equipotential line of the (b) electric field distribution shown in Y-Z·plane
perpendicular to the substrate for continuously biasing. The substrates are marked by gray lines
and the antenna is located on the right surface. (c) LP-antenna impedance without substrate
material and different substrate materials with EL<>AIOJ = 23, EMgD = 9.6.

Fig.5.l1a,b shows the bias current and the simulated voltage time trace of the LP·antenna,
respectively its Fourier transforms. The corresponding antenna impedance Eq.5.3 is depicted
in Fig.S.lIc. In contrast to an ideal frequency independent self complementary LP-antenna,
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Figure 5.11: (a) Bias current and simulated voltage time trace of the LP·antenna on LaAIOs
substrate, (b) respectively its Fourier transforms. The vertical lines define the geometric reso·
nance frequencies f n from Eq. 5. 4.

The LP-antenna impedance for different substrate materials is shown in Fig.5.l2c. The mea.
surements of the LP-antennas self resonances according to section 5.3.2 confirm the assumption,
that an effective dielectric constant E.// of the substrate material can be given by the average
of the antennas surrounding dielectric constants of both media.

the simulated antenna shows maxima and minima of the impedance. As depicted in Fig.5.lIc,
the impedance minima can be interpreted by the antennas geometry in the frequency range
50G Hz- 500G Hz. For this we assume, that the antenna effectively emits radiation at a half of
the radiation wavelength An from the circular arc Un with the effective substrate E./I given by

E,ubstrate + €VQC'Uum

E./I = 2 with E.a""um = 1
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In this MAFIA simulations the dielectric material is assumed to be lossfree. The antenna is
assumed to be made of an ideal conductor of infinitesimal thic.kness. The surface resistance,
London penetration depth and critical current of the superconductor are not considered. Fur-
thermore, the interaction of the rf-emitting Josephson junction and antenna is not considered.
However, the comparison of the interaction of self emitting radiation from Josephson junction
and antenna characteristic is, according to section 5.3.2, essential in accordance with the anten-
nas resonance positions from the simulations.

5.3.2 Josephson self resonances

In this section we show, that the system of Josephson junction and antenna is sensitive to
rf-radiation at least up to the THz regime. Because of the ac-Josephson effect, the junction
itself emits along its biasing ports rf-radiation. The frequency depends on the averaged voltage
drop, respectively current biasing working point. The radiation coupled to the antenna transfer
function and its reflected frequency dependent rf-power produces Shapiro steps on the 1-V-
characteristic. By sweeping the frequency at the antennas feedpoint absorption minima of
mismatched antenna dipoles can be detected.

Resonance Resonance Resonance Ratio eff. dielectric
number radius R,. [jLm] frequency fn [GHz] fn/ fn+l constant Eeff

RA-LP-antenna #L40J2

1 22 753 1.42 14.8
2 31 529 1.39 15.1
3 45 380 1.41 13.9
4 64 270 1.38 13.6
5 92 195 1.44 12.6
6 130 135 1.42 13.2
7 184 95 - 13.3

7"exo. = 1.41 ±0.02 Ee" = 13.8±0.8
BD-LP-antenna #L37 J3

1 12.4 1390 1.13 13.6
2 13.8 1230 1.14 14.1
3 15.6 1075 1.12 14.4
4 17.3 960 1.12 14.7
5 19.6 858 1.14 14.3
6 22 751 1.12· 14.8
7 25 668 1.13 14.5
8 28 590 1.13 14.8
9 32 520 1.12 14.6
10 35 465 1.13 15.3
11 40 410 1.12 15.1
12 45 367 - 14.9

7"e=. = 1.125±0.009 Ee" = 14.6±0.4

Figure 5.13: Measured I-V-characteristics and differential resistance of a (a),(b) RA-LP-antenna
and (c),(d) BD-LP-antenna for different temperatures. The measured Shapiro steps are caused
from reflections of the antennas transfer function of the Josephson self oscillation radiation.

Table 5.1: Measured resonance frequencies and assigned resonance branch for a RA-LP-antenna
and BD-LP-antenna. The resonance frequencies of the RA -LP-antenna agrees with the geometric
antenna self resonances.

By measuring the differential resistance Rd of the 1-V-characteristic, we compare the resonance
positions of the antenna with its geometric resonances Fig.5.13. Indeed, according to Eq.3.22,
the induced Shapiro steps get rapidly smaller for higher frequencies. The results are listed in
Tab.5.1. For the RA-LP-antenna, respectively BD-LP-antenna. we found, that the measured
antenna constant 7"exp. deduced from the resonance frequencies agrees with the geometric antenna
constant 7"geo. = 1.42±0.01. respectively 7"geo. = 1.12±0.01. The incoming electromagnetic wave
is affected by an effective dielectric constant, consisting of thin YBa2Cu307-1ayer, thick (1mrn)
LaAl03 bicrystal substrate and vacuum. According to Tab.5.1 the effective dielectric constant



We describe reflections of rf-radiation in longitudinal direction within the sandwiched sample
holder by a transmission line model Fig.5.15a. The simulated response of a single rf-pul~e is
shown in Fig.5.15c. Dominant replication structures are caused from dielectric substrate, marked

Fig.5.14 swnroarizes roughly the losses of rf-radiation guided into the TTF-spectrometer. In
fact, for an rf-power to current response converter the junctions replacement circuit has to
replaced by the real equivalent circuit including its environment. Despite rf-power losses from
horn antenna input coupling, waveguide, impedance mismatch from vacuum to antenna the main
rf-power loss is caused by the spreaded irradiation pattern from waveguide and the geometric
antenna structure having broadband characteristic. A hyperhemisphere lens should focus higher
frequencies to a minimum spot size for antenna illumination up to the appropriate antenna arms.
At the actual TTF-spectrometer an adjustment for optimum focus is not realized.

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
frequency f [THz]

(5)

I. ~ An = An vr;;R;;(r - 1) 2(r - 1) (5.7)
A, 2 A, 21ff.!!!J A,

Supposing a spot size of A. = 80mm2, frequency fn = 500GHz and r = 1.125 we get a loss of
I.= -43dB. The availabe peak rf-power of the coherent transition radiation at the TTF linac is
about 10MW. As previously shown, the absolute maximum rf-power peak ratings for broadband
spectroscopy are roughtly the same as for continuous rf-radiation of about -16dBm, respectively
20j.lW. FIR-laser measurements at a frequency of f =761GHz determine at temperture T=62K
a noise equivalent power of NEP = 7 ·lQ-14W/v'HZ by a loss of -47dB and a junction power
consumption of 37nW comparable to other authors [Che99, Tar95]. Therefore approximately
twelve decades of rf-power are available for a frequency domain rf-signal compensation (FDSC)
and pulse replication structures discussed in detail in section 6.1.
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Figure 5.14: Simulated rf-power density for monochromatic rf-radiation for (a) 76GHz and (b)
500GHz from a waveguide transition of diameter d=5mm to d=48mm for an ideal conductor
(Hiin01).

Estimating roughly the effective active area of the antenna for a frequency fn as the geometrical
area of the n.th antenna arm An, we get the loss for an illiuminated spot A,

5.3.4 Reflections within the sample holder

The motivation to investigate reflections within the TTF-spectrometer is given by the fact, that
our measurements of pulsed type rf-signals at the TTF linac cannot be explained without them.

0.8 1.0
time t [ns)

Figure 5.15: (a) Simplified transmission line model to describe multiple reflections within the
sandwiched sample holder for longitudinal reflections (1,6) from metallic shielding, (3) biasing,
(2) polyethylene holder to vacuum, (4) vacuum to substrate and (5) LP-antenna to vacuum
transition. (b) PSPICE simulated spectral response of an exitation for a (c) single squared
rf-pulse for a long measuring time.



by the numbers (4-5) in the figure and back scattering at metallic shielding (5-6). Screws, cables,
waveguide, FR-4 plate, stenan holder and back reflections of attenuation mesh Fig.5.27d are not
considered. First replications are caused from the dielectric substrate. After several round trips
within the complete transmission structure multiple or quasi randomized decaying replications
occur, which decrease rapidly but get more and more dense stabilizing the voltage response. The
simulated spectral voltage response Fig.5.15d caused from a single squared rf-pulse exitation
essentially infuence its spectrum. As long as the replication structure is a linear system the
rf-pulse spectrum is maintained within the frayed spectrum for long pulse pauses, as shown in
Fig.5.15b. As depicted in Fig.5.16, measurements of the spectrometers transmittance within
the band [40GHz,60GHz] confirm a high frequency selectivity. According to the measurement

setup Fig.5.19 we sweeped the chopped monochromatic rf-radiation frequency and analyze the
junctions voltage response with a Lock-In-Amplifier. Slightly varying the rf-input coupling
causes a different spectral transmittance marked by the different positions. The spectral increase
near 45GHz is caused from the horn antenna gain. As shown in Fig.5.20b, inserting a two mesh
Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) into the rf-guiding, spectral power decreases clearly between
its friuge spacing. Sharp transmittance peaks indicate a high reflectivity from FPI or metallic
shielding implying long replication times up to the lOOns regime. One may ask, if reflections in
transversal direction occur propagating along the LP-antenna caused by impedance mismatch
at the ends. To answer this, we investigate a more simple equivalent circuit of an RA-LP-
antenna Fig.5.17. The antenna arms are modeled by radiation dipoles, each represented by a
series LCR-circuit including an appropriate radiation impedance. The propagation of rf-power
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Figure 5.16: (a) Spectral voltage response of a Josephson junction for different rf-input couplings
and (b) using a two mesh Fabry-Perot interferometer within r!-guiding.
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towards the antennas feedpoint is modeled by an LC-filter chain. The Bow-Tie type antenna
sections are described by LC-filter circuits. The antenna transmittance and rf-pulse response
Fig.5.18 is in accordance with MAFIA simulations Fig.5.H and confirm the validity of the simple
wodel. Obviously for an antenna operation acting as a receiver, the upper inductivity chain of
Bow-Tie structUl'e from active antenna zone is characterized with higher impedances and block
a wave propagation towards the mismatched antenna ends. Contrary, the inner low impedance
inductivity cbain let the signal propagate to the feedpoint. According to the rf-pulse response
Fig.5.18, despite of an impedance mismatch at the antenna pickup, no reflections occour at the
antennas end in transversal direction of the sample holder, because there is no rf-power available
at the antenna pickup.

200Hz / +20dBm) is scaled up by a frequency multiplier (HP83556A I 4Q-60GHz I +3dBm)
and guided to the TFF-spectrometer over a WRIO rf-adapter. The operating temperature of
the Josephson junction is tuned with nitrogen or helium cooling by a commercial controler
(Lakeshore DRC93). Another simple input rf-coupling into a horn antenna from a handheld
rf-generator (76GHz / OdBm) is shown in Fig.5.19c. For fast measurements with pulsed

(a) J\A-LP-antenna/Bow_T1,_llOdd_UJ.e6.dat (b)
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Figure 5.18: PSPICE simulated (a) time response and (b) frequency dependent impedance of an
RA-LP-antenna for its simple replacement cicuit Fig.S.n.

Obviously, replacing the Bow-Tie type inductivity chain by a transmission structure connecting
the LP-dipoles by a mircostrip transmission lines Fig.4.32, the mismatched antenna ends
indeed reflects rf-power acting as a resonator in transversal direction. This might increase the
signal-to-noise ratio of an intergrated hybrid scope Fig.4.30. However, we conclude

Proposition 19: The sandwiched sample holder structure of the TTF-spectrometer show
longitudinal reflections up to the ns-regime. Multiple reflections propagating transversal to
the sample holder within the LP-antenna are not expected. The rf-pulse spectrum is influenced
by the complicated replication structure.

Figure 5.19: (a), (b) Measurement setup to investigate the voltage response of chopped continuous
rf-radiation of 40-60GHz with chopper frequencies up to 10MHz. The TTF-spectrometer is cooled
by liquid nitrogen in a dewar. (c) Input rf-coupling into a horn antenna performed by a handheld
76GHz rf-generator., In this section we will investigate the response in the 1-V-characteristic from rf-radiation at

discrete frequencies from a far-infrared laser (FIR-laser) up to the THz regime. Frequency
dependent measurements in the range of 40-60GHz render the possibility to investigate partly
the transfer function of the TIF -spectrometer.

5.4.1 Measurements with rf-generators

Now we will investigate the response in the 1-V-characteristic for lower frequencies. The
measurement setup is shown in Fig.5.19a. The rf-radiation from an rf-generator (HP83624B /

rf-radiation the investigation of the voltage response of the system readout Eq.A.139ff in the
time domain gets important. The rf-power maximum ratings of the spectrometer and the slew
rate of the whole system readout depicted in Fig.5.20b, including bondwires, strip-lines, coaxial
lines, rf-amplifiers and matching can be easily investigated by using chopped monochromatic
rf-radiation. Experimentally, the following adjustment procedure is reco=ended for having a
maximnm voltage response.
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Figure 5.22: Measured (a) 1- V-characteristic (b) voUage change (c) response function and (d)
reconstructed spectrum of a junction with small linewidth under monochromatic rf-radiation.

Proposition 20:
As depicted in Fig. S. fiO, by varying the rf-power for a maximum negative voltage response
change at fixed bias current I m4%, a Hilbert. reconstruction with negligible higher order effects
can be adjusted.

By increasing the rf-power far above this limit the Shapiro step shifts, gets asymmetric according
to the unperturbated J-V-characteristic and produces a decrease of the Hilbert spectrum for
lower frequencies. The voltage reponse of the spectrometer for the implemented balldlimited
rf-amplifier and dc-amplifier is shown in Fig.5.20b. According to Fig.5.28, location £3, the
TTF -spectrometer was placed in a rough electromagnetic environment for this measUl'ement. In
spite of this fact, as depicted in Fig.5.20a, the critical current of the junctions is not suppressed
by external magnetic or electric fields. Fig.5.21 b 1 shows some I-V -characteristics for a fixed
frequency and different rf-power values. Fig.5.22 shows a Hilbert reconstruction using a junction
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Figure 5.20: Chopped monochromatic rf-radiation. (a) Measured 1- V-characteristic and (b) time
dependent voltage response for a fixed bias current Imax characterized by the maximum adjustable
negative voltage response. The raise time from inset of the rf-amplifier is tuned to SOns.

with small normal-state resistance under monochromatic rf-radiation. Despite the small fre-
quency sweep span of 4D-60GHz, we found a maximum of sensitivity of -16.4dBm rf-power at
45GHz. As depicted in Fig.5.16 the transfer function for rf-radiation of the TTF-spectrometer
is frequency selective. A quasi optical rf-input coupling system should do not have this char-
acteristic. According to section 6.3. by using a frequency domain rf-signal compensation with
sufficient dynamic range in rf-power this failure is compensated.

In this section we will show, that our spectrometer based on Josephson junctions on MgO and
LaAl03-substrates operates at least up to the THz regime. A more detailed report is given in
[VolOOl· Tab.5.2 lists the dominant available laser lines. Fig.5.23 shows a schematic view of the

Figure 5.21: Measured 1- V-characteristic taken from oscilloscope screenshots for (a) continuous
and (b) chopped monochromatic rf-radiation for fixed frequency and different rf-power.

lUnfortunately the screenshots are taken from a digital scope. This causes measuring points between the
radiated and unradiated I-V-characteristic from sampling during the signal raise of the junction response.

Lasermedium Laserline [/Lm] Frequency [THzJ Wavenumber [cm-l)

119 2.5228 84
Methanol 163 1.8388 61

251 1.1937 40
393 0.7616 25

Formic acid 419 0.7172 24
433 0.6930 23
513 0.5844 19



FIR-laser. The FIR-laser is an optically pumped gas laser [Hod78J. The medium for the laser
is formic acid or methanol. A CO2-Laser activates rotational- and vibrational transitions and
continuously provides energy for the laser process. The variation of the wavelength of the
pump laser, lasermedium and the FIR-laser resonator length leads to various discrete lines
in the far-infrared spectral range. The available output power is in the mW range. Tab.5.3

voltage (mV]
1.0 1.2 1.4

shows some parameters for different junctions. The rf-radiation frequency frf, linewidth iJ.frf
and rf-current Irf are analyzed from gaussian spectral fits of the junctions voltage response.
Theoretical predicted linewidth from Eq.3.11 are given in parentheses. Pr! denotes the available
rf-power at the spectrometers rf-input. PJJ is the rf-power transformed by the junction itself.

Fig.5.24 shows I-V-characteristics and Hilbert reconstructed laser line spectra for different
junctions imd frequencies. Indicating by the second order Shapiro step, the junction obviously
works also at a frequency of 1.5THz. Fig.5.25 show the I-V-characteristic of the junction
#£40J K2 operating at low temperature and a reconstructed spectrum. According to the rapid

650 700 750 800 850 900 950
frequency [GHz)

600 700 800
frequency [GHz]

fr! !:lfr! Ir! Rd PJJ Pr! Loss
Junction Substrate Antenna [GHz] [GHz] [J.lA] [0] [nW] [mW] [dB]
L37JK3 LaAlO3 BD-LP 767 30 (16) 94 4.4 19 ~4 53

" " " 721 21 (20) 47 4.7 5.2 ~2.3 56
" " " 697 28 (21) 87 4.8 18 ~3.3 53
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Figure 5.24: (a) Measured I-V-characteristics and reconstructed Hilbert spectra for different
junctions and irradiated laser lines.

increase of the voltage near the critical current, it is obvious, that a spectral reconstruction is
limited by a lower cutoff frequency, even when operating at low temperature. The reconstructed
rf-power from RCSJ-model for the measured Shapiro step is about ir! = 2%. The increased
linewidth is caused by additional noise feeded by the bias current. The spectral attenuation
per length of THz radiation caused by water vapor in air is given by simulations in Fig.5.26.
Indeed, today FIR-laser of more than 50mW output power are offered on the market. Having
in mind the inverse quadratic behavior of the current response with frequency Eq.4.16 the
reconstruction of frequencies up to more than 4THz has already been demonstrated [Div02a].
Mixing experiments of high-Tc Josephson junctions also succeed up to frequencies of 30THz
[Gr095].
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LS. Fig.5.27 shows photographs of different locations and the guiding of transition radiation
emitted from the aluminium foil located inside the beam pipe of the accelerator over a grid
and two mirrors into the spectrometer, respectively pyroelectric detector. The spectrometer is
misaligned from beam axis and attenuated by a mesh to avoid a saturation caused by the high
peak rf-power from transition radiation.N
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Figure 5.25: (a) Measured 1-V-characteristic of junction #L40JK2 under laser radiation of
frequency 1.19THz (2521J-m laser line) at low temperature and its (b) reconstructed spectrum.
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Figure 5.26: Attenuation of THz radiation caused by water vapor in air. Thanks to Prof-Dr. Karl
Jacobs from the radio astronomy group at KOSMA from university of Kiiln simulation data.
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Proposition 21: Besides the frequency limit caused from energy gap of the high tempera-
ture superconductor Y Ba2Cu30i, it seems, that the reconstruction of frequencies in the THz
regime is only a question of available rf-power.

A schematic sketch of the TTF linac with locations used for Hilbert transform spectroscopy is
shown Fig.5.28. The measurements are performed at location L1, data recording at location £2
and measurements within the rough environment from TTF klystrons are performed 8,t location

Figure 5.27: (a) TTF-spectrometer within shielded liquid nitrogen dewar located outside the linac
at location £2. (b) Spectrometer completely shielded and located at L1 station A CCS inside the
linac. (c) The transition radiation (quasioptical beam propagation marked by an arrow) is guided
over mirrors and grids (d) into the spectrometer (left horn) and pyroelectric detector (right horn).
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Figure 5.28. Schematic sketch of the TTF linac with locations marked for the TTF-spectrometer.
Location L1: experimental setup, location £2: data recording, location L9: measurements of
disturbancies from the TTF klystrons.

As shown in the I-V-characteristic of Fig.5.20a, the critical current of the junction is not
suppressed by continuous external magnetic or electric fields from the TTF environment,
Disturban<:ies are mainly coming from magnetic fields inside the linac caused from station
ACC3 and electric crosstalks from high power rf-fields of klystrons, directly acting on the
spectrometers frontend chassis producing voltage drops at chassis transitions or screw joints.
To prevent this, an efficient magnetic and electric shielding of the junction and the complete
front end electronic must performed. Disturbancies from the power supplies are not observed.
An opto-coupling of the digital connection to computer systems are essentially to prevent
massive disturbancies shifting the ground of the frontend electronic. The voltage pickup
from junction reveals in the high frequency range a completely different design of the actual
TTF-spectrometer. Not going here into details of grounding schemes of the actual spectrometer,
a four-point measurement of a single junction voltage pickup and an amplifier located far away
from the junction, caused by the actual cooling concept, limits the measuring bandwidth to
approximately 20MHz and increase disturbance effects from the spectrometers environment,

,IlAI ;Oil outoff ~eamiine ',1Working pOintlo~i, . , .

Fig.5.29 shows voltage responses from the junction #£37 J K3 by using different amplifiers and
measurement configurations of the linac and the macro-bunch trigger signal. The TTF !inac
was configurated for so-called higher-order-mode (HOM) measurements of the superconducting
cavaties operating at a bunch repetition rate OffR =54MHz and macro-bunch length of tlT= 8t's,
denoted in Fig.5,30b. As depicted in Fig.5.29a, the main disturbancies from the TTF !inac
occurs during the tremendous change of rf-power during the pulse operation for the unshielded
spectrometer. The junctions voltage response from coherent transition radiation by averaging
over a macrobunch is shown in Fig.5,29c. Switching the junction to the superconducting state,

.. !
AC-AmPt .

~~-~l----:--·.-:-:"--~-
DC-Amp ,f'·"

Figure 5.29: Voltage responses of different amplifiers and measurement configuratiolls of the
linac. The dc-amplification was v = 10', respectively ac-amplification v = 10~. (a) Unshielded
and (b) shielded dewar and spectrometer during linac operation. (c) First response from coherent
transition radiation by averaging over a macro bunch. (d) Junction at superconducting state
10 =0. (e) Aluminium foil not inside beamline. (f) Box-car samples of N = 60 macro-bunches_



as depicted in Fig.5.29d, shows no disturbance effects on the shielded spectrometer during the
linac pulsed operation. By putting the aluminium foil outside the beamline a small amount
of disturbancies or a detection of wake-field rf-radiation shown in Fig.5.2ge is detected. For
this the junction operates at most sensitive working point near its critical current. To increase
t.he signal-ta-noise ratio of the measurement, according to Fig.5.29f, several macro-bunches are
box-car sampled. For detecting fluctuations of the transition radition intensity during the \inac
operation and measurement of the I-V-characteristic, the response of a pyroelectric detector
is recorded. According to the measurements Fig.5.30c within the \inacs environment during
rf-pulse operation reveal at least a minimum of detectable voltage resolution of approximately
6u= 50nV for the actual TTF-spectrometer. The junction parameters at linac operation are
highly reproducable and stable during the measurement period of approximately 2 weeks for
many cooling and warmup cycles. Despite the maximum peak rf-power from TTF linac of about
IOMW. -50dB spectrometer attenuation, -20dB mesh attenuation at rf-input, -lOdB rf-guiding
from \inac. the maximum peak rf-power at the junction is estimated to be 100m ~T, respectively
the peak rf-current for the junction #£40J K2 to approximately 200rnA. No Josephson junctions
were destroyed by peak rf-radiation or other influences.

5.5.3 Averaging, sampling and noise reduction techniques

Box-car techniques, averaging and sampling methods to increase the signal-ta-noise ratio of
pulsed voltage responses from spectral measurements were previously discussed in section 4.6.
All these chopper methods, well established for SQUID amplifier pickups in flux-lock-loop or
bias reversal configurations, separating signal from noise by frequency domain shifts cost mea-
surement time. which is. at least for a single-bunch measurement, not feasible.

In this section coherent. transition radiation spectra of electron-bunches and longitudinal form
factors measured at the TTF linac for different machine states are presented. Fig.5.30 shows
measurements for varying the transition radiation power at constant phase of the bunch com-
pressor. respectively Fig.5.31 vice versa. To guarentee an operation of the Josephson junction
below the maximum rf-power ratings the adjustment procedure of \inac rf-power described in
proposition 20 was applied during the measurements. The TTF linac was configurated for the
higher-order-mode (HOM) measurements of the superconducting cavaties operating at a bunch
repetition rate of 54MHz and macro-bunch length of 6T=8J.ls, denoted in Fig.5.30b. Fig.5.31a
shows the measured unperturbated V-I-characteristic. The measured voltage change 60(Io) is
shown in Fig.5.30c. Considering fluctuations of the radiation intensity during linac operation
a pyroelectric detector recorded the integrated radiation intensity for correcting the junctions
voltage response as shown in Fig.5.30b. The current response 6i(u) is derived numerically by
rotating the axis of the measured V-I-characteristic shown in Fig.5.30d. The spectral reconstruc-
tion using the method of Hilbert transform spectroscopy and the determination of the rf-pulse
shapes using the phase reconstruction of section 3.4 involves a reconstruction algorithm listed
in Fig.5.32 by Eq.5.8-5.14. The measurement parameters are given by Eq.4.81 and marked in
Fig.4.25 for a single junction NJ = 1 and N box-car samples of the actual TTF-spectrometer.

r.:; NJUn(T)6u(ip.tp,tR)
US/N = v N-~~~~_-_-~~~~~_-~~~~~~~~~~-=J 60k(NJ) + W~MP + 60'f;f(NJ)

Eq.5.15 reveals, that box-car sampling is not so efficient for the signal-ta-noise ratio than using
an array of NJ junctions. because an array limits the influence of the pickup noise 00 AM p.
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Figure 5.30: Varying rf-power and constant compression for the higher-order-mode (HOM) con-
figurated linac. Measured (a) V-I-characteristic, (b) radiation intensity from pyroelectric detec-
tor, (c) raw data and calibrated voltage reponse and (d) current response. Reconstructed (e)
response function with appended high frequencies. (f) rf-current spectral density, (g) current
spectrum with a gaussian low frequency extension and (h) time domain rj-cUlTent.
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Figure 5.31: Varying compression with constant rf-power for higher-order-mode (HOM) config-
urated linac. Measured (a) Vol-characteristic, (b) radiation intensity from pyroelectric detector,
(c) raw data and calibrated voltage reponse and (d) current response. Reconstructed (e) response
function with appended high frequencies, (I) rf-current spectral density, (g) current spectrum with
a gaussian low frequency extension and (h) time domain rf-current.
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Measuring of the junctions I-V -characteristic, voltage change and integrated
intensity from coherent transition source: 0(10), tJ.O(Io), Pr/(t, Io)

Calibrating the junctions voltage change by the integrated radiation intensity:

6.0'(10) = t:>O(Io)j Pr/(t, I~)dt / j Pr/(t, Io)dt

.j.

Determine the current change by rotating the axis of the perturbated
Vol-characteristic numerically 6.I(O), Io(O) and the response function:

8 I
g(/) = - (? f )2 M(/)Io(/)f1r _1r c

Extension of the high frequency part above cutoff frequency Ir of the
response function in the frequeucy range [/r(1 -p), Ir 1 marked by the
gray bar in Fig.5.30e with p= 0.3 using the continuity of gr(/), g~(/):

-2
g(/) = ....!l!:- with 1/r = - g~, ~r = fir - ~,

1- I<r gr gr
IT IT

9.= I~P j gr(/)dl, i= f~p j g~(f)dl, fir=lr(l-~)
I,(I-p) IT (I-p)

Spectral reconstruction by using a Hilbert transformation
including cutoff effects Eq.3.36.3.37 for a broadband rf-signal:

81(/) "" IKTI(fW1WI[g(/)]kb(f, T) with IKrl(f)l "" 1, kb(f, T) "" 1

.j.

Gaussian extension below cutoff frequency IF with a
spectral fit of parameter Ip"01 at the spectrum 81(/) in the

frequency range [/ F,f F2J marked by the gray bar in Fig.5.30g:

81(/) = {I~,exp (~) V f=[O, !F2]
81 (f) V else

'".i 0.8
•_'to

, ...
..••......

Phase reconstruction using Eq.3.39 and an inverse Fourier
transformation ;:-1 using a hanning window [NurnOO]:

Irl,p(t) = F-1[J 81(/)ei1b(f)] with 'IjJ(/) = 2f P jOOIn[v'8:(/')/,;[(f)] dj'
71' 0 I - f

Figure 5.32: Time domain reconstruction algorithm of coherent transition radiation by measuring
the junctions I- V-characteristic 0(10) and voltage change 6.0(/0) using Hilbert spectroscopy.



Eq.5.16 lists the parameter resulting from the measurement run #190301-01.

#190301-01: NJ=I, Rn=2.80, Ie = 55j.LA, Un=154j.LV, we=467.7s-\ fo = 0.0587, (5.16)
io = 1.74, Ii=1.43, t.imax =0.55%, t.ii =0.65%,

t.T=8j.Ls, fp= 100, k= 1, uS/'" = 1/0.02, N =60,

fR=3.9·1O-6n-I/2, 6U.4MP= 108nV, 6UR=38nV, 6UI//=2.5nV

By varying the phase of the bunch compressor the electron-bunches can be compressed resulting
in different bunch lengths and shapes of the transition radiation pulse. Measurements for
different compressions are shown in Fig.5.31. The high frequency extension of the response
function is performed by using also 30% of the measured data for the averaged continuity
coudition.

• Reliability of the reconstructed spectra:
Due to the limited dynamic range of the measuremeuts, high frequency components have
to be appended to the response function before applying the Hilbert transformation, as
shown in Fig.5.30e. According to the complicated resonance structure near the cutoff fre-
quency fr'" 320GHz of the measured response function, the high frequency components of
the response function Eq.5.11 are extended by using averaged values for the continuity of
the response function 9. and its derivation g;: within a given frequency range [jr(1-p), fr]
marked in Fig.5.30e by a gray bar 2. The Hilbert transformation using cutoff effects, low
frequency extension caused by several apertures within the rf-input coupling system and
the phase reconstruction are previously discussed by Eq.4.60ff and do not essentially influ-
ence the reconstructed rf-current shape shown in Fig.5.30h 3. The most critical operation
concerning the reliability of the reconstructed rf-pulse shape concerns the high frequency
extension of the response function caused by the continuity conditions withiu a resonance
structure. Selecting a frequency range [fr(l- p),frl of about 30% from measured data
for analyzing the continuity conditions much larger than a typical single resonance struc-
ture, the reconstructed time domaiu rf-currents shown in Fig.5.30h are nearly the same
despite different measurements for varying rf-power and different resonance characteristics.
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Macro-bunch measurement:
As depicted in Fig.5.29c, the voltage response and therefore the time dependent spectral
transition radiation intensity during the macro-bunch measurement is not constant. This
limits the validity of the measured transition radiation spectra, but vanishes at least for
decreasing measuring time or for a single-bnunch measurement.
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Figure 5.33: Simulated (a) response function expected from Eq.4.36 for the parameter of the
measurement run #190301-01. (b) Measurement time of data #190301-01 for box-car samples
and a junction array. Simulated (c) waveguide filtered rf-signal, (d) Runge-Kutta and FP (2nd
order) simulated voltage response time traces from reconstructed rf-pulse guided throu9h the
sample holder transmission line model at maximum rf-power ratings.

• Multiple reflections from sample holder:

To explore the measurements using coherent transition radiation a simulation of the
experiment is performed and shown in Fig.5.33 for the operation at maximum current
change and Fig.5.34 for varying rf-power and rf-pulse shape given by the reconstructed
rf-current and parameters Eq.5.16 of the measurement run #190301-01. As depicted
in Fig.5.33a the expected maximum current response for the actual TTF timing is by a
factor of approximately 20 less than the measured one. Consequently, non equidistant

'The frequency range is increased by using p ...•1.1p and Eq.5.11 is evaluated until ~,g;:>O is fulfilled.
'The lower cutoff frequency IF is defined at the spectral maximum within the frequenC)' range

[IOGHz,IOOGHz). The frequency IF> is defined hy the maximum negative spectral slope within the cutoff fre-
quenC)' and a 30% level crossing from spectral maximum.
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spectra and operation below the maximum rf-power ratings, which was guaranteed by the
adjustment procedure for the linac rf-power of proposition 20. Multiple reflections are
described within the transmission line model of Fig.5.15 modelling the sandwiched sample
holder of the rf-input coupling system. The simulated irradiated spectrum of Fig.5.34d is
in principle in accordance with the spectral resonance structure from ihe measurements
of Fig.5.30g. Fig.5.33c shows the reconstructed and waveguide filtered rf-signal through
the sample holder transmission line model at maximum rf-power ratings, respectively
Fig.5.33d the stochastical and FP simulated voltage response time traces. Reflections
from the sample holder compensate the rf-signal power decrease by producing more and
more dense spaced rf-pulses leading to a nearby constant voltage response for long rf-pulse
spacing from the linac. However, the essential characteristics of the measurement Fig.5.30
appear in the rf-power dependent simulation of Fig.5.34 including multiple reflections. As
shown in Fig.4.9f outside the maximum rf-power ratings ghost spectra are produced at
the multiple of the sharp waveguide cutoff frequency.
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• Influence of the dielectric substrate:
Comparing the rneasmed and simulated current responses of Fig.5.30d and Fig.5.34c
identify its weak spaced fringes as a resonance structure caused from the junctions
dielectric substrate material thickness.
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• Influence of the rf-input coupling system:

As depicted in Fig.5.31e, the response function for the parameter run #190301-04 and
#190301-05 shows a dominant shifted resonance peak from frequency 240GHz to 140GHz
caused by the misalignement of the spectrometer from the beam axis shown in Fig.5.27d.
Unfortunately, within the gaussian beam approximation different frequencies change its
spatial distribut.ion resulting in different rf-input coupling characteristics similar the
varying of the input coupling positions shown in Fig.5.16a.

As described by Eq.5.16, the improvements of the spectrometer concern an increasing of voltage
response for measurements below the linacs rf-pulse repetition pause and the increase of the
detectors dynamic range. The parameters clearly show, that higher IcRn-products and junction
arrays dramatically reduce the measuring time. Surprisingly, the intrinsic reflections within
the spectrometer span at least over the pulse pauses from TTF linac of about 20ns. Placing a
multi-mesh Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) shown in Fig.6.5 into the rf-guiding resulted in no
additional increase of the junctions voltage response adjusted with proposition 20. This is obvi-
ous, because, placing the FPI into another weak transmission structure mainly a large spectral
spacing is produced, but not necessarily clear fringes of enough seperated Shapiro steps, as shown
in Fig.4.17a and Fig.5.16b. The determination of the effective pulse pause depending on the
spectrometers replication characteristic have to be investigated. However, a low-noise operation
fo -+ 0 using high !eRn-products reveals more details of the spectrometers spectral transmittance
caused from reflections of the sample holder and rf-guiding load path, This requires a well defined
quasioptical rf-input coupling system, as suggested in section 6.1. However, the determination
of the rf-pulse shape requires a frequency domain rf-signal compensation, low-noise operation,
quasioptical rf-guiding and junction arrays, as discussed in the next chapter.
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Pigure 5.34: FP (2nd order) simulated spectra for parameters of Eq.5.16 and different rf-power
including reflections within the sample holder. (a) I- V-characteristic, differential resistance,
(b) voltag e response, (c) current response, (d) rf-signal spectrum (e) response function and (f)
Hilbert spectrum. The black curves describe measurements of the parameter run #190301-01.

multiple reflections from sample holder must be assumed by introducing an effective
pulse pause 7'R.e/ /. Otherwise, according to Fig.5.34c, the current response for the linacs
pulse pause of about 20n8 cannot be explain the measurements for an absence of ghost



Within the next sections, several multi-mesh FPIs (MMFPI) are tested for having many output
rf-pulses with possibly constant envelope. To prevent a superposition of spectral lines for Hilbert
spectroscopy the spectrum of the rf-pulses should be equidistant without disturbing intermediate
spectral lines. In contrary to the experimental setup, we investigate the FPIs without any
complicated sources and loads.

Conceptual approach to
.single pulse measurements

Having many output rf-pulses with possibly constant amplitudes, the rf-pulses must stay long
in the resonator. This requires high reflection with low material loss grids over a wide frequency
range. Various geometries like crosses, tripoles, gridded squares employed as elements of meshes
produce each its individual frequency characteristic. According to Fig.6.5a we use electroformed
two-dimensional stripline grids acting as a high pass filter operating in the low frequency range.

A single-bunch measurement with Josephson junctions has not yet been realized. In this
chapter, we will suggest improvements for a single rf-pulse measurement. The Josephson
junction is a frequency selective device. A frequency component from rf-pulse can be detected
by the detector once for a fixed bias current. Indeed, according to section 4.6, intrinsic noise
sources due to the normal-state resistance limits the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and causes
an averaging over many rf-pulses. This prevents a readout with high frequency measuring
bandwidth for sampling the junctions voltage response at minimum possible. time for single
rf-pulses, as discussed in section 4.4.2. Consequently, tbere are some essential improvements of
a spectrometer for a single- or improved macro-bunch measurement.

Proposition 22,
• Generate a series of rf-pulses from a single rf-pulse by using well defined delay structures.
• Increase the voltage reponse by a series connection of several Josephson junctions.
• Increase the junctions dynamic range by a frequency domain rf-signal compensation.
• Increase the junction IeR,. -product intrinsically by its preparation processes.
• Decrease the operating temperture and use a fast low-Te SQUID amplifier readout.
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In this chapter we will investigate the production of a series of possibly identical rf-pulses
caused from·a single rf-pulse. With it, according to Fig.4.6, Shapiro steps increase resulting in
an improved signal-to-noise ratio for high readout bandwidth for a single-bunch measurement.
Pulse repetitive structures are realized by time delay structures.

Here we investigate, contrary to more open structures with low total rf-power loss, closed qua-
sioptical delay structures, namely Fabry-Perot interferometers (FPI). Many authors, mainly
for higher order filtering in the quasioptical frequency range within satellite systems and radio
astronomy, investigate interferometers consisting of several impedance grids [GoI98J. Unfortu-
nately, for filtering. they usually discuss only the spectral reflected and transmitted rf-power of
the interferometers. For a time domain analysis of an rf-pulse driven FPI, we deduce in the
appendix A.9 its impulse response by inverse Fourier transform from the complex transfer func-
tion i of its equivalent circuit. Once having the impulse reponse, the time dependent response
Ti.FPI(t) of an rf-pulse driven n-th order FPI is known.

h,FP/(t)l2 = I.r-l[ t(j, d;, R, Xg) . FliT/,p(t)] W (6.1)

Figure 6.1: (a) Calculated rf-power transfer functions according to Eq.6.5 from FPI mesh
Fig.6.5a of a thick freestanding mesh, (b),(c) Measured rf-power transmission and reflection
of two-dimensional nickel wire grids e1ectrofonned on a thin mylar sheet using Fourier spec-
troscopy under vacuum conditions at the MPIfR (For measurement and publication thanks to
H.Gemund and E.Kreysa from submi/limeter radio astronomy group.).

Using the impedance of a stripline grid in the long-wavelength limit g « >. and the equivalent
transmission line impedance of an imperfect conductor [GoI98], the mesh impedance with grid
distance g, stripline width a thickness d and conductivity a for normal incident is given by

Zg = RI+iXg

Ze (w we) ( [lI"a])-lYx = X
g

= - Wo - -;:; we lnesc 9 gf
with We = 0.93, W = -

c

(6.2)

(6.3)



Optical pulses are generated by a Ti:sapphire laser pumping a gallium arsenide semiconductor
producing photocarriers, which are accelerated by an external applied electric field and recom-
bine. The fast change of the photocurrent produce the broadband THz radiation. For measuring
the transmittance of the sample the THz radiation is guided over a quasioptical system through
a photoconducting dipole antenna. The antenna is gated by the delayed laser pulse generating
a bunch of photocarriers. The electric field of the THz pulse serves as a bias for the antenna
and is proportional to the photocurrent.

YR = Zo = 2a + 2d (1rEof) -1/2
R1 9 (j

The rf-power reflection, transmission and loss results from transmission line methods to

According to Eq.6.4 the resonance peak shifts to higher frequencies with smaller grid spacing
9. Unfortunately, the transmission measurements Fig.6.1b are not performed on freestanding
dense meshes Fig.6.5a without dielectric loss. The operation of these meshes are limited of up
to approx..imately 2THz. Today on the market, electroformed meshes are offered down to several
/lm grid spacing on thin dielectric substrates to increase the reflectivity for higher frequencies
or freestanding meshes 1.
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In this section the reliability of simple models for time responses of pulse driven FPI's are
discussed. Having this, we are able to estimate the number of duplicated rf-pulses for a single
pulse measurement. From the equivalent circuit of the two-mesh Fabry-perot interferometer
Fig.6.3 we obtain its rf-power transfer function A.223, A.224. Smaller grid spacing shifts the
resonance peak for FPI operation possibly up to several THz.

To invest igate the response of a pulse driven FPI, we use THz spectroscopy. The setup for
measuring the time domain response using a photoconducting dipole antenna is shown in Fig.6.2
and described in detail by [Kha02].

frequency [THz]

Figure 6.3: Two-mesh FPI with small aperture of l?5cm.. The meshes are not inse,·ted. Simplified
equivalent circuit of the FPI without grid loss and beam walkoff effects. The diagram shows the
PSPICE simulated transmittance located at point MPl of the FPI and MPl? The corresponding
time traces are shown in Fig.6.4
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The measured time trace response for a single rf·pulse is shown in Fig.6.4. For a time domain
analysis, according to Fig.6.4c, we put the measured free propagating rf-pulse into the simplified
equivalent circuit 2 of a two mesh FPI without considering material loss and beam walkoff effects.
Walkoff effects from incident beam, lateral offset and beam diffraction itself are more important
for long rf-guiding distances. The measured time trace response using an FPI within the beam
waist is shown in Fig.6.4b. Beside different noise contributions both time traces agree quite well.
As expected, frequencies above several THz with less reflectivity slightly vanishes with increasing

'Time trace simulation deduced from frequency methods are numerically limited for infinite small reflections of
the FPI in the low frequenry range. Analytical descriptions of the FPI's delay lines in state space representation
are unpractical, because many coupled differential equations have to be solved. Numerically, the state space
ansatz is more conven.ient and currently implemented by circuit modeling programs.

Figure 6.2: (a) Gated detection scheme for measuring the transmittance using THz spectroscopy.
A Fabry-perot interferometer is placed within the quasioptical beam waist.
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exactly [GoI98]. Taking the increase of the dynamic range by the rf-signal frequency compen-
sation into account, we actually need the high-pass FPI characteristic Fig.6.3. Compensation,
namely low-pass £iltering has to be realized in the reconstruction algorithm adjusted by reference
measurements from interferometer, blackbody radiation or electro optical sampled rf-pulses. The
FPI's sharp £ilter characteristic should replace the currently installed waveguide.

MP2signalpoint
(shinedand scaledup)

/

"l~V~ 6.1.3 Multi-mesh (folded) Fabry-Perot interferometer

A multi-mesh FPI (MMFPI) consists of several meshes. Most applications of the far-infrared
physics community concern higher order £iltering with an improved selectivity for continuous
rf-radiation in rf-systems. Higher order filters are realized by several sandwiched meshes with
individual element shapes. For modeling MMFPI's beam diffraction, truncation, walkoff effects
and absorption of the meshes must be taken into account. According to section 6.2, our col-
laboration improved the junctions response dramatically by a factor of approximately 14. The
requirements on the FPI system simplify dramatically by using several arrays operating at dif-
ferent frequencies. Fig.6.5 shows the spectrometers MMFPI with variable spacing and planar
meshes. Once understanding, that diffraction is always present in quasioptical systems, we de-

o 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180

time [ps]

Figure 6.4: Time domain sampled measurement of (a) a free propagating rf-pulse and (b) repli-
cated rf-pulse series with 30ps delay fl'Om the FPI Fig. 6.3. (c) PSPICE simulated response of
the equivalent circuit of the FPI.

Figure 6.5: (a) Two-dimensional freestanding planar stripline grids with spacing g = 100j.tm.
squared hole size d = 50j.tm. (b) MMFPI with 20cm aperture, spacer and mesh holder for use
on top of the TTF-spectrometer.

pulse number. For at least five duplicated rf-pulses, our measurements do not show this effect.
Ho~ever more dense meshes Fig.6.1a should do not have this failure. The ratio of the first rf-
pulse to the incoming one determines the rf-power insertion loss of about -35.9dB. The replicated
pulse shape differs from the original one, caused by the FPI's transfer function. Filtering with a
low-pass filter, complementary to the FPI transfer function, lets the duplicated rf-pulses Fig.6.4a
occur appropriate to the measured single rf-pulse. For a high total rf-power transmit.tance the
replacement of one FPI mesh by a nearly complementary grid is more convenient. For pure

termine the edge taper Te(a), namely the fractional rf-power loss per pass for a given aperture a
and gaussian beam size w. According to the gaussian beam approximation Eq.6.7, diffraction,
namely beam truncation from finite quasioptical apertures, limits the production of rf-pulses
with long spacing. To show this, we unfold the beam propagation of the previously discussed
FPI, with planar mirrors. As depicted in Fig.6.6a the propagation is simply equal t.o the nnper-
turbated one without diffraction. The beam size spreads Wn after n rf-pulses z=d(n -1) with
pulse spacing d = .6.Tc/2, beam waist WQ and frequency f = c/ A. With the fractional loss per



pass T.(a) in cylindrical coordinates one finds [GoI98, Sie86]

T.(a) = 1- F.(a) = 1_lr=4IE(r, z)\2 271" r dr = e-~
r=O

-471"Nf + In (IG71"2Nf)
n= InT.

and plotted for different apertures in Fig.6. Th.
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Figure 6.7: (a) Normal (top) and unfolded (bottom) resonator configurations. The input waist
being transformed into an output waist by means of making a complete circuit through the res-
onator. (b) Pulse replication with a confocal resonator with long pulse spacing for bias current
stepping and single pulse measurement.

Placing dielectric materials for smaller dimensions within the FPI reduces the finesse. Folding
the path elimates lateral offsets and walkoff effects. Using longer rf-pulses spacings /::;.T requires
an increased aperture. Guiding the beam for longer pulse spacing over more focussing reflective
mirrors is identical to the unfolded FPI and increases also the truncation loss. Inserting the
folded FPI into a waveguide eliminates the truncation loss for the lower frequencies. Instead of
using focussing reflective mirrors within a straight-lined waveguide, meshes have to be glued
onto a convex dielectric substrate 3. Fig.G.9c shows a compact approach offering a large aperture.

However, as depicted in Fig.6.8, the freezing out of higher frequencies for increasing replicated
rf-pulses can also be taken into account within the reconstruction algorithm. The time domain
analysis of the FPI clearly indicates, that depending on the rf-pulse number n, different transfer
functions for reconstruction have to be considered. The second rf-pulse simply passes twice
the mesh reflectivity characteristic, the nth pulse 2(n -1) times. This effect vanishes for a
reflectivity small enough in the considered frequency range. Consequently, the measurement
of high frequency components has to be done for the first pulses and lower frequencies at last
pulses. By multiplying the time dependent decay from diffraction effects of Fig.6.7 truncation
effects are included in the simple equivalent circuit. As long as the FPI or quasioptical input
coupling system is a LTI system. the Josephson junction sees a well defined transfer function at
the selected frequency. Even when we do not distinguish between rf-pulses, as it is the case for
averaging from an FPI at fixed bias curreut. Because the transfer function of meshes and FPI
are fixed and can be measured in detail with Fourier spectroscopy or electro optical sampling ,
considering these effects within the reconstructiou algorithm is straightforward.
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Accordiug; to Fig.6.6b the beam spreads for planar meshes. The truncation limits the generation
of rf-pulses with long spacing required for bias current stepping of a single pulse ·measurement.
The truncation loss for small rf-pulse spacing can be negelected.
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Figure 6.t): (a) Unfolded two-mesh FPI with planar meshes. (b) Maximum number of replicated
rf-pulses limited due to truncation loss 01 finite aperture for different FPI's,

i
edge taper T. _.

As depicted in Fig.6,7a, the folded FPI with curved meshes prevents a beam spread to by
mapping the beam distribution onto itself. Practically, so called compact ring resonators, using
focussing reflective mirrors and planar meshes for beam coupling are more established [Les90].
Here, diffraction is minimized but also in principle present. According to [GoI98] and Fig.6.7a,
one has to find a minimum beam size for a confocal resonator with mirror radii of curvature
R1 = L,R-z = L, spacing L, dl = d2 = L/2 and g-Pararneter g = O. Inserting the beam size into
Eq.6.7 after n round trips, we find the truncation loss and available number of rf-pulses for a
confocal rEsonator.

{;fGL
W= ~ \;f g=O,

71"V 1- g-

Considering a more realistic field distribution at the coupling apertures than from gaussian beam
mode, more accurate calculations for a confocal geometry, well known from laser physics, are
given by [Sie86] for n passes
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Figure 6.8: PSPICE simulated two-mesh FPI with long rf-pulse spacing of 2ns. With resistive
losses R, = O.ln at f = 100GHz the mesh parameter are 9 = 10j.im, a = 3j.im, d = 5j.im. The
inset (same units) shows the freezing out of high frequency components from first rf-pulse n =2
to last rf-pulse n = 50.

In summary, we suggest an optimized quasioptical input coupling system. A time domain
analysis of a three-mesh FPI confirms, that reflected pulses from the second FPI bounce back
into the first one producing unacceptable difference frequencies and pulse shapes. Furthermore,
the insertion loss increases rapidly. As shown in Fig.6.9 a second FPI slightly misaligned from
optical axis is advantageous. This prevent back reflections into the folded FPI. The beam
displacement from FPI lets the beam running out after several reflections of the junctions focus
into an absorber material. This causes, that the actual replicated rf-pulse series finishes after
the next. long spacing replicated rf-pulse occurs. With it, a strong coupling, as it is the case for
the three-mesh FPI in both beam directions exists, occurs only in forward direction. Optional,
filters can be placed in front of the junction for a frequency domain rf-signal compensation. For
lower insertion loss, reflective mirrors with rank grooves for different propagation delays .having
no dominant LC-resonant behavior in the transmittance and promise an operation at higher
frequencies. Fig.6.9 shows a suggested quasioptical input coupling system with wavegnided
folded FPI for long pulse spacing and FPI for finite rf-pulse generation. A system of reflec-
tive folded mirrors by using ring resonators should also possible. The main features are given by a

Figure 6.9: Quasioptical input coupling system for single pulse measurements. (a) Confocal
folded FPI for long and FPI for small pulse spacing. (b) Simple configuration for a changeable
dewar with liquid helium cooling. (c) Folded ring resonator with curved mirrors and planar
meshes without waveguiding.

Josephson junction arrays increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of voltage responses dramat-
ically. As discussed in section 4.6, the measuring time can be reduced for having a single- or
improved macro-bunch measurement. This requires two dimensional arrays or series connection
of junctions with almost same normal-state resistance .R" and critical current Ie.

I Proposition 23:
• Folded FPI for long pulse spacing with focussing meshes or reflective mirrors.
• FPI for small pulse spacing and finite pulse number.
• Guiding all quasioptical elements in a waveguide reduce beam truncation.
• Reduce back reflections by misalignments.

Fig.6.10 shows I-V-characteristics of a series array of different junction numbers without irradi-
ation. Tab.6.1 lists each junction parameter. A slight increase of noise parameter Fo states the
fact of distributed critical currents. The arrays are more sensitive against captured external flux



with increasing junctions number. This also suppresses the critical current. Additional noise
contributions are caused from the increased junction resistance divided by the source impedance.
Current noise from the input stage of readout amplifier is fed back over the voltage lines due to
the increased source impedance and give rise to additional noise.

of 128 junctions coupled to a fin antenna biased by a LP-antenna. A cut of some inner junctions
from #L45 chip is shown in Fig.6.11a. The T- V-characteristic of several voltage pickups of a
one-dimensional array with 550 grain boundary junctions Fig.C.ld is shown in Fig.6.10. A slight
increase of noise parameter states the fact of spreaded critical currents. Within the measure-
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Figure 6.11: (a) Micrograph of some inner junctions from array #£45 on LaAlO3 substrate.
(b) Different parameters in dependence of the number of junctions for the series array.-200 -100 0 100 200
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Figure 6.10: (a) Measured 1-V-characteristics without rf-radiation for (b) different junction
numbers from array #£45 of layout Fig. C.l d operated at liquid nitrogen temperature. Tab. 6:1
lists each junction parameter,

#L45 pickup N Ic[!,A] R,,[11] R,,/N[l1] fo l3e
250-251 1 53.4 2.266 2,27 0,080 0.144
250-255 5 61.3 10.39 2.08 0,100 0.106
251-269 18 50,3 39.35 2.19 0.164 0.280
251-300 49 58.4 99.61 2.03 0.172 0.460
251-450 199 50.3 427.0 2.15 0.188 0.400
spread 54±5(±9%) 2.14±Q.09(±4%)

ment, arrays are more sensitive against capturing external flux with increasing junction number,
which also suppresses the critical current. The corresponding parameter spreads are shown in
Fig.6,10b. Because the total normal-state resistance increases linearly with increasing junction
number, we have an array of decoupled junctions. Obviously the spread of critical currents is
enough to break down a phase locking of the junctions.

The propagation of rf-signals over a distributed array of Josephson junctions takes time. Due
to this, for coherent rf-radiation a series connection of decoupled junctions each acting as an
independent receiver without locked phase is prefered. The rf-radiation has to act only at every
junction. The interaction of the junctions is then only effected by the down mixed superposition
of their voltage responses. The averaging, remarkably slower than the rf-pulse, is not effected
by time displaced voltage responses. This concerns also different arrivals of the rf-pulse wave
front at the distributed one-dimensional array.

Proposition 24:
According to the linearity between the 1-V-characteristic and the junction number, we con-
clude, that our one-dimensional arrays are not completely phase locked. The interaction of
the junctions is then only affected by the down mixed superposition of their voltage responses.

Table 6.1: Summary of ReSJ parameter fits of a the measured 1- V-characteristics from series
array #£45 of totally 550 grain bondary junctions operating at liquid nitrogen temperture,

If N junctions are connected in a series and mutually decoupled their phases are incoherent.
Their voltage response then increases linearly with N and its noise increase with IN [Kre99],
As shown in Fig.6.1l, we observe this for our fabricated one-dimensional high- Te junction arrays.
A slight increase of noise parameter Fa reflects the fact of spreaded critical currents. Arrays of
slightly differently coupled junctions can lock their phases acting as a single junction with dra-
matically improved parameters [Opp97). Although the junctions are transmission line coupled,
a sufficient large spread of the junction parameters R" and Ie prevent a phase'locked coherent
state. We have designed different types of arrays, Fig.C.lc shows a one-dimensional series array

Practically, the junctions have slightly different parameters using a current biasing resulting
in a superposition of slightly different rf-characteristics, Therefore, as depicted in Fig.6.12c,
Shapiro steps occur not neccessary exactly at the irradiated frequencies and the assumption for
spectroscopy u= 11 is not valid, as it is required for the Volt standard. The center frequencies



deviate of about 9% and the linewidths differ by a factor of 3 from the expected ones. Obviously
caused by the spread of junction parameters. Especially when using a series of rf-pulses and non-
overlapping Shapiro steps, systematic errors concerning the center frequency can be corrected.
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Figure 6.12: (a),(c) Measured 1-V-chamcteristics with rf-radiation for different junction num-
bers. (b) Spread of linewidth and center frequency for the 1st and 2nd Shapiro step. (c) Current
response and reconstructed normalized Hilbert spectrum.
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The spread of critical currents and normal-state resistances of bicrystal junctions are typically
gaussian distributed of about 101'0.The spread decreases with decreasing normal-state resistance
caused by the stochastical spatial distribution of the junctions grain boundary. In fact, for an
operation using small Jinewidths at low temperature or high frequency the superposition of
the junctions responses gets ineffectively. Especially when using a frequency domain rf-signal
compensation operating mainly in the resistive part of the junctions 1-V-characteristic, the
normal-state resistance of each junction within the series array must be adjusted in-situ during
or after the preperation process.

Figure 6.13: (a) Runge-Kutta and FP simulated (£nd order) voltage response of a low-pass filtered
rf-pulse series and its (b) voltage response for N mutually decoupled Josephson junctions. The
inset of the (c) amplifier filtered voltage response shows the influence of voltage response from
rf-pulse spacing.



• The voltage source impedance Xs must fulfill Xs« Rn ""O.Ut

• Connections onto the chip involves reactances much higher than Xs.
• Integrated capacitors values and the bandwidth of rf-transformers are limited.

.Josp.phsoD junction arrays not yet have been measured at the TTF linac. To show the sub-
stantial improved signal-to-noise ratio of a series of junctions, its simulated voltage response for
completely uncorrelated noise contributions is shown in Fig.6.13. Only a few replicated rf-pulses
are sufficient to measure a frequency component at sufficient large temperature and conservative
IcRn-products. where they should do not show any structure in I-V-characteristic caused from
the critical current spread. This should be guaranteed by using a large number of junctions
resulting in a symmetric current response. Otherwise its signal-to-noise ratio gain renders the
possibility for noise rounding the I-V -characteristic for operation at higher temperatures. The
signal-to-noise ratio gain from series array of about .IN "" I!I! mainly used here for an oper-
ation at higher temperature of the spectrometer. The Josephson oscillation averages out ami
the rf-pulses are clearly seen in the voltage response. The inset of the filtered voltage response
Fig.6.13c indicates its sensible influence on rf-pulse spacing. However, as depicted in Fig.6.14,
the situation is more relaxed for a macro-bunch measurement without using a folded FPI or
many series arrays.

My approach to solve this problem is shown by the circuit in Fig.6.15. The basic idea of the
circuit is, that for a short down-mixed rf-pulse during the measuring time e:.T, the integrated
capacitor C3 bias the junction 1. The inductivity LI let the rf-radiation, modelled by the
current source II, into the junction but represents a small inductance for the down-mixed pulsed
reponse. Fig.6.16b shows the decreasing voltage at junction 1 and its current readed by an ideal
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Figure 6.14: (a) More dense spectrum compared to Fig.6.19a. (b) Voltage response of an rf-pulse
series produced for example from FP I. The remaining parameters are given by Fig. 6. 19.

The slew rate of the readout system can be reduced. In this mode, contrary to the single-bunch
measurement shown in Fig.6.13, the averaging is only limited by the next rf-pulse appearing and
the properties of the FPI Fig.6.6.
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IIn this section I present the next generation sensors for spectroscopic applications. As discussed
in section 6.2 the main disadvantage using a series array concerns its spread of ciritical currents
and resistances, which prevents Hilbert transform spectroscopy based on HTS materials at
l~t for low operating temperatures and high frequencies. But even if all junctions within
a series array are identical it must be guaranteed, that all junctions get the same rf-power
and produce an identical Shapiro step. Experimentally this is difficult to fulfill. Getting
independent of the junction parameter spread and the rf-coupling every junction within the se-
ries array must be voltage biased e:.fi=O and a pickup of the current change e:.i must be realized.
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dc-SQUIDI of unity gain. Due to the primary inductance rf-transformers are unsuitable for a
current pickup, when using a voltage biasing. To prevent the capacitor discharge another low
impedance network, represented by junction 2 over the inductivity L4 has to compensate the
voltage decrease with possibly the same but reverse characteristic. I implemented the reverse
characteristic by changing the polarity of the current change 12 from junction 2 with respect to
II. According to Fig.6.16b the mirror network improves dramatically the stability of the voltage.
The small glitches are caused from the decoupling inductivities Ll, L2 and the slew rate of the
pulsed currents 11, 12. As depicted in Fig.6.16a the reverse current change is guaranteed by
having slightly different voltages within the networks with respect to the Shapiro step. In other

A voltage biasing can be either done by a current biased junction using a fast regulation, as dis-
cussed in section 6.3 or biasing the junction directly. There are several experimental limitations
making a "Voltage biasing for junctions with small normal-state resistance Rn difficult.
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penetrates the rf-dc-SQUID loop and consists ofthe external applied flux <I>a, the self induced flux
LJ from circular current and the flux produced from different bias currents 11, h of the different
junction branches. 01, respeCtively 02 denotes the junctions phase differences. The current
change from rf-radiation should be given in analogy to the circuit Fig.6.15 by the averaged
circular current J. In normalized quantities we yield
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The modulation depth parameter fh is defined by ~L = 2LIc/<I>0, where L is the inductivity
between both junctions. cPo = <I>a/<I>o denotes the external normalized flux. To simplify I restrict
the simulations to a symmetric rf-dc-SQUID with." = O. Instead of reviewing the formalism
of dc-SQUIDs from [Sta95) and its numerical implementations, I proove, that Hilbert trans-
form spectroscopy can be used with rf-dc-SQUIDs. Fig.6.18a shows the simulated response of a
symmetric rf-dc-SQUID for monochromatic rf-radiation. Without external flux both junctions
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Figure 6.16: (a) Schematic sketch of a voltage biasing by using a second junction with reversed
current change and correction voltages. (b) PSPICE simulated pulsed current reponse II from
down-mixfd rf·radiation, voltage 51 and current time traces of junction 1.
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Frequency 0=2.0
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words, the symmetry breaks by using a voltage drop ±Vk generated by the resistances R1, R2.
The operation is then charaderized by

Junction 1: U=UO-Vk, -t>I=I(Uo-Vk,irtT~O)-I(Uo-Vk,irl=O)~O V Vk,rO -+ 0 (6.13)
Junction 2: U=UO+J,k, +t>I=I(Uo+Vk,ir/~O)-I(Uo+Vk,irl=O)~O.

The main advantage of this concept is, that the capacitor hils to compensate only the difference
between the pulsed current responses 11, 12. This is taken into account by using the current
source 13. The circuit operates at very low junction resistances and is independent of the
junctions parameter spread. If both networks are identical the capacitor C3 can be left. In this
case both junctions represent simply a symmetric irradiated dc-SQUID. According to Fig.6.17,
I name it rf-dc-SQUID. The phase coherence condition of the Cooper· pair wavefunction of a
dc-SQUID is given by

02 - 01 + f Adi= 02 - 01 + 27r:: = 211'n, with <I>t = <I>a + LJ + ."L~, n E N, (6.14)

where the integral defines the collected vector potential A from SQUID loop. The total flux <I>t
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Figure 6.18: (a) Runge-Kutta simulated I- V-characteristic and circular current response of an ri-
de-SQUID for voltage biased Josephson junctions using monochromatic. (b) Conceptual design
for an rf-dc-SQUID series array.

operates independently and the averaged circular current j vanishes. In contrary to the high
frequency circuit shown in Fig.6.l6, an rf-dc-SQUID addional fulfill the phase coherence COll-

dition of the superconductors. It is obvious, instead of applying a correction voltage, that the
symmetry break can be done by using a small external flux. In fact, for cPa ~ 0 the averaged
circular current do not vanishes at the Shapiro step. According to Fig.6.l8a the rf-dc-SQUID,



which operates exactly at the crosspoint of the pertubated and unperturbated 1-Y-characteristic
confirms a constant averaged voltage Llu=O and therefore the operation of the successful volt-
age biasing. At this working point the circular current gain its maximum, as expected. The
simplified measuring setup of an rf-dc-SQUID series array is shown in Fig.6.18b. The circu-
lar cuneot change Lljma% is detected by a second dc-SQUID. Both junctions are biased by a
single LP-antenna. The circular currents are collected from different rf-dc-SQUIDs by using
integrated rf-transformers with sufficient broadband characteristic. The main advantage using a
superconductive loop is, that the loop inductivity /h consisting of the antennas and transform-
ers impedance can be dimensioned much larger than it is the case for the high frequency circuit
shown in Fig.6.15. This is caused. according to the voltage of a symmetric dc-SQUID

11= ~ d6\ + ~d62

2 dT 2 dT

an rf-dc-SQUID series array with uncorrelated temperature fluctuations this effect should be
negligible. Fig.6.1 9a,b shows the simulated averaged current and averaged circular current
response of an rf-dc-SQUID irradiated with coherent rf-radiation. As expected, according to
Fig.6.20, the voltage biasing concept of the junctions using rf-dc-SQUIDs works also for coherent
rf-radiation during pulsed operation, especially when using small normal-state resistances. The
dependence of the I-Y-characteristic and circular current change on the applied flux <Po is
shown in Fig.6.21a,b. According to Fig.6.21c the maximum circular current change is scaled
linearly with the applied flux <Po within the operation mode. The I-Y-characteristic for various
rf-power values is shown in Fig.6.21d. As depicted in Fig.6.2Ie the maximum circular current
change Lljmoz is proportional to the irradiated current change iT! in accordance to Fig.3.5
at noisless operation. Fig.6.2lf shows the transfer function of the rf-dc-SQUID. As depicted

by the ph.ase coherence condition Eq.6.14 of the Cooper-pair wavefunction of the dc-SQUID. An
asymmetry of the junctions critical currents, resistances or inductivities effects only the shape
of the 1-V-characteristic, but not the voltage biasing concept. In this case each rf-dc-SQUID
has to be biased seperately. The noise rounding of the 1-Y-characteristic is caused by thermal
activated phase jumps, which produce a pulsed output voltage characteristic [Sta95]. Within
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Figure 6.19: Runge-Kutta simulated averaged (a) current change and (b) circular current re-
sponse of an rf-dc-SQ UID for voltage biased Josephson junctions using coherent r/-radiation.
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have to he investigated. Here, I consider only the symmetry of a Shapiro step. In fact, the
symmetry of the 1-V-characteristic itsself can also be useful for generating the current reponse
asymmetry. The sensor might play an important role for future rf-applications using continuous
rf-radiation, because the external magnetic flux represents an additional chopper port, which
promises the suppression of all l/f-noise sources.

Proposition 25:
The presented rf-dc-SQ UID detector combine a very low-noise pickup, high readout bandwidth,
voltage biasing of junctions with small normal-state resistances. The detector is independent
of the junctions parameter spread and offers the opportunity for high integration without
external regulations.
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In this section the most important improvement of the TTF -spectrometer is presented. It strikes
that the measured Hilbert spectra, weather for continuous or pulsed rf-radiation, are limited to a
relative small bandwidth due to the decreasing signal-ta-noise ratio with frequency. This is due
to the fact, that the current response Eq.3.22 and Eq.4.36 of the Josephson junction decreases
far away from critical current with 1/lI2 As shown in section 4.6 by Fig.4.27f, although the
signal-ta-noise ratio gain of approximately 15 from series arrays, 3 from increased !cRn-product
and 5 from frequency separation of FPI with small rf-pulse spacing, cannot compensates the
inverse quadratic decrease of current response for an high frequency operation. To circumvent
the current response decrease, the input rf-power for higher frequencies must increased without
disturbancies from higber order Shapiro steps of lower frequencies Fig.4.17a. We call this a
frequency dependent rf-signal compensation or FDSC. For increasing the dynamic range of the
detector several realizations are possible.
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6.3.1 Fix frequency dependent compensation by quasioptical components

Far away from critical current, the current response Eq.3.19 decreases with l/iou ~ 1/u2 with
increasing frequency u=Wj/wc' The response function Eq.3.20 corrects this by multiplying the
inverse. External white noise sources oi, especially from measurement system, also scaled up
with increasing frequency by the response function,1.2 A

1.0. b.i(u) = r: b.i(u, lI) dfl + 0;

resulting in a decreased signal-ta-noise ratio. This is typical for reconstructed spectra using
Hilbert transfor'11 spectroscopy [Schi]. To prevent this, especially for the TTF broadband ap-
plication, an important improvement is to compensate the signal decrease by increasing the
rf-guiding transfer function IKrf(lI)I in the high frequency range, respectively decreasing rf-
guiding transfer in the low frequency range

g(u) = ~ (M(u) + oil io(u)u, "/ M(u) = 8~u K:[IKrf(lI)I si(lI)] "" const.,

-0.5 0.0 0.5
magnetic flux ~.

Figure 6.21: Runge-Kutta simulated (a) 1- V-characteristic, (b) circular curent change and its
(c) flux dependence for a single Shapiro step irmdiat,ed on a symmetric rf-dc-SQUID. The flux
is varied by 4>on = 0.0594n + 0.01. (d), (e) Circular current in dependence of rf-power for
i~n;= 10(4.-.+40)0-4, a = 5.204/97 and (f) transfer function of a symmetric rf-dc-SQUID.

the voltage is constant for a sufficient small applied flux. Therefore the rf-dc-SQillD itseU
cannot be used to pickup the circular current change. I emphasize, that the current readout
is exactly only valid for symmetric Shapiro steps. For analyzing asymmetric Shapiro steps, its
shape or continuous spectra the assumption for voltage biasing is no more valid. Similar to
the limitations of Hilbert transform spectroscopy, further aualytical or numerical calculations

resulting in a more precise recovery of pulse shape. Contrary to astronomy applications at the
TTF linac enough rf-power is provided [Gei99]. The voltage response gains dramatically in the
high frequency range resulting in a nearly frequency independent signal-ta-noise ratio ratio. As
mentioned before, a minimum capable rf-pulse spacing increases the voltage response. Especially
for non-overlapping spectral lines f(il)« fiR, the reconstructed spectrum Eq.3.29 is cUIrently
derived.



The spectral reconstruction of a series of squared rf-pulses is shown in Fig.6.22 for a second or-
der high-pass compensation filter characteristic IKrl(!1)I. The reconstruction algorithm is listed
in Fig.4.18. The pre-scaling of the rf-spectrum can be realized with quasioptical components
like inductive meshes Fig.6.1 for various frequency characteristics. Placing the compensation
filters in the rf-guide we have no further increase of noise contributions. Using this method
the detectors dynamic range increase dramatically. Furthermore a high order cutoff filter, sim-
ilarly the actual implemented waveguide, is not neccessary. Fig.6.23 shows a complete time
domaiu reconstruction of two gaussian rf-pulses using a 2nd order high-pass filter compensation.
According to Fig.6.23g the reconstructed time resolution for using high-Tc spectroscopy is about
iDfs. As shown in Fig.6.23d for small rf-pulses, a further decrease of current response is caused
from the If-pulse spectrum itself, which is not fully compensated by the rf-filter characteristic.
As discussed in section 4.5.3, mixing effects dominates linear effects, when using an FDSC. To
simplify we do not compensate this analytically by Eq.4.55 in Fig.6.~2 and Fig.6.23. However, in
order to reduce the rf-radiation amplitude, we must operate far away from the academic Hilbert
spectroscopy limit Eq.6.19 near the absolute rf-power ratings taking some effects into account.
The low frequency range of current response of Fig.6.22d reveals the details.

• Critical current background.
The superposition of all Dth order Shapiro steps produces a continuous background. There-
fore the spectrum shifts out from unperturbated I-V -characteristic getting asymmetric.
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• Multi-harmonic mixing
This effect is clearly present, especially when using the compensation. Down and up mixed
difference frequencies from spectrum appears mainly in the low frequency range, especially
for a discrete band limited spectrum below the filter cutoff at multiple repetition frequencies
!1R > !1F caused by the rf-pulse spectral envelopes near l/Tp.

• Higher order Shapiro steps
They appear for an equidistant spectrum, contrary to monochromatic rf-radiation, at any
multiple repetition frequency !1n =n!1R scaled by the spectral distribution Eq.4.47.

As discussed in section 4.3.2, in principle all effects can be compensated up to the absolute
maximum rf-power ratings by using the stochastical solution of the RCSJ-model based on
hardware simulators. The comparison between the reference current response and one caused
by a trial time domain distribution terminates the iteration leading to the irradiated rf-signal.
However. the single rf-pulse spectrum is given by the envelope of the discrete spectrum,
represented only by a finite number of spectral points .Fig.6.23e. The number of' sampling
points for spectrum recording is limited by the fixed timing of the replicated rf-pulse series
from a folded FPI or limiting number of junction arrays. For sharp Shapiro responses the
inverse Hilbert transformation can be eliminated by evaluating spectral points at maximum
Shapiro step directly from the current response, which was derived by Eq.4.15. A given
current response defining from left b..i;;, respectively right b..i~ of n-th Shapiro step gives the
appropriate n-th harmonics of induced spectral rf-current b..irl.n for a suffcient symmetric step as
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Figure 6.22: Runge-Kutta simulated frequency dependent rf-signal compensation tlsing a 2nd
order high-pass filter of quasioptical components. Appropriate (a) time domain rf-signals, (b)
spectra, (c) voltage response, (d) current response, (e) response function and (e) reconstructed
Hilbert spectrum using the smallband correction factor k •.
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Analyzing Eq.6.20 by measuring Shapiro steps at t.i%,t.i~, namely simultaneously at different
frequencies with M x M series arrays a simplier concept for a single-bunch measurement using
a quasioptical rf-input coupling system is shown in Fig.6.24a. Contrary to Fig.6.9 no time
multiplexing or folded FFPI's are needed. The requirements on the high frequency signal
pickup are more relaxed with a bandwidth of fM = [50kHz, lOOMHz] for the proposed bunch
timing [TDR01). According to the phase dependent current response Eq.4.46 a unique phase
reconstruction of the rf-signal consisting of K spectral lines must performed using K different
junctions and rf-input characteristics, which vary the parameter a~(!:k.fiR)' Fig.6.24b shows
a schematic proposal for a single-bunch measurement using reflective delay structures, which
promise an operation beyond the frequency limit of FPI structures of approximately 3THz. The
beam is defocussed for all frequencies by a curved mirror and partly imaged onto the reflective
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Figure 6.23: R.unge-[(utta simulated Hilbert reconstruction of rf-pulses using a 2nd order high-
pass jilter compensation pushed to the high-Tc frequency limit. Corresponding (a) rf-signal, (b)
I- V-characteristic, (c) voltage response, (d) response function, (e) reconstructed spectrum, (f)
phase and (g) time signal reconstruction.

Figure 6.24: Quasioptical input coupling system for single pulse measurements by using J.1 x M
series arrays operating at different frequencies using (a) FPI pulse replicators or (b) reflective
delay structures.



time dela.y structure. Depending on the truncation loss, the rf-compensation characteristic can
be presicely adjusted by the shape of the curved mirror. The time delay structure consists of n
displaced mirrors imaging the junction series arrays and produces n rf-pulses. The dimension
of each mirror must be much larger than the considered wavelengths. The main features can be
summerized.

depends on the dynamic range of the rf-power regulation and on the frequency dependent
rf-power maximum ratings, derived in the previous sections. The next simple statement
eliminates many experimental limitations for an FOSC with fixed rf-power transmittance.

!i Proposition 26:
, • Folded FPI is not needed.

• Reduced bandwidth of about fM = [50kHz, 100MHz] for bunch timing proposal (TDROlj.
• Increase of junction number within a series array.
• No complicated time multiplexing.

Proposition 2'7:
A n active regulation of rf-power with sufficient dynamic range offers a constant signal-to-noise
ratio compensating the spectrometers frequency characteristic and time dependent response
from pulse replica tor structures.

Althougl:1 Eq.6.21 is exactly only valid in the small signallimil. we use it only for a conversion
from current response to induced rf-cmrent avoiding numerical simulations of a single Shapiro
step beyond the small signal limit. Because high frequency components from rf-pulse itself
fnll dramatically with frequency, we have to overcompensate the junctions transfer function.
Eq.6.18 describes this case for having a constant current response over a wide frequency range
including the rf-pulse spectral decrease. As depicted in Fig.6.22b, a high order cutoff filter,
similarly the actual implemented waveguide, is not yet neccessary. A fix installed frequency
compensation should be realized by higher order inductive meshes placed outside the FPI
resonators to prevent absorption losses "from mesh material operating in the quasioptical regime.
The maximum operation frequency of the Josephson junction depends on the superconductors
energy gap. Rather than the BCS weak-coupling value of 3.5kBT" most data for the energy
gap of high-Te materials suggest larger values of about Eg = 4kBTe ... 7k8T. Using E = hw we
yield for the junctions maximum operating frequency fHTSJ, root-mean-square bunch length
crt, square bunch length tp with its resolved n-th harmonic t:.f =n/tp

_ !!L _ I 21rlin 21rlin
fHTX-21r1i - t:.t' crt= v'I2E

g
' tp=---e; with Eg=4kBTe ... 7kBT (6.23)

With this the complete frequency dependent rf-power coupling of the spectrometer and the
rf-pulse spectrum itself can be compensated. This concerns especially the frequency dependence
of meshes from folded FPI and the antenna. Furthermore, the time dependent rf-power
decay from truncation and absorption loss of meshes from folded FPI does not effect the
signal-to-noise ratio. The extra dimensions of a series array or other chip structures within
the antenna disturb their broadband characteristic and limit the upper cutoff frequency of
the spectrometer. An rf- power regulation resulting in a constant signal- to- noise ratio prevents
this. Indeed, the spectrometers rf-characteristic IKrf(n)l has to be measured seperately with
rf-sources by Fourier spectroscopy, blackbody radiation or THz spectroscopy. But who actually
regulate the rf-power. According to the normalized rf-current and frequency

. Irf
Irf = 1;'

. I
1= !C' n=~,

We

the induced rf-current Irj can be varied by changing the critical current Ie of the junction. It is
obvious, that the working point n changes also by we(Ic) requiring a voltage biasing u = const.
or current biasing with regulation. Fig.6.25a explains the mechanism.

Te [K] Eg fHTSJ [THz] crt (f sJ, [Ilm] tp [f s], [Ilm] t:.t (f s], lJlm]
YBa2Cu307 n=5 n=5 n=5 n=1

92 4kBTe 8.1 176 (51) 611 (177) 122 (35)
92 7kBTe ",14.2 101 (30) 349 (101) 70(20)

(a) 7 (b)
Temperature T-30K 1.0 Temperature

6 Nonnal resistance T=77K
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0.2~••>
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Table 6.2: Parameters for high-Te superconducting bulk material: Critical temperature Te• energy
gap Eg, frequency of n-th harmonic from rf-pulse t:.f. minimum gaussian pulse width crt. square
pulse width tp and time resolution t:.t.

Mixer experiments with Josephson junctions based on high- Te superconductors prove at least
an operation of up to 30THz [Gr095]. As listed in Tab.6.2 the root-mean-square bunch length
values, as expected for the TTF2 and TESLA linear collidier [TOROI], promise an rf-pulse shape
measurement.

Figure 6.25: (aJ Simulated current change for fixed incoming rf-current by varying the criti-
cal current. (b) Measured critical current dependence on flux density of a series array of 105
junctions with flux focusers for higher magnetic sensitivity from (Kre99j.

6.3.2 Variable frequency and time dependent compensation by regulation

The fix installed frequency domain rf-signal compensation (FOSC) should compensate the main
rf-power of the junctions characteristic and typical spectra of pulse shapes. Different rf-pulse
spectra lead to small deviations from ideal compensation and finally to a worse signal-to-noise
ratio for high frequencies. The exact mixing of filter characteristic and rf-power regulation

With this a change of critical current Ie does not change the working point u but indeed the rf-
power ITj and therefore the voltage change t:.u(Irj) with optimized signal-to-noise ratio. Without
a regulation the critical current changes also the working point and saturates the high frequency
system readout. Because the temperature dependence of the critical current is a slow process,
the critical current can be varied by its influence on the magnetic field over the magnetic flux



sensitivity of the junction and its effective area A.ff(T) shown in Fig.6.25b. The effective area of
a junction depends on the temperature weakly as a consequence of the temperature dependent
London penetration depth 'xdT). For the current response Eq.4.19 for monochromatic rf-
radiation and voltage Eq.6.25. respectively current driven Eq.6.26 junction and Frauenhofer
pattern 1e( ~Y' T) Fig.6.25b, we yield

M __ 12 ~ ( .!!.- ) wrlwc(1c(~y, T))2
max- rIg 2e JWe(Ie(~y,T))2+W~I(3we(Ie(~y,T))2+2w~l)

f'l,U - 12 ~ (.!!.-) We(Ie(~Y, T))2 !!:!:.- with
max - rl S 2e (3we(Ie(~y, T))2 + 2w~,) kBT

1c(~y, T) = 1e(O, T) Isin;;:;~:o)I, ~y = ByA.ff(T).

The suitable hardware is straightforward and shown in Fig.6.27 for a voltage biased junction.
The rf-pulse spacing of about Ins-5ns from a folded FPI for a single-bunch measurement requires
a fast regulation time. For optimized signal-to-noise ratio over a wide frequency range and
limited regulation time a two phase measurement with time multiplexing is recommended.

1
kBT

Phase 1: A fast regulation within a shifted quasi single-bunch measurement adjusts and
stores the rf-power compensation characteristic with appropriate bias currents 1<f>,N(il)
and flux 1",.N(il) for every bunch from several macro-bunch measurements .

• Phase 2: The stored compensation characteristic IKr/(llll, represented by its bias cur-
rents 1<f>,N(il) and flux 1<f>,N(u) for each single-bunch, is recalled in the order of replicated
rf-pulses from folded FPI with deactivated regulation for a single-bunch measurement.

!·.;lDil.1"fa~~i·\":'t\'~I~)
I

ITF.Timi.n~

Figure 6.26: (a) TTF bunch timing. (b) RF adjustment within a shifted quasi single-bunch
mesasurement for optimized signal-to-noise ratio. (c) Single-bunch measurement with time mul-
tiplexing scheme.

Figure 6.27: Simplified setup for a single-bunch measurement with a frequency doamin r[-signal
compensation using a flux regulation for (a) current and (b) voltage biased junction arrays.



If the rf-pulse spectrum changes during the two phases, it effects only the signal-to-noise ratio
of the single-bunch measurement and not the spectral measurement itself. For bias current
stepping and flux compensation we recommend an ultra fast settling by digital components
with a minimum of noisy components at current output stage. For a voltage biased series array,
as depicted in Fig.6.27b, only a flux regulation for rf-signal compensation is needed. According
the detaiLed circuit design C.2, a fast ultra low-noise current readout can be achieved by using
balun rf-transformers with high turns ratio. The main disadvantage of varying the junctions
critical curreut to regulate the rf-power is the fact, that the signal-to-Iloise ratio given by Eq.4.81
is getting worse with decreasing critical current. To prevent this the variation of the spectral
rf-power bas to be done by several resistive meshes located within the quasioptical beam waist.
The meshes might consists of series arrays of bicystal junctions, which vary their differential
resistance approximately by a factor of 3. A significant insertion loss of rf-power caused by the
impedance mismatch of the meshes should be not a problem of the available peak rf-power at
the TTF. In summary, a single-bunch measurement requires several components.

Recently the !cRn-product of bicrystal junctions has been increased by a misorientation of their
crystal orientations based on SrTi03 substrates by a factor of 3 ... 5 [Div02b]. This gain de-
creasing the measurement time is considered by the parameter ~ in Fig.4.27 and critical current
1c(0) of Eq.4.81. As long as the substrate material is not placed within a replication structure
its additional loss should not a problem for the TTF application.

1. Decoupling rf-filter fr > 20G Hz.-
Hilbert spectroscopy requires a constant average voltage u(r) = const. and not, as in the
case of tunnel junctions, a constant time dependent voltage u(r) = const .. Therefore an
rf-fiJter must be placed on the chip to decouple the junction from the voltage source low
impedance prevending additional rf-power loss from high frequency loads. The filter is
naturally implemented when using rf-dc-SQUIDs.

2. Limitation of source ~sistance R"NJ < Zo/4:
For a high frequency signal pickup a two-point measurement of junction is recommended.
Signal power can be coupled out from junction by conventional transmission lines. A
voltage biasing can be realized for relative high resistances using a series array. The
presented rf-dc-SQUIDs are suitable for an operation of small normal-state resistances.

3. Ultra low-noise signal pickup and biasing fM = [50kHz, 4GHz], v's U,Amp < BOpV/.,fff;:
The design of an ultra low-noise and broadband signal pickup including biasing is an impor-
tant feature of a single-bunch measurement. In section C.2, a voltage and current amplifier
with excellent performance for different biasing is presented. Alternatively a SQUID am-
plifier without any U-cI>-characteristic linearization can be used. Using rf-transformers as a
current pickup is problematic, because its primary impedance increases the load impedance
for voltage biasing. The presented rf-dc-SQUIDs do not have this limitation.

4. Ultra fast settling of the critical current .1 tI < 5ns.-
The settling time of critical current can be improved by increasing the junctions magnetic
field sensitivity A,tt using flux focussing elements or square washers, well known from
superconducting interferometers. Their structural change of rf-coupling on the chip does
not effect the measured signal-to-noise ratio when using a regulation.

, 5. Fast regulation during rf-adjustment L1tR < 500ns:
The regulation and junction settling during phase 1 is performed by a DSP (Digital Signal
Processor). The time dependent current and flux settlings have to be reordered for a
minimum punch through the high frequency readout system.

Indeed the available peak rf-power at the TTF linac must be sufficient enough for a frequency
compensa.tion up to frequencies of several THz. According to Fig.4.11 the rf-current at satura-
tion. including the insertion loss of the FFP's, is far lower than the available peak rf-power at
the TTF (Gei99).



Summary and outlook

• Experimentally, performing broadband spectroscopy with pulsed rf-radiation, 'the junc-
tions voltage response at maximum rf-power rating reveals as a key feature and limits the
measuring bandwidth of the detector. The frequency dependent decrease of the junctions
current response limits the detectors dynamic range and requires a frequency domain rf-
signal compensation. The maximum current response is estimated for the actual spectrum
reconstruction algorithms of about 1% from the junctions lcRn-product.

Several methods to increase the measuring bandwidth has been presented, promlSlllg a
single rf-pulse measurement at the Linar accelerator. The operation of series arrays con-
sisting of up to 200 junctions based on high-Tc Josephson junctions made of YBa2CUSOj
on LaAlOs substrates has been demonstrated.

• Theoretically, the detectors dynamic for pulse-type rf-signals within the Focker-Planck
formalism has been determined numerically and analytically in first order recurrence out-
side the Hilbert theory small signal limit. For this a difference recurrence relation scheme
has been introduced. For a current biased junction the voltage response and maximum
rf-power ratings for monochromatic rf-radiation, single rf-pulse, series of rf-pulses and arbi-
trary spectral distributions have been determined. Concerning a constant voltage response
a decrease of rf-pulse width can be compensated by increasing the rf-pulse pea~ent
within the delta pulse limit. For the rf-pulses repetition rate this is not valid for a unique
spectrum reconstruction. The maximum peak rf-power ratings for pulse-type rf-signals are
of the same order as for monochromatic rf-radiation.

• Well defined quasioptical rf-pulse replication structures based on Fabry-Perot. interferom-
eters have been investigated with time domain spectroscopy. This render the possibility
of a low temperature operation using junctions with high lcRn-products and high spectral
resolution. Measurements of the actual spectrometer with monochromatic rf-radiation in
the low frequency range reveals a high selective transmittance caused from multiple re-
flections within the sandwiched sample holder structure. These reflections increase the
voltage response but do not essentially influence the measured bunch form factors at the
linac for a spectrometer operated at liquid nitrogen.

In this thesis the method of Hilbert transform spectroscopy has been applied to determine
the longitudinal bunch form factor at the TESLA-Test-Facility linac by analyzing coherent
far-infrared transition radiation in the sub-millimeter wavelength range using high- Tc Josephson
junctions made of YBa2CU30j on LaAI03 substrates. The main results of this work are briefly
as follows:

• The dependence of measured bunch form factors of the ps-regime from bunch compressor
phase and gun laser power for the TTF linac of repetition rate of 54MHz, macrobunch
length of 8/l-s and 60 box-car samples has been demonstrated. The results are in accordance
with simulations. Multiple reflections within the sandwiched sample holder bridge at
least a pulse pause of about 20ns. The available voltage resolution within the rough
electromagnetic environment of the linac was about 50n V. The concept of narrow band
rf-amplifier readout fails, because of the phase correlation of the pulsed voltage response.

• Higher order spectral corrections of multi-harmonic mixing effects from several Shapiro
steps are determined analytical and are responsible for the lack of current response com-
pensation by the rf-current concerning the repetition rate dependence. For a discrete
spectrum these effects are based on its combinatoric spectral distribution.

• In accordance with stochastical and Focker-Planck solutions of the RSJ-model higher Or-
der effects reveal a phase dependence of the detectors stationary voltage response from
rf-sigmil. For at least two spectral lines a phase reconstruction has been derived. Recur-
sive algorithms for hardware realizations, which promise a unique spectral reconstruction
beyond the Hilbert theory, have been presented. Ghost spectra and its symmetry breaking
mechanism for dense spectra have been revealed. This promise a phase reconstruction of
rf-radiation far away from validity of Hilbert theory opening a new window for spectroscopy
using Josephson junctions.

.• The next generation Josephson junction arrays (rf-dc-SQUIDs) for spectroscopy using
discrete spectra have been presented. They combine a very low-noise signal pickup. high
readout bandwidth and voltage biasing of junctions with small normal-state resistances.
The sensor is independent of the junctions parameter spread and has the opportunity
for high integration without external regulations. For spectroscopic applications using
continuous rf-radiation the sensor offers additional a chopper port, which promises the
suppression of all I/f-noise sources.

• Measurements with a far-infrared laser have proven an operation of the spectrometer at
frequencies at least of about 1.19 THz. Josephson self resonances clearly indicate an
operation far above this frequency and prove the successful operation of the broadband
LP-antenna input coupling structure. The rf-power insertion loss of the spectrometer is
mainly caused from the frequency selectivity of the broadband LP-antenna structures.
Josephson junctions and series arrays made of YBa2CUSOj have been prepared for the
first time on symmetric 24n LaAI03 bicrystals with low loss substrate material.

• Broadband Hilbert spectroscopy of pulse-type rf-signals requires a frequency domain rf-
signal compensation, which can be realized by quasioptical components using transmittive
or reflective structures. The regulation of the spectral rf-power can be realized by varying
the junctions critical current or the circular current of rf-dc-SQUIDs over external maguetic
fields with sufficient dynamic range.

• The rf-power regulation requires a voltage biasing of the detector and an ultra low-noise
current rf-amplifier readout, which has already been designed. Josephson junction arrays
limit noise contributions from the readout system and have to be investigated for low



temperature operation. Getting independent of the junctions parameter spread and using
small normal-state resistances of the junctions, especially rf-dc-SQUIDs arrays have to be
investigated. Their circular curreut pickup has to be realized by a low-noise aud high
frequency operating SQUID amplifier.
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• To relax the timing situation using a frequency domain rf-signal compensation, a minimum
of 7x7 Josephson junction series arrays have to operate at different frequencies simultane-
ously within the bunch repetition phase.

• The complicated spectrum reconstruction concerning the detectors non-linearity, noise
and cutoff effects has to be omitted by using hardware solutions of the RCSJ-model,
which promise a further reduction of the measuring time. Focker-Planck calculations
including the junctions capacity, have to be investigated. Analytical descriptions of rf-dc-
SQUIDs for the seperation of its high frequency properties have to be worked out. The
introduced difference recurrence relations suggests a more general validity of the Hilbert
theory extended for non RSJ-model type Josephson junctions.

I pointed out, that a single-bunch measurement based on Hilbert spectroscopy has no essential
detector dead time and offers an uncritical synchronization and sampling of bunch pulses of
at least a frequency range of 100GHz-3THz. Contrary to Fourier spectroscopy, heterodyn or
bolometer receiver, Hilbert spectroscopy based on Josephson junctions offers a high frequency
resolution promising a phase reconstruction of the rf-signal. Concerning sub-millimE-ter spec-
troscopy we believe, that quasioptical delay structures and low order filters for a compensation
using transmittance or reflective structures are easier to realize than complicated sandwiched
narrow higher order filters using different element shapes. A reliable time domain reconstruction
~y the Kramers-Kronig relation should be extended for arbitrary rf-signals by the investigation
of phase informations from higher order effects and the intersection range with conventional
sampling scopes for an integrated hybrid scope of sub-ps resolution and high sensitivity.

The TESLA-Test-Facility2 with permanent access will be an important coherent transition radi-
ation source for the development of integrated high frequency components in the sub-millimeter
range.
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Mathematical supplement

<p(r) = 2 arctan (.!. + V
i5 - 1 tan( V

i5 -1 r + Xl) .
10 10 2

The normalized voltage is u(r) = d<p(r)ldr

u(r)=(i~-1) 1 .
io + ~ (cos (Jiij -1 r + 2X) + J(iij -1) sin (Viij -1 r + 2X))

The last expression can be simplified by substituting sin 0 = 1/io. Then cos 0 = (1-sin2 0)1/2 =
(iij - 1)1/2/io leads with the constant X, determined by the initial conditions and choosen such
that

Iu this chapter analytic expressions and numerical methods used in this thesis are derived. First
of all a review of Hilbert transform spectroscopy is given. Beyond this, numerical methods to
solve tridiagonal recurrence relations for arbitrary rf-signals within the FP formalism are pre-
sented. For pulse-type rf-signals analytic expressions for the voltage response in first recurrence
order are deduced in the time domain. For periodic rf-signals a spectral representation within
the FP formalism is presented, as well as higher order miring and phase effects.

( ) (i5 - 1)
u r =

io + sin ( Jiij - 1 r + 2X + 0)

u(r) = (i~ij_-_1_)__

io - cos ( Jiij - IT)
The dc voltage measured across the junction is the time-average of u(r). The period of oscillation

is defined by ro = 27f I Jiij - 1

/
+00

S(w) = F[ir!(r)] = -00 ir!(r)eifl'dr

ir!(r) = rl[S(fl)] = ..!.. /+00 S(fl)e-;I1T dfl
21i -00

s;(fl) = lim 21TF' [ir!(r)]F[ir! (r)]
T--.oo

_ 1 r.... i2-1 2 [ ((iO-l)tan(Jif=l~)J]'=""
u = - in 0 dr = - arctan ----~----

ro 0 io - cos ( Jiij - 1 r) ro Vi5 - 1 ,=0

The argument of the tangent function is zero at the lower boundary and 7f at the upper boundary.
The arctan function advances by 7f between two successive zeros of its argument. Therefore we
obtain the simple formula

Starting from linear signal theory by using theorems of Fourier transforms from unnormalized
pair of time t and frequency t, we yield with Tab.3.1 the following normalized theorems.

fi = {O {;2--;
Via -1

for liof ~ 1

for liol > 1

1 /+T 1 /+001im "T i~!(r)dr = - si(fl)dfl
T-+oo •.. -T 21r -00

00

i = io + L aki~! '
k=1

. ( ~ b 'k) . b . ( b?) 2sm <PO+ ~ k Ir! ""sm <PO+ 1cos <POIr!+ ~ cos <PO- "2 sin <Po ir!.

Eq.A.7 and Eq.A.8 are introduced into the differential Eq.3.6. Sorting for powers of ir! we get

d<po. . ()d;; + sm <Po= 10 A.9

dbl
dr +b1cos<po = al + sin (flr) for k = 1 (A.lO)

d~ b2
d;+~cos<po=a2+1sin<po for k=2. (A.Il)

This section outlines the theory of Hilbert transform spectroscopy for Josephson junctions using
the RSJ-model by the slowly varying phase (SVP) approximation in second order perturbation
theOry as worked out by several authors [Gei99]. We follow the authors for pointing out, that
Hilbert theory is deviated only for continuous rf-radiation.

A Josephson junction obeying the RSJ model is described by Eq.3.4. For io > 1, d<pldr =
io-sin<p(r) '" 0 which can separated d<p/(io-sin<p) =dr. Integration gives with an arbitrary



Eq.A.9 describes the junction characteristic without radiation and is solved by Eq.A.2. Eq.A.I0
and Eq.A_ll are of the form . u2 ..

'Po = io _ cos (il-r) = 10 - SJn'Po
. 1- io COS (tiT)

sm 'Po = io _ cos (il-r) .

The general solution of this equation is

bk = exp (- r COS'Pod-rl) (r exp (IT' cos'Po d-rll)fk(-rl
) d-rl)

Inserting the latter expression into Eq.A.22 and solving for the second-order correction a2 of the
dc current we find

a2 = --2
1

(1 - io cos (il-r)) b~ .
10

An expression for cos 'Po can be derived from Eq.3.6. Taking the derivative with respect to the
normalized time one obtains

.:po dln<,bo
cOS'Po = --;- = --- .

'Po d-r

Eq.A.21 has to be substituted for b1 and with the identity

l-ioCOS(Ji~-l-r) 00 kCOS(kJi~-I-r)
---~--~2 = -2 L k

(io - cos (Ji~ - l-r) ) k=1 (io + Ji~- 1)Inserting Eq.A.14 into Eq.A.13 the latter equation yields

b _ . IT !k(-r') d I

k - 'Po <,bo(-r') -r .

a2 = 2.t kcos (k~ -r) (io cos (117") _ cos ((ll - il) -r) _ cos ((ll + u) -r))2
aOk=1 (. G-;)k II 2(Il-u) 2(Il+u)

10 + VI(j - 1

Therefore the integrand in Eq.A.15 is not allowed to have a dc component. This can be seen as
follows. We form the long-term time average of bk

Note that only the first two terms k = {I, 2} of the sum are included in taking the time average.
Three terms have to be evaluated and integrated leading to

T =~/T 1 [-aOCOS2(1l-rI)COS2(il-rI)]d-r1
1 -r io(io + u) II (ll - u)

To =~/T I [-aoCOS2(1l-rI)COS2(u-rI)]d-r1
2 -r io(io + u) II (ll + u)

To = ~/T 2 [{cos2 (u-r') cos2 (ll-r') - sin2 (u-r') sin2 (ll-r')) (cos2 (u-r')-sin2 (u-rl))] d-r'
3 -r io (io + u)2 2 (1l2 -u2)

1
a2 = Tl + T2 + T3 = - 4io (1l2 _ u2) . (A.27)

~ 1 loT. 1
bk = lim -T bkd-r = lim -T(bk(T) - bk(O)) .

T~oo 0 T-+oo

Assuming in the integrand in Eq.A.15 a dc component A. Then bk(T) - bk(O) would be of the
form A . T plus a bounded term due to the ac components of the integrand in Eq.A.15. From
the condition b;; =0 follows A=O immediately. The condition b; =0 implies

where he-r) = al +sin (ll-r) has been inserted. Keeping in mind that al describes a pure dc
current component, Eq.A.18 can be solved for al

al=~sin(ll-r)cos(u-r) -t al=O,
10

A second order non-zero dc current component remains after the integration. This leads to a
resonance type correction of the dc 1-V-characteristic from Josephson junction.

'2
t::J. . - ·2 _ Irt , • ..J. ro

1- a21rt - - 4io (1l2 _ il2) lor li r " .

From Eq .•<\.19 follows directly that there is no first order dc current component introduced by
the small ac current The first order phase correction I>t(-r) can be calculated from Eq.A.15 setting
al=O.

. ITsin(Il-r
I
) I 1 IT

{ ('))' ( ') Ibl = 'Po --. -d-r = . (_ io - cos il-r sm ll-r d-r,
'Po 10 - cos li-r)

b=- 1 (ioCOS(Il-r) COS((Il-il)-r)_COS((Il+u)-r)).
I io-cos(il-r) II 2(Il-il) 2(Il+u)

The next step is the solution of Eq.A.ll with the condition ~ =O. The absence of a dc component
in the integrand in Eq.A.15 means for k=2

According to Eq.3.22 Including noise -K-K- = 1 is not valid. Only in the limit f -t 0 it reduces
to 1rl1l = 1. To show this, applying the transform Eq.3.22 two times

(
b2 )a2 + i sin 'Po (io - cos (u-r)) = 0

1 100

(1 1)g(u) = K.(s;(ll)) = - 21r -00 (ll _ il) + if + (ll _ ul -if si(ll) dll

1 100

(1 1)si(ll') = -K-g(u) = - 21r -00 (Il' _ ul + if + (Il' _ u) _ if g(u) du



Inserting the series of rf-pulses Eq.4.32, respectively its spectrum into Eq.A.46, the current
spectral density becomes by using the definition of the convolution

I /+T .s;(O) = Jim S'(O) ?T I: o(r - nTR)' ir/,p(r) e,flT dr
T-+oo ... n -T

= lim S'(O) 21TI: /+T /+00 ir/,p(r')o(r - r' - nrR)dr'e;flT dr
T-+oo n -T -00

= Jim S'(O) /+00 ir/,p(r') Jim 2
l
T I: /+T o(r - r' - nrR)eiOr drdr'

T-+oo -00 T-too n-T

= lim S'(O) /+00 ir/,p(r')eiOr'dr' lim ~ I: einnrR
T->oo -00 T->oo 2T nE[-T/TR,+T/rR]

1
= lim S'(O) -F[i'ip(r)], and proceeding the first term analog

T-tOC' 'TR '

+00 I +00
= n'f;ooe;onrR rR F[ir/,p(r)]F[ir/,p(r)] =n'f;ooo C: -n) r~ F[ir/,p(r)]F[ir/,p(r)]

+00 I
= OR I: o(O-nllR):;:-F[ir/,p(r)]F[ir/,p(r)] .

0=-00 R

i (r) = {ip V Irl:'S rp/2
r/.p 0 V else

= ~ JO" s;(ll) JO" ( I. + 1.) ( 1. + 1.) dii dll (A.31)
411'2 ll' - ii + ~r ll' - ii - ~r II - ii + ~r 0 - ii - ~r

-00 -00

I Joo . [4rarctan(~) 4rarctan(~)
= 411'2 -00 s;(O) iil~oo (0' - 0)2 + 4r2 + (0' - 1l)2 + 4r2

2((0' - 1l)2 + 2r2) log(((ii - 0')2 + r2)/(ii - 0)2 + r2))] j+G' d- dll (A.32)
+ (ll' - O)((ll' - 1l)2 + 4r2) -u' U

Sp(ll) = IF[ir/,p(r)112 = i;r;Isi~~:i~2)1

2

For a gaussian rf-pulse with normalized width aT> amplitude scaled hy peak current ip.

. . I -~
~r/,p.(r) = Ip• = e "f

V 211'ar

the gaussian spectral power density is given by

Sp.(O) = IF[ir/,p.(r))12 = i;. e-£7;

with the particular case for ll' -4 II with z = fl' - 0

lim ~ (z + fl)2 - 2(%+ fl)ii + ii2 + r2 = 2(%+ fl) + 2ii = 0
,->0 Z fl2 - 211ii + ii2 + r2 02 - 20ii + ii2 + r2 I

with ao = v'2a
r
'

1 /00 2r
si(fl') = -K:.I.:(s;(ll)) =:; -00 s;(O) (fl' _ fl)2 + 4r2 dll.

Eq.A.34 reduces for r -4 0 with
• Series of rf-pulses
The current spectral density for a time signal results to

s;(fl) = /+00 Jim 2
1
T /+T ir/(r')ir/(r' + r) dr'e-iOr dr, S(fl) = F[ir/(r)]

-00 T-too -T

I /+T , '0 ' I /+00 in '= Jim 2T ir/(r )S(fl)e' r dr' = Jim -S(O) ir/(r')e r dr'
T-+oo -T T-too2T_00

= Jim ?ITr[ir/(r)]F[ir/(r)] V ir/(r) = ir/(-r), S(-ll) = S'(ll).
T-too ...

, 1. r
o(ll - fl ) = - hm (" "')2 r2

11' r->o "-,, +

Jim s;(fl') = -K:K:(s;(fl)) = /00 s;(fl)o(O' - fl) dll = s;(ll') '*r-+o -00
K: = 'H.,-K: = 'H.-1.

(A.36)

• Monochromatic rf-radiation
Starting from the autocorrelation function of the signal ir/( r) = ir/ cos(Or),

Rz(r) = lim ~ /+T ir/(r')ir/(r' + r) dr'
T-+oo 2T -T

1 /+T " 2 cos(fh) ( sin(2flT))
= Jim - i~/cos(Or )cos(ll(r + r)) dr= Jim ir/-?- 1+-2"T (A.38)T-+oo 2T -T T->oo _ "

= ·2 cos(fh) (I D(fl)) V D(O) = {I V fl = 0
'r/ 2 + . 0 V fl I' 0

the current spectral density is given by its Fourier transform of the autocorrelation. The integra-
tion over the limited function D(fl) vanishes. The result correspouds to the Parseval theorem.

s;(fl') = F[Rz(r)] = ~ i~/ (0(0' + fl) + 0(0' - 0))

• Single rectangular Igaussian rf-pulse
The current spectral density of a single rf-pulse vanish. According to the definition of the spectral
density EqA.35, this is because a single rf-pulse is time limited. But we can define its power
density by using the Fourier transform. Starting from the rectangular rf-pulse with ampJitude
ip and wid th rp

With 0 =mflR from delta function in Eq.A.54, the last term of Eq.A.51 reduces to 2T ITR' By
using o(ax) = o(x)/lal iu Eq.A.54 and rR = 211'lOR we finally yield the current spectral density
for a series of rf-pulses with single pulse shape ir/,p(r) in normalized units to



i~f-3dB(fl, fo) ~ .!. fl~ L Sp(nflR)
• 7r

nE [(nn~1'l,(nn~{21]
For the monochromatic spectral density A.40 the maximum ratings A.69 reduce to the maxi-
mum ratings for monochromatic rf-radiation i;'._3dB(fl, fo) scaled by Ok. The saturation effect
Eq.4.31 dominates in the low frequency range for high Josephson junction liuewidths and large
amplitudes of pulse-type signals. For the series of rf-pulses Eq.4.35 with sufficient dense spec-
trum flR« f(fl) the maximum peak current ratings results to

W(<p, T) = L en(T) sin(<p)e;n('I'+'i'O)
n

According to Eq.4.3 the voltage expectation value Eq.4.5 for a periodic probability density and
vanishing noise of ensemble averaging (iNCT)) =0) is given for the ansatz

= -i7r(cl (T)e-;'I'O -CI (T)ei'l'O) = -211' (Re [CdT)] sin(<po)+Im [CI (T)J cos(<po))

U(T) = io + irf(T) + 2dm [CI(T)] 'V <PO=0
U(T) = io + ir,(T) + 21fRe[cdT)J 'V <Po= 1f/2.

The averaged voltage response with ideal measured bandwidth l/TR is given by

1 IorH 21f 10TH

U = io + - irf(T)dT + - 1m [CI(T)] dT.
Tn 0 Tn 0

According to Eq.A.65 the voltage response change at working point io results to

(A. 57)

(A.58)

It is obvious, that neighbouring spectral lines convoluted by the Josephson junction noise also
produce additional spectral power at a fixed working point. These contributions have to sum-
marize scaled by the spectral power characteristic of Josephson junction for monochromatic
rf-radiation. For a series of arbitrary rf-pulses with spectrum s;(fl) we define

(A.62)

(A.63)

(A.64)

The rf-radiation spectrum si(fl) has to be bandlimited, otherwise the collected power is di-
vergent. For monochromatic rf-radiation n = ±m, so(fl) = s;(fl) and symmetric spectrum
Sp(-mfln) = Sp(mflR) the collected spectral power, scaled by repetition frequency fln at fre-
quency mfln, results to

For pure dc-free rf-signals the 1st term vanishes. For rf-pulses this is only guaranteed, if there
is no sampling used and the averaging happens over the rf-periode. Furthermore, the complete
rf-coupling system has to be in a stationary state.

In this section I will derive maximum peak current ratings for the series of rf-pulses Eq.4.35 for
a sufficient dense spectrum OR« f(O) based on the Hilbert transform spectroscopy. Inserting
Eq.A.55 illto Eq.4.31 the maximum current ratings for a series of rf-pulses can given by

1 /r0+f/2
i;f -3d.B(0, fo) ~ - fl'k L e5(fl' - nflR)sp(fl')dfl'

• 1f n O-f/2

1 2 '" ( A)S ( A ) r(A. A') __ { 1 'V Ifl'l $ 0 + f /2~ - OR LJ r fl, n"R p n"n 'V "." 0 'V else
11' n

To calculate the I-V -charactristic of a Josephson junction without radiation ir, (T) = 0 within the
FP method, the operator LFP is not explicit time dependent and the probability density can
be seperated by making an ansatz for the stationary probability density W(<p) with a Fourier
expansion of the phase <P and coefficients en

For stationary solutions the probability current must be constant leading to S = (io-sin '1')W (cp)-
f08W(<p)/8<p. Inserting the ansatz Eq.A.77 into Eq.4.4 one finds the following scalar tridiagonal



00 .- 00

. ( ) _ '" " -iklh _ ~ + '" -,' (eikOT + e-ikOT)'rl r - L. 'ke - 2 L. k ,
k=-oo k=1

For n = 0 and CI = C~I the probability current S is given by 27rS = io+27rIm[clJ. Periodic
potentials like sin(rp) results also in a periodic probability density W(rp+27r) = W(rp) [Ris96,
Rie88], and the averaged voltage drop over Josephson junction depends

where irl(r+27r/!1) =ir/(r) is periodic. Inserting this and making the ansatz for the probability
density with a Fourier expansion in phase and time

(A.79)

(A.80)

W(rp, r) = L Cn.mein<p-imOT

n,m

on a constant probability current S. Finally we obtain with the probability current Sand
the solution of the tridiagonal recurrence relation Eq.A.102 with parameters Q~ = i/2, Q; =
-i/2, Qn = io - foin the averaged voltage response of a junction including noise. For computa-
tional implementation Eq.A.81 is an efficient expression, where its fraction denotes a continued
fraction defined by Eq.A.106.

. 00, "'-fn,m = (io-foin) Cn.m + 2 (Cn-I,m - Cn+l,m) + L. idCn,m+k - Cn,m-k)
k=l

00~427rCI= 2 L
n=l nfo + i io

According to Eq.A.81 the first FP coefficient is mostly negative CI<0 for correcting the resistive
straight line to the actual I-V-characteristic. In the noisefree limit fo -t 0 Eq.A.81 becomes a
periodic continued fraction having the value

To guarantee Eq.A.86, the coefficients must be fulfill CQ,m=0 V n=O, Iml 2: 1. The normalization
of probability must be valid for all times and results in Lm CQ,mexp (-im!1r) = 1/27r -t CO,m=
OO.m/27r leading to the unperturbated recurrence of 1-V-characteristic indexed by n and the
perturbated part indexed by m.

f, S -..!-o
O.m= ,CQ.m - 27r O,m

{N27rRe(ctlro ...•o = \ 0 0

{
-io

27rIm [clln ...•0 = . G--;
o -'0 + y'o-l

'if liol::; 1
'if io 2: 1

'if liol::; 1

'if io 2: 1

. 00

m I "'-(io -0;- -foin) Cn.m + 2(Cn-l.m-Cn+I,m) + L. ik(cn,m+k -Cn,m-k) = 0
k=1

With the same formalism as needed for Eq.A.81 voltage drop over Josephson junction by using
the periodicity of the probability density W(rp+27r, r) = W(rp, r), W(rp, r+27r/fl) = W(<p, r) is
given by

(a)
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In practice the recurrence Eq.A.88 with the indices n, m, k cuts at finite values K, N, Iv! with
K < M. The convergence of Eq.A.88 is better for lower rf-currents ik and higher bias point
currents io, frequency 0 and temperature T, which smoothed out the 1-V-characteristic. The
poles in the I-V -charateristic for fo -t 0, io 2: 1 are identified by the vanishing of the diagonal
term (io-!1m/n-foin). The recurrence relation Eq.A.88 presents a linear system of equations
with band diagonal matrix structure, which is solved numerical for finite size (N +1)2 x (114 +1)2.
Especially for monochromatic rf-radiation we implemented numerical routines for K = 1, N = 40,
M=30, io2:1, irl<O.I, !1>1 and T>8K.

Fi1\Ure A.l: Simulated (a) V·l-characteristic and (b) differential resistance rd=dfJ./dio of Joseph-
son junction for different noise parameters To calculated with the FP method.

1
Ik ... t} (io - foil

CQ.m
CI,O

=0

Cl,rn

Cn,o

Cn,m
(A.90)

+4'" ik
+4", 1k

t} (io - Om - foil .}
tl (io - foin)

To calculate the I-V-characteristic of a Josephson junction with discrete radiation spectrum, we
introduce its Fourier transform without having any dc component io



In the foiling we negelect the direct noise contributions iN(T) in Eq.A.93, because we are inter-
ested only in the junctions response. Otherwise we would determine the I-V -characteristic better
using stochastical methods. Because of the dependencies we laxly call fit T) the FP 1st order
recurrence coefficient, respectively averaged FP 1st order recurrence coefficient. The hierarchy
of equations A.92 read explicitly

Fig.A.2 show an example for monochromatic rf-radiation. Up to a critical rf-current iT! ::::0.2
the junction enters the nonlinear region of the response. The voltage response is converted
numerically into the current response by rotating the axis of the V-I-characteristic.

0.6 1.2 1.6
frequency (}

Figure A.2: FP simulated (a) voltage response L1ii in dependence of bias current io and (b)
frequency dependent current response for different rf-currents iT! at noise parameter Fo = 0.0042.
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,)' C(T) = 0, . C(T) = ( ~l:iJ. (A.95)

a +~ (io + TT!(T) - nfOT - * 1,:) c,,(T)

Without any radiation the system of equations can be solved by the ansatz Cn (T) = e-),T c,. and
reduces to the determination of complex eigenvalues>' [Ris96]. However, we solved Eq.A.92 by a
1st order differencing scheme in time, similarly the solution of partial differential equations. By
using the difference coefficient for the next time step T' = T + D.T with On(T') =ni(io + iT! (T') -
nfoi), f3n = n/2, we get

d D.c,,(T) c,,(T') - c,,(T) (') (') f3 ( (') (')) (A )dT c,,(T) ~ ~ = D.T = -On T c" T + n c,,-1 T - c,,+1 T, .96

which leads to the tridiagonal system with constant coefficients

Eq.A.97 solved iteratively resulting in the time trace of coefficients c,,(T) with starting condition
c,,(O), which represents the unpertubated coefficients Eq.A.81 without radiation. Especially
for continuous broadband spectra Eq.A.97 is a useful approach with acceptable stepping D.T,
respectively simulation times. Eq.A.97 is a fully implicit scheme and requires for discrete spectra
very small time steps D.T, otherwise the oscillation linewidth of Josephson junction in the high
frequency range is broadened. To prevent this, we implemented the 2nd order accuracy in time
by the Crank-Nichols en scheme [NumaO]. According to Eq.A.96, we simply form the average of
the explicit and implicit scheme resulting in a tridiagonal system

To calcuJate the 1-V-characteristic of Josephson junction with arbitrary rf-signals eithin the
FP formalism the ansatz of the probability density with time dependent coefficients c" (T) is
presented. This ansatz is for pulsed-type radiation more efficient, than the methods performed
in the appendix A.7.1,A.7.2 for monochromatic rf-radiation using the Fourier expansion in time.

W(I", T) = L c,,(T) ein."
n

c,,(T') - c,,(T) = _1_
t.T 1+ I)

[(-On(T')c,,(T') + f3n(c,,-l(T') - c,,+l(T'))) +

I) (-O:n(T )c,,(T) + f3n(c,,-l (T ) - c,,+1 (T ))) ].

or written explicitly with, = D.T/(1 + I)), as computational implemented 1 for arbitrary rf-
radiation

Inserting Eq.A.91 into the FP equation 4.4 a recurrence relation with time dependentcoeffients
results to

(

-~f31 1 + ,Ol(T') ,(31 a J (,:(31 1 -,l)o:dT) -,1){31
-,f32 1+ ,02(T') ,(32 . C(T') = ,1)f32 I -,1)0:2(T) -,1)(32

a -,(3n 1 + ,On(T') ,(3n ° ,1)f3n 1 -,I)O:n(T)

'Fhe normalization of probability density leads again for n = a to CO(T) = 1/21r. Using its
periodicity with respect to the phase I" one can obtain Eq.A.63 the voltage expectation value
fit T) at time T or averaged expectation value fi assuming dc-free rf-signals and vanishing noise
contribut ions averaged over the ensembles.

a ). C(T).

-,I)(3n

U(T) = io + iT!(T) + 271'1m [C1(T)],

fi=io+21l'lim IT rT
Imh(T)]dT with iT!(T) =0, (i",(T)=0

T-too 2 J-T

(A.93)

(A.94)

(A.99)
The mixing parameter I) changes slightly from the stable implicit scheme I)= 0 to the accurate
scheme I)= I, or vice versa. According to the Neumann stability analysis [NumOO], there exists
independent solutions or eigenmodes for slowly varying coefficients O:n, f3n in recursion nand



(a) Mixingparameter ~ =0, implicitscheme
- - r\,~.03~3."'-0----·· ----.---- ---

(e) Mixingparameter ~ =1, explicn scheme
--- r'1::(J.03:!3. k-=O --------- ~-----

(b) Mixingparameter ~ =0, implicHscheme
io+i,,<t}=1, k=O

be performed over many periodes. But for pulses with high duty cycles and sufficient high
noise parameter we get acceptable short simulation times by the method of time dependent
coefficients.

In this section I will deduce solutions of the time independent and time dependent recurrence
relations with initial values. By introducing coefficient changes we deduce the voltage cllanges
of the 1-V-characteristic in first order for pulse-type signals beyond the small signal approach.

",I ~~
09~(~~:;02
0.98\ ,/~~ ,/.
0.97,.. -~- /0.1)

o~ I.//~I6t

io+lhf(t) ~'0.05

Figure A.3: Stability analysis of Eq,A,99 for the first recursion coefficient CI, Amplification
factor of (a) the first order scheme,., =0 in dependence of total current and time step. respectively
(b) of noise parameter. The amplification of the second order scheme,., = 1 is much more
nearly the unstability condition !(I> 1 and depends less strongly on (c) total current, (b) noise
parameter and time step L1r than the first order.

(d) Mixingparameter~ =1, .xplicH scheme
i,+;,,<t)=1, k=a Q;; c,,-I + Qnc" + Q~ c,,+! = 0

and with Sn = c"+dc,, we yield from Eq.A.102

S
Q;; + Qn + Q~ Sn = 0
n-I

Q;;+I Q Q+ S 0T + n+1 + n+1 n+1 =

S - _ Q;;+I
n - Qn+1 + Q~ Sn+1

Q~+)Q;;-+21
Qn+2

time r. Here; this is uot good fulfilled due to the limitation t.n = 1 of the recursion coordinate 2.

However the essential behaviour of stability is reflected. As depicted in Fig.A,3a the amplification
factor ((k) of the first order difference scheme for arbitrary wave number k, total driven current
ig=io+ir/ a~d time stepping t.r is absolute stable I(!::; 1 and is given by

The norma1i2ation of the probability density results in C() = 1/2tr and the coefficients are given
by c" =Sn-lSn-2 ... Soca·

l(n~_o(k)!2 = 1
1

1

2
< 1.

, - i(1 + t.ran(ig, fa» + 2t.rl3n sin (k) -
The time dependent recurrence problem for the coefficients c,,( r) with initial values is currently
solved with the method of Green's functions [Ris96]

According to Fig.A.3d, the second order scheme is effectively more stable for larger time steps
t.r, noise parameter and good recursion conditions. The amplification factor is given by

I( _ (k)12 = I i(2 - t.ra:n(ig, fa» - 2t.rl3n sin (k) 1
2

< 1.
n,~_1 i(2 + t.ra:n(ig, fo» + 2t.rl3n sin (k) - 00

c,,(r) = L Gn.m(r) em(O) with Gn.m(r) = .e1[Gn,m(s)]
m=O

Gn,m(S) = Un.m(S)Gn,m(S), Um,m(S) = 1, Gm.m = [s - Qm - Km(Sjtl

Um,m(s) = 5:_1 (s)5:-2(s) ... 5;:;(s), 'V n ~ m + 1

Um,m(S) = 5;;+! (S)5;;+2(S) _.. 5;;;(s). 'V 0::; n ::;m - 1

'This reflects the fact and Fig.A.3d indicates, that the second order scheme Eq.A.99 rarely diverge for poor
recursion conditions like zero bias current, no rf-current change, low-noise parameter and small time stepping.
One reason might be the absence of the. capacity within the model, respectively damping .term ..

(A.I09)

(A.110)

(A.lll)



s;:;(S)=-~
~

- ~S;;;(s) = - -
Qm-l- S

Q:t+,Q;;,+?1
- I Qm+2 - S

_ Q;;.-,Q;tJ
I Qm-2 - S

Q'LQ"
QN-S

Q,Qt
Qo - S

QoC.eo(s)
+ Q1t.Cl(S)

+ Qt t.Cl (5) = -Q&CO(O)

+ Qtt.C2(S) = -Q~Cl(O)

_ QO 6. CO(0)

- Q°t.Cl(O)

QN_1t.CN-2(S) + QN-1t.CN'-1(S) + Q~t.CN(S) = -QRr_1CN-l(0) - Q°t.CN_l(O)

QNt.CN-tCS) + QNt.CN(S) = -Q9vCN(O) - Q°t.CN(O)
(A.121)

The last equation of Eq.A.121 can be expressed by

t.CN(S) = SLI (S)t.CN_tCS) + aNts) with
-- 0-0s+ () __ QN - ( ) __ QNCN(O) + Q t.CN(O)

N-l S - ON I aN S - QN .

(A.122)

(A.123)

As menti<lned in section A.8.2 the time dependent recurrence problem with initial value for the
coefficients is currently solved. Here, for the voltage response of the Josephson junction, we are
interested in the change of the FP coeffcients t.c,,(T) for a given initial value Cl(O). For our
application the solution differs due to the fact, that the initial values appear as an inhomogeneity
in every recurrence equation and with the general solution

00

t.c,,(T) = L t.Gn.m(T) em(O)
m=O

Inserting this into the second-last equation of Eq.A.121 we obtain

t.CN_l(S) = St_2(s)t.CN-2(S) + aN-l(s) with

-+ () QN-lSN_2 S = - - -+ -+ 'QN-l + QN_1SN_l(s)
o -0 -+_ ( QN_1CN-dO) + Q t.CN_l(O) + QN_laN(s)

aN-ls)=- - -+ -+
QN-l + QN-1SN-l (s)

We proceed in this way lwtil we reach the second equation of Eq.A.121 and finally obtain
the initial condition for the Greens's function t.Gn,m(O) = 0 vanishes. Therefore the difference
of the pertubated and unperturbated recurrence relation,

(iO +ir/(T) -foin -Ui )c,,(T) +Hc,,-l(T) -c,,+l(T)) = 0

(io + -foin )cn(O) +!(c,,-1(0) -c,,+l(0)) = 0

results with the cofficient changes t.c,,(T) =c,,(T) - c,,(0) for fixed working point c,,(0) to

Inserting the first equation of Eq.A.121 into Eq.A.129 for n =0, the initial solution ao leads with
t.Cl(S) = Sar (s)t.eo(s) + aleS) to

ao(s) = -Qot.eo(s) - Qt t.Cl(S~ - Q~t.:o(O) + Q°t.CO(O) + Qtal(S) = t.c (s). (A.130)
Qo + Qt Sar(s) 0

As usual, the multiple use of Eq.A.127 on the initial state ao results to the nth coefficient
change t.c,,(s). Applying the inverse Laplace transform C-1 the solution of the time dependent
recurrence relation Eq.A.118 reads explicitly

For constant rf-current ir/(T) =ip and with the following abbreviations Qn = -ni(io + ip - foin),
Q~ = -n }2, Q;; = n/2, Q~ = -ni ip the system of tridiagonal coupled differential equations can
be solved algebraic and is given by

Making the Laplace transform C of Eq.A.118

t.c,,(s) = C[c,,(T)] = 1000
t.c,,(T)e-lTdT, C[t.c,,(T)] = st.c,,(s) - t.c,,(0)

t.c,,(S) = S;_l (s) S:_2(S) st(s) Saris) ao(s)
+ S:_l (5) S:-2(S) st(s) al(s)
+
+ S;_l (s) S:_2(S)
+ S:-l(S)
+

(A.131)an-2(S)
an-lis)
an(s)

with the initial coefficient change t.c,,(0), we obtain with the parameters Qn = s(Qn - s),
Q~ = SQ;:i, Q;; =sQ;;, QO= 5 for the Laplace-tranformed recurrence relation



Qt IQN
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For a down mixing process with low-pass characteristic of readout system compared to the rf-
pulse frequencies justifies the approach for long sampling times TB» lifo, resulting finally with
the working point CI(O)=c!lio, fo) and Eq.A.8l to

Now, I will deduce the voltage response change in 1st recurrence order for a single rectangular
rf-pulse outside the Hilbert transform spectroscopy within the FP formalism. By solving the
difference of the perturbated and unperturbated recurrence relation within the DRR method,
the solution of Eq.4.l4 for a single non filtered rectangular rf-pulse with peak rf-current ip and
pulse width Tp

Using broadband spectra with small voltage responses Eq.4.l6, especially rf-pulses, the response
is transfered into the current response by the differential resistance Td(io, fo). In accordance
with the Hilbert theory, the response Eq.A.142 fall inversely proportional with the averaging
time TB in the limit TB» l/fo. According to Eq.A.82, the real part of the unperturbated first
order FP coefficient in the interesting spectral region vanish, and Eq.A.14l simplifies to

27T [i2(1 - e-(Ql+iiph) ii T ]
flu = ide + -Im[cr(io,fo)JRe p ( " )2 (p p) V Re[cl(io,foll ~ 0 (A.143)

~ al ~+~~ ~+~~
_ . 27T. ip(io+ip)2

flu = ~dc+ -1m [cr(~o, fo)] ('2 + "2)((' ')2 + "2)2 X (A.l44)
TB ~o <0 ~o+'p <0

[
'2(' .) I (. (3' ')" (?'2 2" .2) ,,2 ,,4) ip.,...3- Tp~O ~o+'p - -(.--.-) 'p ~o+'p '0 + -'0+ 'o'p+'p Tp<O + Tp<O + -(' ')2' 0

'o+'P ~o+~p

• -T fa [" ((3iO +ip) fJ) [(. ') 1 (. (3io + 2ip) .,.,2) . [(. ') )J]]+'pe p <0 (. .) --to ')2 cos 'O+'p Tp - ~O (. ')2 <0 SID ~o+'p Tp'O+~p ~O+~p ~O+~p

. { ip V region I : 0 < T < Tp
'TI(T) = o V region I!: else

by using the continuity at region III! of the coefficient at time T =0 and T = Tp with al = i(io-foi)
is given by

flci(T) = -CI(O) iiP.. (1- e-(Ql+iip)T). (A.134)
(al +up)

flcfI (T) = -cr(O) i iP.. (e-Q1(T-
T

Pl _ e-Q1T-ii"Tp) . (A.135)
(al + ~~p)

Solutions for higher recurrence order are obtained from the a more general formalism de-
rived in section A.8.3. The result Eq.A.135 is in accordance to the first recurrence order
Eq.A.157,Eq.A.159. For a single rf-pulse the expectation value of the voltage response change
is given for (iN(T)} =0 by

The actual down mixing process of rf-signal components from the rf-region into the hf-region is
realized by the readout system transfer function LP, which has typically low-pass filter chara-
teristic consisting of bond-wires, strip-lines and rf-amplifiers.

According to the averaging Eq.A.19 the low-pass characteristic of the syst,em environment is
absolute necessary for the frequency selectivity of the Josephson spectrometer. To simplify we
replace the readout system transfer function by pure averaging of the voltage response up to
the ideal measuring bandwidth I/TB, respectively sampling time TB, and identify the difference
rf-term as a pure averaged dc-shift idc=ipTplTB of working point from rf-pulse duration.

For a simple working point change Tp = TB Eq.A.145. compared to the unperturbated change
in the I-V-characteristic flu(io -t io+ip) = ((io+ip)2_1)1/2_(iij_l)I/2, identifies the linear
voltage effects flUdc as the averaged first order dc-shift of rf-pulse. Now, I will investigate the
absolute maximum rf-power ratings for a single rf-pulse. It is easier to consider a filtered rf-
pulse with ide = 0 for sufficient long sampling time TB »Tp. In the delta pulse limit Tp -t 0,
while remaining ipTp constant, the first maxima of Eq.A.145, identified as the previously defined
absolute maximum rf-power ratings, results to

Due to the fact, that only the difference of noise values before, during and after the rf-pulse,
effects the measured voltage change, a two or three point sampling method for the different pulse
regions reduces low-frequency noise contributions, which limits the measuring tinle. Several
ideas and szenarios, that have not yet been realized, are discussed in chapter 4.6. Inserting

Analyzing the boundary current values of the nth Shapiro step, so called step boundaries, in
the (ip, io)-plane, for a infinite series of rf-pulses in the noisefree case, the maximum ratings
Eq.A.147 is, beside a factor of 4, in accordance with the results from the authors [Ben96]



3. According to Fig.3.5 the non-linearity between rf-power and first order Shapiro width for
small rf-currents. the analysis of step boundaries in the noisefree case is not really helpful
for spectroscopy. However, here within the FP formalism, the maximum ratings for the
spectroscopic mode of junction operation can be investigated for different noise parameters.

1. Region I: rf-pulse duration 0 $r$rp, ip#O
For the rf-pulse duration the induced rf-current irf(r) = ip is assumed to be constant
and the coefficient change Llcl(r) results from Eq.A.127,A.129 with the unperturbated
working point cdO), initial coefficients LlCl(O) =0 and n= N = 1, Q8 = Qt =Qo =0, QO =s
QO=-82, Q~ = -iip, Qi=-8/2, Ql =8/2, Ql = -i(io + ip - roin), Ql =8(Ql - 8) to

To derive the maximum ratings for a dc-free filtered rf-pulse in the spectroscopic mode of
operation, we have to solve the first order recurrence relation with a time dependent rf-current
for a filtered single rf-pulse. To simplify we make use of the fact, that according to Eq.A.157,
the time dependent solution,of the FP coefficients c{(r), cf(r) are invariant against Qi, Q1
from the appendix A.8.2. Starting from another ansatz for the propabilty density

o -0-+
Ll- ( ) - - ( ) = _ Qoco(O) + Q LlCO(O)+ Qo al(s) - 0

CO s -aD 8 Qo+Qtst(s) - ,

Q~cdO) + QOLlCl(O) iip Cl(O) LlCl(O)
al(s) = - --~-- + ---

Ql 8(8 - QIl (s - Q1)

Llc{(r) = .c-1[StLleo(8) +a1(s)]

Llc{(r) = -cdO) (. .ip 1" .) (1 - e-i(io+ip-roi)T) + LlCl(O) e-i(io+ip-roi)T.
to + tp - Lot

W(cp, r) = L e,,(r) ein'l' eim'/2
n

(A,155)

(A.156)

(A.157)

In contrary to Eq.A.92 the up and down converting indices have positive sign and the voltage
expectation value is evaluated, in analogy to Eq.A.65, from the real part of the first FP coefficient
Eq.A.64.

1 foTR ?rr foTR
U = io + - [(ir/(r)) + (iN(r))Jdr + ~ Re [q(r)lJ dr

~ 0 ~ 0

Without any initial change Llc1(0) from working point Cl(0) the result reduces for r = 0
or without rf-radiation ip= 0 to the working point itself.

2. Region II: sampling delay r>rp, ip=O
The solution after rf-pulse duration without rf-radiation ip=O reduces from Eq.A.157 with
the initial change of coefficient Llcd rp) shifted with time rp to

Both representations lead to the same solution for calculations with infinite recurrences. For
an early cutoff of the recurrence relation we get different solutions, which represent only dif-
ferent starting conditions, leading to the same solution for the infinite recurrence. According
to Eq.A.157, we only analyze the first order FP coefficient, which is independent of the up
and down converting indices Qi, Ql' respectively Llc2( r) = O. Therefore, in this case, we find
the solution in complete analogy to Eq.A.143, which describes more the spectroscopic mode of
operation of the rf-pulse driven Josephson junction.

211' [i2(1- e-(Ql+iip)Tp) ii r ]
Llu=idc--Im[cl(io,ro)]Im p (+"r (pp.) V Re[C1(io,rO)]::::e0(A.151)

rB 01 01 t tp - 01 + t tp

__ . 21r. ip(io+ip)2
Llu - tdc - rB 1m [C1(tO,roll (i5 + rg)((io+i

p
)2 + rg)2 x (A.152)

[
.. ·2 1" 1 (. (3' 2' ),,2 (2,2 2" .2) 1"3 1"0)tpto - torpLo - (io+ip)2 tp to+ tp LO+ to+ totp+tp rpLo +rp1o

. -T[O[( . (3io+2ip) 1"2) [( .. ) J ((3io+ip) 2). [(.. ) )1]]+tpe p -to+ (. ')2 LO cos to+tp rp +ro --(-.--. -+ro sm to+tp rp
to+tp to+tp)

For the noisefree limit fo ~ 0 we obtain the voltage response from Eq.A.152 as follows

Now. I will confirm the voltage response change in 1st recurrence order for a single rectangular
rf-pulse Ooutside the small signal approach algebraic by the recursive system Eq.A.129.



- _ ip(iO+ip)2 X (A.164)
Im[~ctl- (i~ + r,?)«io+ip)2 + fJ)2

[ipiO - i6Tpro - -C' 1)2 (ip(3iO+2ip)r~+(2i6+2iOip+i~)Tprg+Tpfg)
IO+lp

-ip e-TprO[ro «~:O:i~/ - (io:t)2)sin[(iO+ip)TP1+~o (~:~:i:;~)r~)cOS[(iO+ip)TP)]]

+e-(TS-Tp)rO 0+ (io:~p)i)[(2io+ip)Sin[io(TP-TB)1- ~o(iO+ip) - f~) COS[io(TP-TB)]]

+e-TSrO (1 + (io:~p)2) [(2iO+ip) sin[ipTp+ioTB))+ ~O(io+ip) - f~) COS[iPTP+ioTB)J]]

_ 211" . [i~(l - e-{(tl+iip)Tp)
Ll.u=-1m{cl(IO,rol]Re ( ")2

TR al ~+I~

_ 2rr. i~(io+ip)2
~u= TRIm [cICio, fo)J (i~+rJ)(io+ip)2+fJ)2 X

[TPiO(io+ip) - -C' 1. ) (3io+ip)fo+ipTpf~)+-(. 1)2 (fg-Tpf~)~+~ ~+~
T ro [r. (3io+ip) fJ) [C' .) 1 (. (3io + 2ip)r.2) • [c' .) )J]]+e-P 0 -(-'--'-)--(' ')2 COS 10+lpTp-IO (. ')20 sm 10+lpTp10+lp 10+lp 10+lp

For the noisefree limit fo -+ ° we obtain the voltage response from Eq.A.172. As expected, the
voltage response has no linear effects in the rf-current dependence.

In this section I will investigate analytical the voltage response of a Josephson junction driven
by a series of rf-pulses with pulse width Tp and pulse pause TR· We guarantee a dc-free rf-signal
we introduce periodic boundary conditions, which prevent a shift of working point and therefore
linear effects in rf-current. A similar derivation of Eq.A.157,A.159 including initial conditions
~Cl(O), ~CI(Tp) leads to

. '1
~ I( ) _ _ (0) lip (1 _ e-«t1+ii~)T) + ~c (O)e-«tl+ii~)T

cl T - Cl (al +ii') I

. 'II
~ 1I( ) _ _ (0) up (1 _ e-(QI+ii~)(T-Tp») + ~c (T )e-(Ql+ii~)(T-Tp) with (A.166)

CI T - CI (01 + i iff) I P

·1 . (1 Tp) i" = -i Tp
'p = Ip - TR ' P P TR

211" ] i~ [Sin [(io+ip)TP]] [.)]. (;2-; (~u = -Im[cI(io,O) . (. .) (..) - Tp , 2rrIm CI(IO,O = 10-ylij-l, A.173)
TR 10 10+ 'p 10+lp

TR » lifo, fo -+ 0, io 2 1.

For the investigation of the spectroscopic mode of operation of the device, we evaluate again the
voltage expectation value Eq.A.64 and obtain the same result as Eq.A.153 with TB -+ TR for the
averaged voltage response .

I will deduce the voltage change in 1st recurrence order for a nearly non-overlapping equidistant
spectrum. Contrary to the linear Hilbert theory, this framework allows us to investigate higher
order multi-harmonic mixing and phase effects, which overlap the discrete spectrum of the rf-
pulse series causing additional unreal spectral rf-power. Inserting the rf-signal of K spectral
lines with phases 'PkAnalyzing the periodic boundary conditions we obtain for a sufficient large pulse spacing Tn» Tp,

respectively vanishing response structure, the stationary start condition for the time dependent
coefficients Eq.A.165,A.167

. '11
~c (0) = ~c"(TR) = -CI(O) liP. . (1 _ e-(Ql+ii~)(TR-Tp»)

I I (al + lIif)

+ e-(Ql+ii~)(TR-Tp) [-Cl(O) ii~. (1- e-(Ql+ii~)Tp) + ~cICO)e-(QI+ii~)TP]
(al + ",)

. ·IIlip
~CI (0) = -cICO) ( . 'II)

°1 + lip

K
irf(T) = L ik cos(HIRT + 'Pk)

k=1

into the difference recurrence method Eq.4.l3 we yield the time dependent recurrence change

K ,

cI(T)=e-g(T) [C+01CI(iO,fo)!e9(T')dT'] with 9(T)=0IT+Lik~ sin(kORT+'Pk)' (A.175)
k=1 R

Using e±izsin'l' = nf;oo In(z)e±in'l', In.k· = In (k~R) and sort the product (A.176)

exp l~i k~R sin(kORT + 'Pk)] = ll,nf;oo In,dOR)ein(knRT+'I'.l (A.177)

K
= lim II[ J_n.ke(-n)kiORT+(-n)i". +Ln+l.ke(-n-l)kinRT+(-n-l)i'l" +... (A.178)

n .•.•oo
k=l

Again evaluating the voltage response Eq.A.139 by averaging over an rf-periode in the struc-
tureless response limit TR» lifo, we obtain now no linear voltage effects ide in rf-current ip
from rf-pulses.

2 [ (i2(1 - e-(Ql+iip),p) i2T )]
~fi = ~Im cttio,ro) p ( +" r - (P:') V TR» l/fo

TR 01°1 lip - 0101 lip
(A.170)

According to the vanishing real part of the unperturbated FP coefficient Eq.A.82 for the low-
noise operation, Eq.A.170 simplifies to

00

= L a{(h, OR)ei(ORb(HC("') with
{=I



K

b~=L,>k(~)k,
k=l

K

C{ =L Xk(~)'Pk
k=\

d • (2N+1)variation an repetition of permutations (XI, .... Xk, ... , XI<) E VI< ' one find with a~ =
a{(lk, nR) The double summation of Eq.A.188 is performed over multi-harmonic mixing effects for ~ = e

and phase effects for ~0I~'. Sum contributious with exchanged ~,~' leads with a~a{, =a{,a{ and
2 cos(cf -c~) =exp( -i(cf -c{))+exp( -i(c~ -cf)) to

{2N+I)K (2N+1)K

''Ik'= L a~(h,nR) +L 2a{ih,nR)af(ik,nR) cos(cf-C{).
~=1. ('=1,('=1.«(',

b(=-4:' b(=bt.o::-k'

iIJld continuity of coefficients c, (0) = c,(io, fo) for the determination of C the FP coefficient
change .0.c,('T) =CI('T)-CI(io, fo) for a discrete spectrum.

.0.Cl(T) = cI(io, r) [I; L a{e-{Ql+iflRbl)r-iel + 01 L 1~,fe-iOR{bl,-bl)r - 1] with
{ {,{'

I' [1 '" I' ]/'" ie I', __a{afe-i(e/, -ell.,= - 01 LJ {,f LJa{e- I, {~ ~~----
{,{' { , 0\ + inRb~

The voltage response is converted into the current response by .0.umaz :::::rd(io, fo).0.imax
resulting with Re hk'] = O. Eq.A.82, Eq.4.27 and the low rf-power adjustment to the Hilbert
transform theory from section 4.3.3 using the replacement 1)1 (k'nR, f) -t 1/1 (k'nR, f) finally to

{2N+I)K (2N+1)K

.0.imaz='"Yk"/I(k'nR,r) with '"Yk'= L a~(ik,nR) +L2a~(ik,nR)adik,nR)COS(Cf-C~)'
(=1. (=l,('=l.«/",

b(""-le' be =0('=-'\'
Expecting a constant voltage response for the stationary solution 'TB -t (Xl with vanishing
transient effects 1/(TBfo)>> 1 and dc-free rf-signals, we yield with

271' foTB.0.ii = lim -1m .0.CI(T)dT
TB-+OO 7"B 0

(A.190)

Eq.A.190 is restricted to adequate noise parameter caused by analyzing only the first recurrence
order. Furthermore the small signal adjustment using the Hilbert transform theory, based on
Eq.3.10. is not a good approximation for the noiseless operation fo = 0 using adequate rf-power.
as d.epicted in Fig.4.7. However, for non operlapping Shapiro steps and a noiseless operation the
1)1 (n, r) function can be determined numerically, expecting an rf-power dependence and a linear
rf-current dependence of the current response of Eq.A.190, as depicted in Fig.3.5. In this case the
quadratic dependence of the Besselfunctions within RSJ-model deviates from the FP predictions.
However, as procceded for the mixing corrections from Eq.4.50 to Eq.4.51 the single Shapiro
step, respectively Bessel function dependencies are substituted. The summation and indexing of
the harmonics Eq.A.174, respectively its permutations, can be reduced to non vanishing spectral
lines lk 010. This can be performed, because contributions to the current change Eq.A.186 vanish
with Eq.A.180 and Jz.(O(lk = 0) = 0 for permutation elements xk(O'oI O. Whereas for Xk(O = 0
with JO(lk =0) = 1 contributions occur, but without changing the parameter b~, c~, respectively
the selection of permutations b~= bf = -k'. For monochromatic rf-radiation Eq.A.186 reduces
to

.0.u = 27rIm [CI(iO,fO) ((iO - foi) f: . J~ (k!) . -1)] .
n=-oo 10 + nnR - fOI

Eq.A.185 represents the invariance of the voltage response against an rf-signal translation
caused from analyzing the junctions stationary voltage response. In other words, averaging
over the junctions response for a given measuring time 'TB, the rf-signal phases, respectively
shape can only be reconstructed without its translation information within the measuring time.
This is, what we expected without using trigger signals or analyzing transient effects from the
Josephson junction. However, consequently we find for the Shapiro order index n cutted at
finite N and permutation element Xk(~) E [-N, +N]

This expression involves higher order Shapiro steps, phase effects as well as multi-harmonic
mixing effects. Without rf-radiation lk = 0 the response vanishes exactly with Jo(O) = 1 guar-
~teed by the recurrence difference scheme Eq.4.13. In the limit of non-overlapping Shapiro
steps, preferable for small noise parameter fo -t 0, main contributions to Eq.A.186 are given
approximately for b{ = -k at frequency io :::::k'nR ± f, respectively io» 1. For this case, the
maximum voltage response .0.umaz = .0.ii+ -.0.u- of a single Shapiro step results with Eq.A.186
to

In the noiseless limit fo -+ 0 Eq.A.186 reduces with Eq.A.83 to

{

io'7 'rIliol ~ 1 (2N+I)K a2(i n )
.0.- ( ) .th '" ~ k, R

U = io _ Ji~- 1 '7 'rI io 2: l' WI 1) = ~ 10 + nRb{ - 1 (A.192)

The current change at frequency k'nR, caused from biharmonic effects from two spectral lines
at frequency k,nR, k2nR with k2nR > k,nR in 1st recurrence and Bessel order N = 1 can be
analyzed .

• Biharmonic mixing effects: ~=e
As depicted in Fig.4.16 no degeneracy of b{ = b~, = -k' with ~ 01 ~' is found at frequency



the phase argument O«,{' =c{' -c( is given with (Xk, (e) - Xk, (0) = -2 from Fig.4.21 by

O<{,{'= \Ok, (Xk, (el -Xk, (0) + \Ok,(Xk,(()-Xk,(O) = (\ok, -\Ok'~) (Xk, (()-Xk, (0), (A.I96)
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leading at frequency k1 to the phase dependent current change

k, Shapiro step k,.k,-k, interaction-~
f>.ikJ,k,,pha8< = [ a~ +ah2a4ascos(0<4,S) ] lji(kj!1R,r) (A.I97)

with a4=J_j,k,JO,k" as = Jl.k, J-j,k" 0<4,S=\Ok,-2\Okl' k2=2k1·

2000 4000
index I',

2000 4000
index I',

By performing an unlimited averaging of the junctions voltage response, the rf-signal phases
can only be determined beside its translation. Therefore one phase can be given, for example
\Ok, = O. Assuming ik, « 1 with JO(ik,/k2!1R) '" 1, the current change Eq.A.I97, respectively
phase, results by using Eq.A.I95 analyzed at frequency k' = k1 and replacing the rf-currents
Eq.4.30 to

Multi-harmonic mixing

I \
/~ 0.5

Cl>
Cl

~ 0.0.s::
()

Cl>F-0.5
o
> -1.0

II
Llik"k"pha8< = Llik"max +Llik',k"mix±2V Llik"maxLlik"k"mix COS(\Ok,- 2\Ok,) with k2 = 2kj.

(A.I98)
Cutoff N=4, K=4
Noise parameter r0=0
rf-current i1=O, i,::O, 1,=1.0, i04-1.4
Frequency n=0.5

According to Eq.A.I98 the current change is determined by the Shapiro steps itsself, biharmonic
mixing and a phase dependent term. Analyzing working points io from the negative branch of
the I-V-characteristic with b( = k', the factor a4 gets asymmetric and the phase dependent
contribution becomes negative. The rf-signal is determined for \Ok, =0 by Eq.A.I742

current io .

Figure A.4: Mult;-hannonic mixing and higher order Shapiro effects using Eq.A.192.

k'!1R. The current change results with the notation of Eq.A.I76 and permutations (E {5, 8},
which represent with (Xk"Xk,)E{(-I,-I),(I,-I)} at up, respectively down mixed frequency
k' =k2 ± kj, to

c;it,.k"mix =a~r)dk'!1R, fo) with 05 = Lj,kJ-l,k" k2 =k'-kj (A.I93)

Lliklok,.miX=a~r)dk'!1R,fo) with as=Jj .kJ-l,k" k2=k'+kj. (A.I94)

Using In(x)=(-I)"J_n(x) and replacing the rf-currents from a single spectral line Eq.4.30 the
current cha,;ge at up, respectively down mixed frequency is given by

The symmetry of the J-V-characteristic is given under the transformation b{ = -b{, respectively
permutation elements x~(O=-xd(), by the fact.or a{#a{, with Jx.W(x)=(-I)x'({)Lx>({)(x)
of the phase dependent term in Eq.A.I98. Considering an rf-signal with arbitrary translation TO

and symmetric J-V-characteristic

irf(T) = ik, sin(kj!1R(T - To))+ik, sin(k2!1R(T - TO)),

irf(T) = ik, cos(kj!1RT+\Ok,)+h, cos(k2!1RT+\Ok,) with \Ok, =kj!1RTO-.,,/2,

\Ok, =k2!1RTO-.,,/2

(A.200)

(A.20I)

the phase dependent term Eq.A.I96 cos(Q(,{') = cos(." - ."kJ/k2) = 0 is independent of the
rf-signal translation and vanishes for k2 = 2kj, as expected. We conclude, that for vanishing
rf-phases of the ansatz Eq.A.200 the Shapiro step and the down mixed frequency component
simply superpose without any phase effects and I-V-characteristic asymmetry. Using the
translation invariance of an rf-pulse series, especially for a symmetric rf-pulse Eq.4.33 with
TO = -Tp/2 and \Ok. = -.,,/2, an asymmetry of the I-V-characteristic and phase effects are
unexpected still present. This indicates other interaction effects within a higWy degenerated
spectrum.• Biharmonic phase effects: (#('

According to Fig.4:21 dominant phase effects are present if the down mixed frequency k' = k2 - k1

coincide with the frequency kj itsself resulting in k2 = 2kj. In this case a degeneracy of b{ = b{' =
-k' with (# (' can be found for the permutations ( E {4, 8} and (Xkl' Xk,) E {( -1,0), (1, -I)}.
Using the translation invariance condition Eq.A.185 k1(Xk,((')-Xk,(0)=-k2(Xk,(e)-Xk,(0),

• Triharmonic phase effects: (# ('
The superposition of a Shapiro acting at frequency kj and down mixed contributions of frequen-



L'1ikt,k2,mix +L'1ik2,k,.mix +L'1ik,.k,.mix +

2[ IL'1'- L'1- ( )V Ik2.k"mix Ik"k"mix COS'Pk,-'Pk,-'Pk,+'Pk,

+VL'1ik"k"mixL'1ik,.k,.mix COS('Pkl-'Pk,-'Pk,+'Pk,)

+ j L'1ik"k"mixL'1ik"k"mix COS('Pkl-'Pk'-'Pk,+'Pk,)]

k4=k3+k', k3=k2+k', k2 =k1+k',L'1ik'.max =0.

{ xl k1 x2 k2 X3 k3 b{ Type

7: o k1 + 1 k2 - lk3=-k1, Oth order multi-harmonic mixing k3, k2
11: 1 k1- 1k2 + o k3 = -k1, Oth order multi-harmonic mixing k2, 1.1
12 : -1 k1 - o k2 + o k3 = -k1, 1st order Shapiro step k1,

respectively three degenerated permutations ( E {7, 11, 12} with (XkI'Xk"Xk,) E
{(O. 1, -1 ), (1, -1,0), (-1,0, OJ) leading at frequency k1 to the phase dependent current change

kl Shapiro step k,-k,.k,-k, interaction- -----------..
L'1ik1.k,.k,.pha,.= [ ai2 + 2a7all COS(07.11)

+ ~~+2a7at: COS(07.12),+ ~i1 +2alla1: COS(01l.12),] rji (k1 nR, f)

In tills section, I will show, that a finite cutoff of recurrence order using the exact unperturbated
1-V-charateristic within the DRR method does not effect the voltage response in tbe frequency
dimension. Contrary, using an unperturbated 1-V-characteristic based on finite cutoff recurrence
order scaling and mixing effects are produced. Now we introduce with the parameter fJ a
generalized difference scheme. For fJ= 1/2CO and c2(r) =O,C2(0) =0 the scheme reduces to the
method depicted in Fig.4.2 with changed unperturbated 1-V-characteristic from finite recurrence
cutoff.with a 7= Jo.k,J1,k,J-1.k" 07.11='Pkl-2'Pk,+'Pk" k3=k2 + k1,

all = Jt.kl J-t.k,JO.k" 07.12 = -'Pkt -'Pk, +'Pk, , k2 = k1 + k1,

a12 = J-1.kl JO.k, JO,k" 0ll.12 = -2'Pk, +'Pk,·

L'1ik,.max + L'1ij;t.k,.mix+ L'1ij;,.k"mix +

2[±jL'1ik1.maxL'1ij; k mix cOS(-'Pkl-'Pk,+'Pk,). I. 1,

± j L'1ik"maxL'1ik',.k,.mix cos( -'Pk,-'Pk,+'Pk,)

+ j boikl.k,.mixL'1ik',.k,.mix COS('Pk,-'Pk,-'Pk,+'Pk,)]

k3 =k2+k1, k2 =kt +k1.

Solving Eq.A.206 we yield with L'1cdr) = c1(r)-c1(r,ip = 0), c{(0) = cdO), cf(rp) = c{(rp),
c{(ip=O)=cf(rp)=ct(O) for a single rf-pulse driven junction

L'1c{(r) = e-(ar!<i,)T (c1(0)--_fJ- ..-) _e-a1T (c1(0)-p....) _"( with, = {3iiP.. (A.207)
(01 +t1p) 0t 01(01 +t1p)

L'1cf (r) = e-a1T-tiipTp (c1 (0)- __ f3_.._) +,(e-a'(T-TP) -1) +e-atT (ct(O)- P....) (A.208)
(Ol+Up) 01

the voltage response analog to the deviation of Eq.A.153 of the junctions spectroscopic mode of
operation in the noise free limit fo -t 0

Assuming Jo(ikt/k1nR) '" I, JO(ik,/k2nR) '" I, Jo(ik,/k3!.1R) '" 1. the current change Eq.A.203
at frequency k1 results by replacing the rf-currents Eq.4.30 to

M = .!...-(Re[{3)+Im[c1(io,O)] (io +ip))ipTi ISi~[(io+~p)J/2)12, rB» l/fo, fo -t 0, io ~ 1.
rB 10 10+lp rp 2

(A.209)
For fJ = 01C1(io,fo), respectively Re[01c1(i0, 0)] = -ioIm[io,O] Eq.A.209 reduces to Eq.A.153
from the introduced DRR method. We conclude, that analytic expressions with low recurrence
cutoffs are reliable for spectroscopy applications, when using the DRR method. Performing
the same procedure for a periodic spectrum with L'1q(r) = L'1Ct(r)-L'1c1(r, ik =0) we yield the
following expression, which also reduces for fJ=olcdio,fo) to Eq.A.191.

As procceded in Eq.A.200ff the phase dependent term of the Shapiro step and the down mixed
contributions, respectively phase dependent 4th and 5th term of Eq.A.204 vanish for a symmetric
I; V-characteristic with 'Pk. = -11' /2. For tills case the interaction of the down mixed contributions
superpose more complicated and its phase dependent term do not vanishes, nor contrihutes to
an 1-V-cllaracteristic asymmetry, represented by the last term in Eq.A.204 .

• Quadbarmonic phase effects: (¥-('
According to Eq.A.204 the extension to the superposition of three down mixed contributions at
frequencies k' = k. -k3 = k3-k2 = k2-k1 without any Shapiro step interaction is straightforward
and given for the first order Besselfunctions by



The transmission line matrix approach is widely used in the design of integrated microwave cir-
cuits [Col98] and in quasiopticalsystems [GoI98]. The method is very convenient for calculating
the frequency and time domain response of systems composed of cascaded elements including
layers of different dielectric constants and planar geometries. The quasioptical propagation is
assumed to be in only one scattering channel and the quasioptical components effect only the
complex amplitude of the transmitted wave. In this case we can use the transmission line ma-
trix approach to describe the behaviour of the field components of the plane wave or gaussian
beam. The transmission line matrix approach automatically includes the dependencies of sys-
tem phase shifts or round trip phases with frequency. In ABCD representation the input and
output voltages and currents at a two port element device are related by the ABCD matrix.
Especially for quasioptical components, like distances. capacities, inductivities, crosses, tripoles
grids and shunted elements equivalent circuits and there ABCD matrices have been developed.
For integrated microwave circuits also many descriptions for transmission lines, waveguides, cou-
pled striplines and coplanar lines have been developed. Discontinuities, like steps, T-junctions,
networks-ports, open-ends, gaps and nothes are represented in this formalism. Also for active
elements, like Schottky-barries, point contacts, bipolar transistors, MESFET's, Pin, GUD.Dand
Impatt diodes equivalent circuits have been developed. Here, for quasioptical components the
input power reflection jrinl2 and power transmission It/2 coefficients of a Z, sourced and Z/
loaded ABCD element is given by

D. _ [ COS\Ol izosin\oi]
1- •.To SID\Oi COS\Oi

1 ( 1 . )-1with Yg = -Z - + ~ .
o YR Yx

The fringe spacing AI in frequency domain is given for an FPI including dielectric material
0" tano« 1 by AI =c/2dJf;, impedance Zo --7Zo/ Jf; and time delay AT/2 of 1st, respectively
AT 2nd, 3rd... rf-pulses by AT = 1/ AI. Without any loss, but different grids the transfer
function of Eq.A.223,A.224 reduces to

M = X· D1 . X . D2 . X
1

Re[G] = 4(Y~+Yl)3 x

[ (2Y~Yl+3Y1Yt-Y~Y1(YR+l)) COS(\OI-\02)
+ (4Y~-2Y~Yl(YR(lrR-3)-6)+Y1(YR(YR(YR+2)+6)+4)) COS(ipl+\02)
-3Y~Y.~(Yl-4YR-4) COs(\01+\02)

+2Y~Yx(Y~+1~~(4YR+3)) sin(\Ol +\02)]

1
Im[G] = 4(Y~+Y~)3 x (A.228)

[ (Y1Yl(3YR+4)-Y1Yl(Yr4)) coS(\OI-\02)
-(6Y~Yx+Y1Y~(lrR(3YR+4)+6)-Y1Y~(YR+2)(YR-6)) COS(ipl+\02)
+(4Y~ +2Yf.{YR(2YR+3) +2)+ 12YtY~(YR+ 1) -2YAY1(YR(2YR -3) -6)) sin(\Ol +\02)]

(Vm) = (A B) . (Vout) ,
[m CD lout

/rinl2 = IAZI-DZ,+B-CZ/Z'I, Itl2 = 1..!-12 with G = AZ/+DZ,+B+CZ/Z, (A.214)
A~+D~+B+C~~ G 2~

_ 1 -, 1 )
t = Re[G] + i Im[G] , IW = Re[Gj2 + Im[Gj2' (A.215

M = [ cosh -yd Z sinh -Yd]t sinh -yd cosh-yd

M = [ cos f3d iZ sin f3d]
.z sin fJd cos f3d

[10]M= }'O '

M=[~~],

20m
with -y = i~ cos 6, (A.216)

where n = yf. = J£,:( 1- i tan 0/2) is the complex index of refraction of the material and 6 is
the propagation angle relative to normal incidence in this material. For an efficient rf-pulse
repetition we are interested in the time domain impulse response of the delaying system. The
following formula can be easily extended to on chip integrated microwave delaying structures
by replacing the ideal transmission lines by stripline matrices. To simplify, we introduce the
following normalized loss admitance YR = Zo/ R, grid Yx = Zo/ Xg admittance and phases \Oi= f3di
for different grid distances, where Zo =120" is the vacuum resistance. The transmis~ion matrix

(A.226)

(A.227)



Appendix B
Noise-correlation measurements of YBa2Cu307
Josephson junctions in the time and frequency

domain

Institut fUr Angewandte Physik und ZentTum fiir .MilTostruk"tur(orscbung,
Universitiit Hamburg, JungiusstraJJe lJ, D-20355 Hamburg, Germany

According to Eq.4.47 the symmetry of the unperturbated 1-V-characteristic, respectively
differential resistance, rllight be explained by the autocorrelation spectrum of the Josephson
junctions intrinsic and external noise sources. For spectroscopy the investigation of the
correlation spectrum in the frequency domain is of interest. A more detailed discussion is given
by the following paper concerning l/f-noise correlation measurements.

The correlation of critical current and
normal·state resistance fluctuations is
determined on YBa.CuS01 step-edge grain-
boundary Josephson junctions. The results
are in correspondence to the intrinsically
shunted junction (ISJ) model. We observe a
bias current dependent decay of a frequency
independent correlation coefficient. With
novel precision measurements of the correla-
tion coefficient in the frequency domain, we
can exclude aliasing effects, contributions
from white. noise and the voltage depen-
dence of the characteristic quasi-particle
times to explain the observed bias current
dependence of the correlation coefficent.
A detailed analysis of the spectral density
redistrihution by chopping of noise signals
in the frequency domain with regard to the
correlation coefficient is presented.

PACS Numbers: 74.50.+r, 74.40.+k, 73.50.Td

1 Introduction

Noise and correlation measurements are able to
identify the sources of physical noise phenomena
and represent a powerful instrument to clarify the
charge transport mechanism in Josephson junco
tions. Wbether the Josephson current in junctions
is restricted to narrow superconducting filaments 2
in a weakly superconducting medium [1] or passes
through a dielectric barrier containing a high den·
sity of localized defect states [2, 3J is still under dis-
cussion. Voltage noise power spectra from Joseph-
son junctions consist of contributions from white
noise and 1/f-noise at low frequencies with a volt-
age noise spectral density of S(f) ~ 1/ fQ for '" ~ 1.
Within the ISJ-modell/ f-noise is explained to arise
from trapping and release of charge carriers in 10-

cwed states, which result in fluctuations of the
local barrier height [4, 5, 6J. An individual trap-
ping center can be characterized by two character-
istic times T. and To for the unoccupied and the
occupied state, respectively. A single trapping cen-
ter is characterized by the characteristic frequency
l/Telf = I/T. + I/To and contributes, with expo-
nentially distributed T. and To, a Lorentzian type
power spectrum. The total power spectrum is ob-
tained for a proper distribution of characteristic fre-
quencies of the individual trapping centers [7, 8J.
For a time independent spatial separation of the
Cooper-pair and quasi-particle current uncorrelated
voltage noise is expected, and thus contradicts the
observed correlation between both current contri-
butions. Marx et al.[6] have determined the noise-
correlation on bicrystal grain-boundary Josephson
junctions for different bias currents and tempera-
tures. They find exclusive positive correlation co-
efficients between critical current fluctuations 6[,
and nonnal-state resistance fluctuations 6R." which
strongly suggests a tunneling transport mechanism
for both Cooper-pairs and quasi-panicles. The cor-
relation for same bias current was determined as
C(O) = 0.7 instead of C(O) = 1, as theoretically ex-
pected. They interpret these deviations as resulting
from bias-current depended characteristic times of
the occupation of tbe localized states [6J.

Noise and correlation measurements have been done
with an ultra low noise inductively coupled volt-
age amplifier with a sensistivit)' of I50pV/,JIh in
a bandwidth between 10Hz and 30kHz. The in-
put inductance of the room-temperature amplifier
is 2000 at frequency f = 10Hz. The Josephson
junction circuit is decoupled from the transformer
with a large balancing capacitor of Ck = 22mF. For
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Figure 1: Grain boundary Josephson junction
#S41fJl: (oj Current·voltage curve and DiJJe•••ntial •••.
sistance at a temperature of T = 77 K. (b) Voltage noise
IlS. bias current at f = 10Hz. (e) Voltage noise spec·
fro fOT different static bias cuneots. Short circuit noi.se
from mea$urement "ystem is not subtracted.

the noise measurements we use the spectrum ana-
lyzer HP35665A or a lock-in-amplifier (LIA) SR350.
The current noise in the measuring bandwidth of
the current source is 40pA/vIlz for noise measure-
ments and 4pA(,fiiZ for correlation measurements.
Transport and noise measurements have been per-
formed on a YBazCu.07 step-edge grain-bound&,-
Josephson junction in four-probe arrangement at
a temperature of T = 77K in a well electromag-
netically shielded environment. A typical current-
voltage curve is depicted in Fig.l(a).

In correspondence with the differential resistance
R4 = ~ (I) from Fig.l(a) we find a peak of the
voltage noise .,jSv(J) at I = 10Hz from Fig.l(b)
close to the noise-rounded critical current I, =30}tA
of the Josephson junction. The dependence of 1/1-
voltage noise on the bias current based on model
of a intrinsically and capacitively shunted junctions

(RCSJ) is the result of a superposition of a decreas-
ing noise component from critical currenl fluctua-
tions OJ, and an increasing noise component from
normal-state resistance fluctuations 6Rn [9, 10J.
The noise contribution from contact, and cable re-
sistances ('" 100pV/vIlz) and the pre-amplifier
('" 150pll/vIlz) resulted in 200pV/vIlz accord-
ing to the spectrum in the superconducting state
of the Josephson junction shown in Fig.l(c). White
voltage noise from Josephson junction resistance Rn
and the current noise from the unchopped current
source ('" 40pA/vIlz) is transformed by the differ-
ential resistance into the voltage noise level: which
is determined above the corner frequency of 1/1-
noise, of approximately 180pV/vIlz. External dis-
turbances of the power lines are mixed up by non-
linear differential resistance for the bias currents
close to the critical current and produce higher har-
monics.

3 Noise-correlation measure-
ments in the time domain

3,1 Measurement principle
Th determine the correlation coefficient between
critical current fluctuations 61, and normal-state re-
sistance fluctuations 6Rn we switch the bias current
I at frequency I, between two values 1,'" I" where
I, fluctuations dominate, and 12 » I" where Rn
fluctuations dominate. We record the voltage fluc-
tuations U"', U2

,; for the lower and upper work-
ing point, respectively, by sampling with a data-
aquisition system, as depicted in Fig.3.

Noise measurements with modulated bias current
are shown in Fig.2. Contrary to noise reduction
techniques with chopped polarity of bias currents
in dc-SQUIDs 111)and Josephson junctions [12, 13J,
we switch the hias current between the voltage-
carrying state at h and superconducting state with
U(I2) = O. For the noise this is equivalent to its
multiplication ,,~th the unit rectangle function or a
convolution in the frequency domain. Therefore the
complete noise information of the Josephson junc-
tion is convoluted around the chopper frequency I,.
lt can be readout after the compensation of the rect-
angular signal at the working point for fixed bias
current with standard demodulation technique. As
expected, the 1/1 -noise from the amplifier is com-
pletely suppressed down to lowest frequencies, as
depicted in the chopped measurement for U ([2) = 0
in Fig.2. To get a sufficient input sensitivit)' of the spectrum

analyzer to detect the voltage noise signals and to
avoid the saturation of the amplifier I we compensate
the rectangular signal from static working points
at the input circuit by the voltage drnp from a re-
sistance Rk '" 0.80 in series with the inductively
coupled amplifier. For the compensation, we detect
the rectangular components from the chopped sig-
nal and coupled the regulated compensation signal
into the input circuit. Analyzing only frequencies in
the measuring bandwidth !:>I of the sampled time
traces, we ohtain the correlation coefficient C(O)
with the discret representation of the cross corre-
lation [6J in the time domain for k = 0:

!(Hz)
Figure 3: Simplified mea,u •••ment principle for the de-
ttrmination of the correlation coefficient in the time do-
main from JO$epJuon junction" with a low naiu:, wide-
band and inductively coupled voltage amplifier. A regu-
lated compensation of "tatic wor~'"in9 points at the input
circuit atloid" the saturation of amplifier. A low pass fil.
ter minimizes aliasing effects from the sampling process.
For !ynchronized data readout we tue a dato-aquisotion
!ystem and for unsynchonized data readout a storage
oscillograph.

Figure 2: Chopped noise measurements with one super-
conducting state in ccmparision with !tatie direct noise
measurements. As expected, the 11 f -noise from am-
plifier in the chopped measurement i!. completely sup-
pressed down to lowest frequency range. Deviations for
f > 300Hz; are due to the limited chopper frequency Ie.

With the above normalization of the correlation co-
efficient and the fact, that anti-correlated c:ritical
current 61, and resistance fluctuations 6Rn pnoduce
correlated voltage fluctuations 16J, and vice versa,
we get the correlation coefficient:

{
-I V I" Rn correlated

C (0) = 0 V " uncorrelated
+1 'V " anti-correlated

Depending on the correlation coefficient measured
between both working points, the responding volt-
age noise signal from the Josephson junction con-
tains different contributions. For C(O) = +1 it con-
sists of low frequency fluctuations from inphase fluc-
tuations in both working points. For C(O) = -I
it contains fluctuations mixed up around the chop-
per frequency I,and their harmonics resulting from
out-of-phase fluctuations in the working points. To
determine the correlation coefficient in the time do-
main we conclude, that a wide band,,~dth, low noise
voltage amplifier with an upper cutoff frequency Iv
must transfer the low frequency and high frequency
fluct·uations I" 3/" 51" 71c < Iv. For the up-
per cutoff frequency Iv ~ 30kHz of our voltage
amplifier we have chosen our chopper frequency of
I,= 2.85kH z. The analysis within the measuring
bandwidth !:>I = [10Hz, 50H zJ of the correlation
coefficient is limited by the lower cutoff frequency
of the amplifier of about !L ~ lOH z.

Because of the bias current switching and voltage
sampling process, correlation measurements with
a finite chopper frequency contain aliasing effects
[14]. which reduce the correlation coefficient. To
eliminate aliasing effects from the sampling; pro-
cess an anti-aliasing filter with cutoff frequency of
a half of the chopper frequency before the sampling
process or signal separation is required. But with
such filtering no high frequency fluctuations for the
determination of the correlation coefficient in the
time domain can be transferred. To suppress the
mixing of very high frequency fluctuations, much
higher than the chopper frequency I" down into
the low frequency spectrum, we use for ever)' sig-
nal line an anti-aliasing butterworth low pass filter
of third order after the sampling process. Alias-
ing effects from bias current switching have more
general character and depend on the voltage noise
spectral densit)' of the Josephson junction near the
chopper frequency I, and the correlation coefficient
itself. To avoid these aliasing effects under cOI1.Sider-
ation of the sampling theorem, the minimum chop-
per frequency Ie must be twice of the maximum
frequency fnoi.el where we have still noise power



from the Josephson junction. Thus, white noise
contribu"t.ions from the jWlction resistance Rn re-
duce the correlation coefficient. To minimize alias-
iug effects from bias current switching, the chop-
per freq11ency I, sbould be higher than the cor-
ner frequency of the 1/1 -noise spectrum for both
working points. Short circuit noise from the final
Sf.age of the current source ("" 4pA/,[fu), ampli-
fier ("" 150pV/,[fu) and the measurement system
("" 100pV/JH%) are present in both working points
and therefore increase the correlation coefficient. A
linlited bandwidth of the voltage amplifier reduces
contributions from out-of-phase Buctuations con-
tained in tbe higher harmonics and also increases
tbe coefficient. The aliasing effects and the noise
from our compensation circuit decrease the corre-
lation coefficient. The latter contributions on the
correlation coefficient in our measurementS are ani)'
very small, and can be estimated from the consis-
tency c!Lecks, as described below.

In Fig.4(a)-(c) time traces for different working
points are shown. The measurement shown in
Fig.4(a) is used as a consistency check, because in
this situation a correlation coefficient C(O) = +1
is expected. Despite of the described aliasing prob-
lems and noise sources, with a chopper frequency of
2.85kHz:, analyzed bandwidth !:l.I = [10Hz,50Hz]
and short circuit noise of 20OpV/,[fu for same
working points II = I" we find a value of C(O) =
+0.93 ± 0.3. In Fig.4(b) the consistency is checked
for bias currents chopped between corresponding
positive and negative bias currents. Here, we find
C(O) = -0.96 ± 0.4. In Fig.4(c) the time traces for
different, positive bias currents of h = 50/LA and
J2 = +3.00/"A are depicted. From such measure-
ments the bias current dependence of the correla-
tion coefficient in Fig.4(d) is determined. Here, w'e
measure at fixed bias current II = +300/"A and for
Il = +50/"A from Fig.5 a hias current dependent de-
cay of the correlation coefficient. The positive and
negati ve consistency checks confirm the reliability
of our measurement.

4 Noise-correlation measure-
m.ents in the frequency do-
m.ain

Due to the aliasing problems from sampling pro-
cess the measuring method in the time domain is

••. A.'",,1'd point Its••
- R.t ••.• nce poinll,-+-3OO\&A
•.••. R.lttwW:e point 1,_5OJ&A

0.2

4

'S412Jl, T-nk, ~-2.85kHz. 300 ~me trace
compensated, f,_1kHz, unsynchronized

I

Figure 5: Averaged correlation coefficient in the mea-
suring bandwidth C>.f= [10H:, SOH:) vs. bias curnnt
with the un"ynchronued data readout for different ref·
erence points.

its fourier representation R(f) with delta function
6(f), development coefficients Rn,

{
I 'I I(t) = II

r(t) = 0 'I I(t) = I, '

+00 1
R(f) = L: R,,6(f - nI,), R" = 7Tn sin (in), (4)

n=-oo

o.s
§
(J

0.4

0.2

0.0

• RetefW'IClepodllMW
.Refefenoepoi'ltll~

'S412Jl , T-77K, f,02.85kHz,300 lime _e,
componsaled, synchronized daIa ",ado<J1, the noise time traces U, (t). U2(t) for both working

points, their fourier transforms F'T(f), F'T(f) and
definition of voltage noise spectral densities 51(f),
52(f) are given as,

sO 100 150 200 2SO 300
~(»A)

Figure 4: (a), (b), (c) Section from 30.ec. measured
time troc.!.t for different working pointJ, aJ given in the
figures. The voltage off •• t is given for clarity. (d) Aver-
aged correlation coefficient in the me4.tunng bandwidth
C>.f= (lOH:, 50H:1 vs. bias cun.nt with the synchro-
nized data JUdout. The in"et and c~fficentl with same
working point.ll confirm! the reliobilitv of mea3ured data.
We ob"enJe a current de~ndent decay of correlation co·
efficient betwun critical cun-ent 61r: and normal·8tott
J'ui8tance fluctuationl R....

U. _ {Uj(t) 'I -T/2 < t < T/2
JT - 0 'I otherwise '

+00

FjT(f) = J UjT(t)e-""'dt,
-00

5j(f) = lim -T
1

IFjT(f)l2,
T~""

limited to low frequencies. The analyzed band-
width C>.I = [10Hz, SOH zJ of the correlation coef-
ficient is in comparison to the required bandwidth
10Hz-30kHz of the voltage amplifier very small.
The correlation coefficient can alternatively be de-
termined from voltage noise spectral densities in
the frequency domain. For C(O) = + 1 Jaw fre-
quency inphase voltage Buctuations of the chopped
noise signal stay in the low frequency range and
for C(O) = -1 high frequency out-of-phase volt-
age fluctuations are modulated around the chop-
per frequency Ie and their harmonics. For t!Lis,
we determine the spectrum FUT(f) and spectral
density 5u(f) of the chopped voltage noise signal
U12(t) from the Josephson junction. With the pe-
riodic unit rectangle function r(t) of frequency I"

We obtain the fourier transform FuT(f) of the
chopped signal Uu(t) = r(t)U, (t) + (1 - r(t))U2(t)
with the fourier transformation FT as:

FI2T(f) = FT (r(t)(UI (t) -U2(t))) +F'T(f)

= R(f). (FIT(f)-F,T(f)) + F'T(f)

+00

= L:R,,6(f-nI,).(FIT(f)-F2T(f))+F27{f) (10)
n=-oo

After the convolution for n = 0 with Ro = 1/2 is
done and using the property 6(f) • FT = FT of the
delta function, the resulting expression is sorted by
the development coefficients R". We obtained the
spectrum and spectral density with their definition

5u(f) = lim T.!.IFUT(f)l2, (11)
T~oo

FJ2T(f) = i(F'T(f)+F2T(f)) (12)

~ (6(f- I,)+6(f+ I,)).[F,T(f)-F,T(f)]

+oc

+L:(R,,6(f -nIcl +R_n6(f+nI,)).[F, r{f)-Fn(f)]
n~2

The inphase fluctuations with C(O) = + I from the
time domain are called the correlated components,
while the anti-correlated with C(O) = -1 compo-
nents are called out-of-phase fluctuations. The first
term of Eq.(13) describes the inphase fluctuations
in the low frequency range and the other terms
with n ~ 1 describes the out-of-phase fluctuations,
which are modulated around the chopper frequency
I, and its harmonics. Corresponding measurements

(3) of the spectral density 512(f) of the chopped volt-
age noise from the Josephson junction #S412Jl for
various working points 1>, I, are shown in Fig.6.
In correspondence with Eq.(13) we recognize that
only out-of-phase, anti-correlated voltage Buctua-
tions are modulated around the chopper frequency
I, and its harmonics. As long as the chopper fre-
quency is chosen high enough, no aliasing effects be-
tween the spectrum with in- and out-of-phase fluc-
tuations occur and the out-of-phase Buctuations are
missing completely in the low frequency range.

In Fig.6(a) for the case of I, = I, with 5, (f) =
52 (f) onl)' inphase voltage fluctuations with C(O) =
+1, as in Fig.4(a) are present in the chopped sig-
nal. The signal is completely correlated with it-
self. In Fig.6(b) for the case of 1> = -I, with
5, (f) = 5,(f) and C(O) = -1 only out-of-phase
voltage Buctuations are present, so that a pure
amplitude-modulation of the noise occurs. Under
the condition that the signal has no inphase Buc-
tuations with C(O) = -I, we observe essentially no
noise power in the low frequency fange. White noise
results from the amplifier and the JoseplLson junc-
tion. In Fig.6(c) the signal containing the supercon-
ducting state for 5,(f)=0 and 52 (f) ';"0 can be de-
scribed as a superposition of the inphase (Fig.6(a))
and out-of-phase (Fig.6(b)) signals of half of the
amplitude. In chopped signals, containing the su-
perconducting state the complele noise information
of one working point 52 (f) is modulated around the
chopper frequency I" so that modulated noise mea-
surements with conventional modulation techniques
are available. A signal containing one supercon-
dueting working point has a correlation coefficient
of C(O) = 0, the same as two uncorrelated time
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Figure 6: Me(uured chopped voltage noise for diDer.
ent wa,'king poinb II. h. The modulated noise power
around the chopper frequency Ie. depends on the static
voltage noi •• ,peetrol demity SI (f), S, (/) of the work-
ing points and on the correlation coefficient C(O) it·
,elf. With the chopped time ,igna/, U12(t) and COrTe-
sponding fluctuations of the working points we recognize,
that onlll out-oJ.phase fluctuation, modulate around the
chopper frequency. Furthennore the correlation coeffi·
cient i" measured from balancing the spectral densities
of inphase and out-of-phau. fluctuation".

4.2 Noise-correlation measurements
in the low frequency range

The correlation coefficient can be also determined
from spectral densities of the voltage noise in the
frequency domain. We measure the low-frequency
voltage noise S12.1P(f) for 1 < le/2. If we as-
sume, that for a sufficient high chopper frequency
fe no aliasing effects occur and F'T(f) =F2T(f) =
o 'I If 1 > fe/2 is valid, we can negelect the out-of-
phase fluctuation terms and mixed terms in Eq.(13).
We use the definition of cross spectral density
]£:12(f) and the complex coherence function -y(f)
[15) -

lEI2(f) = T~mOC ~(F"T(f)F'T(f»), (13)

(f) - H:12(f) (14):r - .,jS,(f) .,jS,(f)

of the inphase fluctuations S12,1P(f) from the low
frequency part of FUT(f):

S12.1 p(f) =i~ ~I ~ (FIT (f) +F2T(f)) 1

2

(15)

for f < fcl2, and no aliasing (16)

=~ ~,(fl+S,(f)+2Re(}~oo~(Fl',{f)F21{f)))) (17)

=~ (S,(f)+S,(fl+2Re(lEl,,(f))) ,]£:u =H:'1 (18)

=~ (S,(f)+S,(f)+2Re (:r(fJv! S,(f).,j Sif))) (19)

S12,1 p(f)=~ (S,(fl+S,(fl+2-Y(f>v'sl!l/Slii)(20)

We define SI,1P(f)=S.(f) and S2.1P(f)=S2(f) as
the low-frequency voltage noise spectral density of
the working points 1 and 2, which are known from
static unchopped noise measurements. If the physi-
cal origin of the 1/ f-noise does not change between
the static noise and correlation measurements, the
spectral densities SI,1 p(f), S',1 p(f) can he sup-
posed as parameters. From Eq.(20) we obtain the
frequency dependent correlation coefficient.

Figure 7: Mea.surement principle for the detennination
of the frequency dependent con-elation wefficient 'Y(f) in
the low /re'luency range from JOJephson junctions with
a low noise voltage amplifier with upper cutoff frequency
Iv. A high frequency rutongle current .source with chop.
per frequency f, :» 2fu tron,poN the out-of-ph •• e fluc-
tuations out of the measuring bandwidth 6.f = 1/L,f,1
of the ampliJer. Therefore the correlation coefficient"
are fully determined by the spectral den"itie, of the in-
phase fluctuations in the low frt,quency range. A com·
plicated compenlation of the Ita tic rectangle tJoUagt..S of
the working points is not nece.uory with an low pan fil-
ter higher order with cutoff frequency f. after the first
amplifier stage."Y(f) = 4S,2,lP(f) - (S"lP(f) + S2.1P(f)) (21)

2 .,jSl,lP(f) .,jS',1p(f)

for n = 0, f < fe/2, no aliasing

Apart from different noise mechanism in the work-
ing points, no superconducting state of the physical
system for the determination of the correlation is re-
quired. As long as the chopper frequency fe is high
enough to suppress aliasing effects with SI,lP(f) =
S2,lP(f) = 0'1 f> fe/2, the correlation coefficient
-y(f) between both working points is completely
determined by the voltage noise S12,l p(f) of the
chopped signal UI2(t) and the static voltage noise
SI.1P(f), S2',lP(f) of the working points 1 and 2.
The determination of the correlation coefficient in
the frequency domain in comparison to the method
in the time domain has some advantages.

i.) The frequency dependence of the correlation
coefficient -y(f) is obtained.

ii.) Aliasing effects from the sampling process do
not exist.

iv.) The short circuit noise of the measurement sys-
tem can be subtracted in SI,1P(f), S2,lP(f)
and the measured noise spectrum can be cor-
rected before the correlation coefficient is de-
termined.

v.) No compensation, signal separation, filtering
and complicated data analysis are required.

The measurement principle for the low frequency
range is shown in Fig.7. To avoid the saturation
of amplifier from the static current-voltage curve of
the Josephson junction and to get a sufficent high
input voltage noise sensitivity of the spectrum an-
alyzer, we used a 10'" pass filter (LP3) of the third
order with an cutoff frequency of f. < fe/2.
In Fig.8(a) the measured voltage noise spectral den-
sities SI.1P, S'.lP, SU,lP in the low frequency range
for different bias currents in the regimes of criti-
cal current fluctuations 01, and resistance fluctua-
tions oR" of the Josephson junction #S412J1 are
shown. For spectral densities with chopped hias
current we used a chopper frequency of f,=50kH z.
In Fig.8(b) the frequency independent correlation
coefficient is depicted, which is determined from
the ahove measurement using Eq.(21). In compari-
son to the correlation coefficient determined bv the
time method from Fig.4(c) in the measuring ;ange
6.f = [10Hz, SOH z] an averaging of the frequency

ill.). The amplifier does not have to transfer the higb
frequency out-of-phase fluctuations around the
frequencies fe, 3f" 5fe, With an up-
per cutoff frequency fv < 1,/2 the amplifier
only transfers the low frequency inphase fluc-
tuations. With an e,,:tremly high chopper fre-
quency f, aliasing effects from the hias current
switching process can be effectively suppressed.

dependent correlation coefficient with the normal-
ization factors 1)1, I/:> is given by [16J

C(O) = 1)1
1

1/:> f Re(lt12(f) ) df (22)
AI

1)1= [jjl.1 p(f)df] 1/: I). = [if2,lp(f)df] 1/(23)

and with Eq.(18) to Eq.(21)

C(O) =I)~ f "l.(f)J SI.1P(f)J S',lP(f)df (24)
AI

= 1)1~2 ~f( 4S12,lP(f)-(SI,lP(f)+S',lP(f)))cq (25)
AI

ltS412Jl
T=77K
1,.sOkHz

#S412Jl
T.nK

1••. 3Oq<A.••• .-... l~kHz

10 100 1000
I (Hz)

Figure 8: (aJ Mea,ured ,tahc S,,/p(/), S',JP(f) and
chopped S"./p(f) noi,e .pectro for different working
points h, h in the low frequency range. l-i'ith on
high end cutoff frequency fv of amplifier and ,ufficient
high chopper frequency f, :» 2fu out-of-phase fluctua-
tions are transporied out of the measuring bandwidth
and aliasing efJecb are effectively suppresled. Alias-
ing eifuu and white noue sourus reveal" a" remain-
ing spectral density for working points with 11 = -/21

Sl,lp(/)=S,,/p(/) and ...,(1)=-1 in the/ow f'r"'Iuency
range. (bJ COrTe/ation coefficient ,(/) vs. frequency
between critical current 6fc and normal-state resistance
fluctuations 6~. In comparision to the time method
an averaging of the cOrTelation coefficient.s by Eq. (£4)
in the mea,uring range 6f = [IOH z, 50H z] reveal with
1'(/)=0.702 in excellent agreement.



reveals with C(O) = 0.702 in excellent agreement.
'\\"ith longer measuring times for the frequency
method_ we get a smoother spectrum of correlation
coefficients l'(f), which are not automatically av-
eraged i.n the measuring range Af as in the time
method. The positive consistency check for same
working points II = 12 of the frequency method
is trivial. hecause SI2,/P(f) = S'.IP(f) = S2.1p(f)
results in -r(f) = +1. The negative consistency
check for opposite working points h = -12 is more
demanding, since the spectral densities SI2,IP(f),
Sl.lP\f), S2,/P(f) with chopping of bias current
have to be measured. The determined coefficients
of -0.98±0.02 up to 100Hz confirms the high reli-
ability of the frequency method.
Reversely, for a correlation coefficient ...,(f) = -1
and SLlP(f) = S2,/P(f) , aliasing effects or white
noise so urces reveal as remaining chopped voltage
noise S''l,IP(f) for opposite working points II = -12
in the I()w frequency range, as shown in Fig.8(a).
A further increase of the chopper frequency Ie up
to 200kHz resulted in no decrease of the voltage
noise S12,1 p(f) for opposite working points in the
low frequency range, so that aliasing effects are ef-
fectivel)' suppressed. The origin of the remaining
voltage noise can be caused, in correspondence with
Fig.l(c), from while noise sources of the Josephson
junctiot1 resistance Rn. and, according to Fig.l(a),
from the current source transformed hy the differ-
ential resistance R.i.

4.3 Noise-correlation measurements
in the high frequency range

To analyse the out-of-phase voltage fluctuations
near the chopper frequency fe in Eq.(13), we em-
ploy an ideal hand pass filter B P of center frequency
fe and width ±/c/2. Similar to conventional mod-
ulation techniques and modulated noise measure-
mem; including one superconducting state [17J. the
noise information around the chopper frequency is.
alter the band pass flItering. demodulated to the
low frequency range hl' a further convolution ,,1th
a rectartgle R(f) reference signal. After smoothing
the signal with an ideal low pass filt<!r Tp with cut-
off freqllency fg < fe/2, we get the high-frequency

, voltage noise spectral density S'2,OP(f) from mod-
ulated noise measurements between the working
points 1 and 2. The out-of-phase fluctuations for
the first harmonic are centered around the chopper
frequency fc. Similar to the derivation of Eq.(16ff),
we obtain:

A""IP = k~p ( 6...,2+2 (l+VIP+ v~p)

·o.S
(35)

r2 v ••
+ 6...,v'ViP (1+ v;p)

kop ( ( 1 )A...,op = -?- 6...,2+2 l+vop+-- (36)
- VOP ,.. 0.0r2

- 6 "!V'vop (1+ v~p) .(J.5

=i~~IG) (;) (FIT(f)-F2T(f))\2 (27)

for f < fe/2. no aliasing (28)

=m 2m (S!U)+SI.!) - 2-r(f}.j5,(JVSlJi) (29)

tion coefficient as follows:

A...,2=AS?2,Ip(as{J"( )2+t.S?,/p(a:"" )2(32)
l'J,IP 1,JP

+AS~'IP(a~ )22,IP

2 2 ( 4 )Al = AS12,Ip S S
I,/P 2,IP

I AS?IPf 1 + (4S12,IP-52,/p) )2
16 \-/SI,IPS2,/P SI,IP-/SI,/PS2.IP

IA5~,IP ( 1 + (4S12,IP-SI,IP))2
16 \-/Sl.lpS2,lP S2.IP-/S,,IPS2,/P

As shown in Fig.2, the voltage noise spectral den-
sities of the working point S, (f) can also be deter·
mined by chopped noise measurements containing
a superconducting state I, = O. where 5

"
op(f) =

(1/1r)2(2/1r)2 5, (f) with S2(f) = 0 and ...,(f) = 0 is
known. Seperately, S2,oP(f) = (1/'rr)2(2/1r)2S2(f)
with SI (f) = 0 and ...,(f) = 0 is determined.
If the physical origiin of the 1/ f-noise does not
change between the modulated noise measurements
51,op(f), S2,OP(f) and the modulated correlation
measurement S12,op(f), we can substitute these
into Eq.(29) and obtain the correlation coefficient
from modulated noise measurements with a suffi-
cient high chopper frequency fe for every harmonics
without aliasing effects as:

With the assumption, that all voltage noise spec-
tral densities are measured within the same mea-
suring time, and result.ed from n averages by the
spectrum analyzer [14]. we get with kIP = 1/,,(0 =
ASI,IP/Sl.lP = AS2,IP/S2,IP = AS12,IP/S,2,IP
and VIP = SI,IP(f)/S2.IP(f) the variance of cor-
relation coefficient for the low frequency range.

2 k1P [2 1 2]t...., - SI.IPS2,IP 6S12,/P+il (S,.IP-S2,1P)

l'(f) - S"OP(f) + S2,OP(f) - 5'2,OP(f) (30)
2 -/SI,OP(f) -/S2,OP(f)

for n=1,2,3 ...• l<fe/2, no aliasing (31)

If the physical system has no superconducting state,
the adjustment and measuring of the spectral den-
sities 5. (f), S2(f) are also possible for ,(f) = -1
with SI(f) = S2(f) for opposite working points
It = - 12, In this case we obtain a similar ex-
pression to Eq.(21) with the substitution..., -+ -...,
for the correlation coefficient determined hy spec-
tral densities from modulated noise measurements.
However, especially in the very low frequency range
tJ.I = [0.01Hz,10kHz] the correlation coefficient
can also determined v.1th the advantages of con-
ventional modulation techniques, working at room
temperature with an amplifier noise with less than
50pV/.ffu, so that a complicated low-Te-SQUID
measuring system is not necessary.

After the substitution of Eq.(21) and a sim-
ilar derivation with Eq,(31) and kop
1/,,(0 = ASI.oP/SI,oP = t.52,op/S2.0P =
AS12,OP/SI2.0P, VOP = 51,op(f)/S2.0P(f), we
obtain the variance of the correlation coefficient for
the low and high frequency range.

4.4 Variance of the correlation coef-
ficient Equation (36) is shown in Fig.9(a) and describes

v.1th kiP'" 0.1, VIP'" 10 at ...,(f) '" 0.702 from
Fig.8(a) with A""I P '" 0.31 marked hv a dot in
Fig.9(a), the measured variance of th; coefficient
for the low frequency range according to Fig.8(b)
very well. With the number of averaged measure-
ments n. vIP=l and vop=l, we ohtain a simplier
expression of the variance of the correlation coeffi-
cient for the low and high frequency measurement.

According to Fig.8(b) variations of the correlation
coefficients depend on the coefficient itself and on
the variance of the measured voltage noise spectral
densities S12.IP(f), SI.IP(f), S2,IP(f) caused by
the averaging process of spectrum analyzer due to
the limited measuring time. Starting from Eq.(21)
with the partial derivatives and the law of error
propagation, we obtain the variance of the correla-

1 (6 3
A""IP=2V ;;(1+"1), n= 2A...,1p (1+,()2 (37)

II[ 3A...,op=;; -(1-...,), n=~ (1_...,)2 (38)
- n ••.•...,op

Surprisingly, the calculated fluctuations of the cor-
relation coefficient for the high frequency measure-
ment n = 1,2,3 ... from Eq.(37) are very small at
...,(f) = +1, contrary to the low frequency measure-
ment according to Fig.9. The measurement in the
frequency domain of Fig.8(h) is much more pre-
cisely for the low frequency range near ...,(f)l = -1,
the same applies for the high frequency range near
...,(f) = +1, than in the time domain. For an accu-
racy of 10% of the correlation coefficient. we need
for the low frequency measurement near ...,(f) = +1,
about 600 measurements and within the analvz-
ers measuring time of 8s from the frequency r"';ge
[OHz, 100Hz] a complete measuring time of 1.3h.
Noise measurements with the LIA showed under
constant measuring time a higher variance of the
correlation coefficient A..." because an averaging of
the coefficient in the measuring bandwidth !1f as
in the time domain is impossihle with the ill's
narrow band filter.

v""
Figure 9: Calculated variane< of the correlation coef-
ficient 611P VJ. the ratio VIP of .datic Jpectral denJi~
tie, of the working point" and the cOJTelation coefficient
...,with kiP = 0.1 for inpha,e (a; and out-of·pha,e (b)
fluctuation!.



5 Chopped characteristic
quasi-particle times

Apart from aliasing effects due to the remaining
voltage noise spectral density from an 1/ f·noise
spectrum of the Josephson junction at finite chop·
per frequency f" the switching of the characteristic
quasi·particle times T.If(U) and their voltage de-
pendence [6} does not influence the correlation co-
efficient for a sufficient high chopper frequency with
f, » I/T'1f of both working points. To sbow this,
l\'e determine the spectrum of 8.single trapping cen-
ter biased between two working points with chopper
frequency f.. Tbe conditional probability Po,u(t),
that tbe resistance will stay after an initial jump
to that state, is given for a time dependent and
exponentially distributed lifetime To,u(t) for the oc·
cupied, respectively unoccupied state as:

po.u(t) = exp (-I To,:(t') dto) (39)

Tbe trapping center is cbaracterized at eacb time
by a Lorentzian type power spectrum witb char·
acteristic frequency I/T'1f1 = I/Tul + I/Tol and
exponentially distributed lifetimes for the occu·
pied Pol (t) = exp (-t/Tol) and unoccupied state
PuI (t) = exp (-tITud at working point L respec·
tively working point 2. For a sufficient high chop·
per frequency f, ,,~tb f.» I/T'IfI, l/T.!!, we get
from Eq. (39) the probabilty poet), that the elec·
tron "'iIl stay in tbe occupied, respectively for tbe
unoccupied state as:

poet) = (Pol(t) Po,(t»I/2 •• fe» _1_, _1_ (40)
. 'Tel /1 T~J12

Pu(t) = (Pul (t) Pu,(t»I/'

The probability poet) reduces for the unswitched
case with Pol (t) = Po,(t) to the probability Pol (t),
respectively Pu(t). After tbe substitution of tbe
indi,;dual probabilities into Eq.(40), we define an
effective characteristic lifetime for the occupied To

and unoccupied Tu state of both working points.

poet) = e-'Ir., _ 1 ( 1 + 1) (41)~ - 2 Tol To,

Pu(t) = e-'Ir" ..!- _ 1 ( 1 + 1) (42)
Tu - 2 Tul Tu•

Using the same derivation of Machlup [181 we ob-
tain for a sufficient high chopper frequency fe also a
Lorentzian type power spectrum sflR (J) for a sin·
gle trapping center with an effective charateristic

times is only valid for chopper frequencies witb
f, > 1/.,..1/, as depicted in Fig.lO(c). The super-
position of independent traps with g(T.!!) r:x.l/T.//
distribution of effective lifetimes results in an 11f-
noise spectrum for the resistance fluctuations.

T'SLS (J) = oR' -.!lL T.// (43)
l2,R To + Tu 1+ (2"fT'f/F

for _1_ = ~ +..!-, f,» _1_
Te!1 To Tu Trff

Numerical generated time traces of a single trap are
shown for different chopper frequencies in Fig.lO(a).
10 Fig.10(b) the resulting distributioo of lifetimes
are depicted. The approach for a constant quasi·
particle lifetime T.II from Eq.(44) resulting in a
Lorentzian type power spectrum for s"'itched life-

Therefore, the voltage dependence of the character-
istic quasi-particle times [6J can be neglected in the
determination of the correlation coefficient due to
the sampling of one physical origin -' namely the
1/ f -noise spectrum from resistance fluctuations of
Eq.(44) . as long as the chopper frequency f, is
greater than the inverse of all contributing effective
lifetimes T.I/ or the corner frequencies of the 11f-
noise spectrums of the working points.:::::tJiJ1_ ••i:~ro:oo

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 50 52 54 56 58 60
time (s) time (ms)

For working points ,,~th S,(f) = S,(f) and corre-
lation coefficients of -y(f) = -1, no inphase voltage
fluctuations exist and no 11f·noise power from
Josephson junction is present in tbe low frequency
range. Only aliasing effects and contributions from
wbite noise sources reveal as remaining chopped
voltage noise S12,lP(f) in the low frequency range.
The voltage dependence of the characteristic quasi-
particle times 16J underly, with a finite chopper
frequency f" the sampling theorem and also reveal
as an aliasing effect. We obtain the possible
systematic deviation of tbe correlation coefficieot
due to aliasing and white noise sources with the
spectral densities at f = 10Hz from Fig.8(a)
with tlS = 0.9 . 10-19\."1 Hz for II = -300I'A,
I, = +300I'A and S''/P = L1 lO-17V'/Hz
for 1, = +50Il·4.. We find without the vari-
ance due to the limited measuring time with
kIP = I:;,S/S',lP '" 8.2 . 10-'. VIP '" 10 at
1Jp(J) '" 0.702 from Eq.(36) a deviation of
l:;,"(IP(f) = 0.026. Therefore, aliasing effects, tbe
voltage dependence of characteristic times of quasi-
particles and white noise sources cannot explain the
current dependent decay of correlation coefficient
of about 1:;,"( = 1 - 0.702 = 0.298. Furtbermore
fluctuations with characteristic times of the inverse
of the maximum comer frequency f noi •• '" 10kHz
with T," '" IOOIlS of the 1/ f-noise from Fig.l(d)
are detected by the used chopper frequency of up to
fc= 200kH z with sampling times of 51ls and result
in no further decrease of correlation coefficient.
Even ",;th a smaller chopper frequency and aliasing
effects, a noticeable decrease of the correlation
coefficient can only be observed, when tbe chopped

(e)
20

l 10
.5q;..
~

10'

00 • \,.6eYlationatromCOl'lltal'ltIlt.rrn

o 00
0

0 0 0 1, deviationafromcor-.tari 1iI.ti1l.. '....e. l._ -••...~.".,! ..•. &8.~.~ ..•..e

10' 10'
I (Hz)

Figure 10: Random telegraph noile for a two-level
,witching procus with uponential'y distributed, chopped
characten.stic lifetimes for 101 = 2m", T,.l = 1m", 1"02 =
4ms, T\l.2 = 8m .• in the low frequency Ie <: 1/1'-./1 and
high frequency f,>1/r.1/ limit. (a) Switched lifetime.
T(t) and simulated occupation for a single trap. (b)
Semi· log plot of the times spent in the high and low re-
,i.dance state. (e) Percentage deviations of the "tatuti~
cally detennined quasi-particle lifetimes 7"01 1\1. from the
expected lifetimes in the high frequency limit determined
by Eq.UI,4!) .s. chopper frequency f,. The approach
of the multiplication of the inidividual probabilities from
Eo·(40) reJulting in a con.ftant effedive lifetime '.If i"
valid for chopper frequencie.f with Ie> liTe' f'

voltage noise for opposite working points in the
low frequency range bave nearly the same spectral
density as the static unchopped voltage noise S"IP
or S2,I P for I, = +50IlA and I, = +300I'A. But,
act.ually the static unchopped voltage noise is of
the order of 10' ... 101 higher than the ch<>pped
spectral density for working points witb opposite
polarity of bias currents in the low frequency range
at f=lOHz.

The exclusive measured positive correlation coeffi-
cients "((J) between critical current fluctuations 6[,
and normal·state resistance fluctuations 0/4. are
describable by a statistically variing spatial sepa-
ration of the transport of Cooper-pairs and quasi·
particles with differently noise signatures, where the
actual fiuctuation mechanism is caused from local·
ized states in the insulating grain-boundary bar-
rier of tbe Josephson junction. The Coulomb bar·
riers due to occupied localized states with quasi·
particles act as a spatial restricted barrier or bar·
rier with finite tunnel probability for the following
Cooper-pairs. 10 correspondence with the observed
current dependent decal' of correlation coefficient
from Fig.4(a), the higher the current in the resis-
tive part of the static current-voltage curve against
the reference point is chosen, the more charge carri-
ers occupy the localized states and force the follow-
ing Cooper-pairs and quasi-particles on statistically
different, spatial seperated, channels and noise sig-
natures to decrease the correlation coefficient. The
continuity of the current dependent decay and the
frequency independence of the correlation coeffi-
cient suggest a higb density of localized states in the
insulating boundary barrier. With the given formu-
las for the adjustment without switching into a su-
perconducting state, the described noise-correlation
measurement can be used in every physical s)'stem .
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Appendix C
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Figure C.l: Chrom masks for the lithography process of bicrystal junctions including (a) BD-
LP·antenna and (b) RA-LP-antenna and Bow-tie type antenna. (c) Two l·dimensional series
array consisting of 128 junctions coupled to a fin antenna biased by a BD-LP-antenna. (d)
one-dimensional series array with 550 grain boundary junctions.



Ultra low-noise voltage, respectively current pickup and biasing and fast a readout of the junction
is absolute neccessary for Hilbert spectroscopy using pulsed rf-sources for a single-bunch oper-
ation. In this section we will design a pickup and biasing with less than 80pVj../HZ equivalent
input voltage noise in the frequency range of [lMHz,4GHz] .
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______ i:~(~ ~ __Figure C.2: (a) PSPICE optimized determination of rf-transformer equivalent circuit parameters
from insertion loss measuremenl.5. (b),{c) Appropriate lossy and lossless transfer function with
insertion 'loss.

The design and realization of rf-circuits operating at wavelengths smaller than its dimensions
requires replacement circuits of transmission structures, rf-devices and geometries including ma-
terial properties. S-parameter representations and Smith-Digramms are widely used fOf charac-
terization of active and passive devices in the frequency domain (Co1981. For transient analysis
several simulators like PSPICE, HPEesof, SUPERMIX etc. are widely used by solving the
circuit as a network of coupled differential equations with matrix methods and time domain dif-
'ference schemes [SPICE]. The design of low-noise rf-amplifiers reduces to the problem of finding
coupling networks preparing the optimum input and output impedances for all amplifier stages
over a specified frequency range for a given specification ['fri, AN1022, AN1091,CoI98, Gun92].
There exist several optimizers and tools for finding networks, which provide matching for given
source and load impedances. Broadband characteristics can be achieved by detuning several
resonator stage or using the concept of traveling amplifier [Gun921. We focus on a rf-amplifier
stage and biasing of the junction for an rf-pulse series duration from FPI in the.ns regime.

Figure C.3: Ultra low-noise cryogenic broadband rf-amplifier with equivalent input voltage noise
of .JSU,AMP < 80pVj.,(ffz and frequency range [lMHz,lGHz]. The junction series array is
modeled by its normal-state resistance NJR" and biased by a discrete low-noise rf-stage with low
impedance for voltage biasing. The current response pickup can be realized by a rf-tmnsformer or
a broadband SQUID amplifier. Several other types of InP HEMT's, HJ FET's or GaAs-FET's
transistors might be used like Fujitsu FHC40LG, NEC334S01 etc.
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As we will see, a transformer pickup is a key feature of a voltage biased series array of Josephson
junctions. To simulate a reliable rf-transformer characteristic, we optimize its equivalent circuit
parameters to insertion loss measurements [AppRF]. As depicted in Fig.C.2a, the insertion
loss is the fraction of the input power loss when the transformer is impedance-matched in
place of an ideal lossless transformer. The insertion loss at high frequency is caused by leakage
inductances L1 due to imperfect magnetic coupling, interwinding capacitance C1 and skin effect
from resistive copper loss R1. However, the distinct advantage of the rf-transformers is, that
much of the interwinding capacity and leakage inductivity is absorbed into the transmission
line parameters. At low frequency the insertion loss is caused by the magnetization inductance
Lp and core loss R". The insertion loss decreases for high and low frequency with decreasing
temperature. However, to maintain the rf-transformers broadband characteristic in cryogenic
applications its core has to stay at room temperature.
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The design of an ultra low-noise broadband rf-amplifier is much more complicated than a small-
band if-amplifier as heterodyn receivers used in radio astronomy. Stability and the usage of
several transistor stages gets more important [CoI98]. Fig.C.3 shows an rf-amplifier pickup
while using an FPI for approximately 2ns rf-pulse series duration. To decrease the corner fre-
quency of l/f-noise from rf-transistors to several MHz, a low temperature operation is required.
where silicon or germanium type transistors, preferable for the low frequency range, do not work.
Because of this, the measuring bandwidth directly influences the concept of amplifier and voltage
pickup from junction. We designed a transformer coupled amplifier with voltage spectral density
of 140pV /,;'Ih in the frequency range [lHz,20kHz] at room temperature [Lud97], extendable to
range [lOkHz,lOMHz]. In the high frequency range this principle has to be carefully investigated.
A real single-bunch measurement for the frequency range [50MHz,50GHz] requires a detailed
S-parameter description concerning the transfer function, noise, stability and junction coupling
at low temperature operation. Recently for the HIFI IF stages of the FIRST satellite within
the S-band a cyrogenic smallband amplifier stage has been developed and simulated including
the junction coupling. The exteusion to a broadband characteristic is straightforward. For fre-
quencies much higher than 1GHz the broadband rf-transformer concept for current pickup and
therefore voltage biasing with FDSC cannot be realized. In this case a broadband SQUID am-
plifier must be investigated. The SQUID readout for the S-band was demonstrated by [Myg99].
A broadband SQUID rf-amplifier pickup has not yet been realized. However, the noise require-
ments on the voltage pickup are relaxed by using junction series arrays. Furthermore, instead
of a complicated four-point measurement, a two-point measurement for a junction array using
rf-amplifiers should be realized .
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The following schematics were completely simulated in PSPICE and describe the actual modules
available for the TTF-spectrometer. Here we omit a detailed sketch of current hardware sta-
tus, software programmable registers configurations and GAL-equations of each modul, which
was already given by our collaboration [Men99]. Some schematics of the modules are given below
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100KHz 1. OMHz: lOHHz 100MHz 1.0GHz lOGHz
a V(INOISEI-464E-12

- low-noise differential dc-amplfier (T=300K, dc-500kHz, 2n V/,;'Ih) ,
- ultra low-noise Lock-In-Amplifier (T=300K, lOMHz±50kHz, 300pV/,;'Ih),
- ultra low-noise rf-broadband amplifier (T=300K, 10kHz-1GHz, 380pV/,;'Ih),
- ultra low-noise broadband ac-amplifier (T=300K, 1Hz-20kHz, lOkHz-10MHz, 140pV/,;'Ih),
- ultra low-noise high speed matched current source (16Bit, 500kHz) with bunch timing,
- lOMHz phase shifter, TTF timing adapter and isolation for VME crayds.

Figure C.4: PSPICE simulated (a) time traces of a 1!ns rf-pulse series duration from junction
array while stepping the biasing voltage. (b) Transfer function and input voltage noise spec-
tral density of BOpV/JHZ. A low-Tc SQUID system operating at T = 4K has approximately
20pV/.fTii [Lud97}.



Figure C.S: Voltage response of a series of 15 pulses of width t.t=10ns, peak voltage t. U=100J1.V
(input signal was scaled down) with distance t. T = 1J1.S. The Lock-In-Amplifier operates with
an amplification of v=9·105 at center frequency f=10MHz±50kHz. Pulses pushes filters and
produce a continuous frequency, which is down modulated by a phase shifter controlled from TTF
timing. The measurement fits quite well to PSPICE simulations.

Figure C.6: (a) Ultra low-noise 10MHz Lock-In-Amplifier and (b) Low-noise dc-differential am-
plifier for voltage pickup.



Figure C.7: (a) Ultra low-noise chopped current source with programable tim.ing. (b) Timing
modul including program able 10MHz phase shifter in EeL logic.
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